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CIB Internet Bank Service 

On its English and Hungarian homepage, CIB Bank Ltd. (the Bank) provides electronic banking services both in 
English and Hungarian, which enable authorised users to carry out their banking and investment transactions, and 
to make use of other supplementary services, via the internet. The Bank provides numerous service packages. 
The packages’ type and content are contained in the „Service packages and Function list” appendix 
attached to the user guide. 

Usage of the service 

When you use the service, you can select from identification methods with password generator devices.   

We kindly inform you that from 14th of September 2019 you cannot perform transactions requiring 
signature/approval with CIB MobilToken / Easy token / Token password generator device authentication method.  
Only log in and enquiry functions will be available with these devices.  
 
The bank will cancel the password-authentication method from 14th of September 2019, log in and enquiry will 
not be available anymore.  
 
Password generator devices 
 
CIB Hard Token 
 

 
 
The CIB Hard Token is a physical password generator that creates a single-use password, which serves as a 
security code for logging in to CIB Internet-based electronic services (CIB Internet Bank, CIB Bank Online) and 
the eBroker service, and for the approval of operations that require signature. The CIB Hard Token can be used 
after entering the personal 4-digit code set by the user at the time of the request. To log in and to approve 
operations that require signature, a different code must be used each time. 
 
#withKEY token 
 
The #withKEY Token is a PIN code-protected password generating function, which creates a single-use 
password. The password serves as a security code for logging in to CIB Bank’s Internet-based Electronic Services 
(CIB Internet Bank, CIB Bank Online) and the eBroker service, and for the approval of operations that require 
signature.  
 
With the start of the CIB Bank Mobile application and push the #withKEY token button  User ID and the token 
generated 6 digit number the token generated password is presented. To log in and to approve operations that 
require signature, a different code must be used each time.  

Token 
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The Token is a PIN protected password generator creating a single-use password, which serves as a security code 
for logging in to the CIB Internet-based Electronic Services.  Different code must be used each time to log in.  

From 14th of September 2019 you cannot authenticate transactions requiring signature/approval with CIB Token 
password generator device  

Easy Token 

 

The Easy Token is a password generator creating a single-use password, which serves as a security code for 
logging in to the CIB Internet-based Electronic Services. Different code must be used each time to log in. From 
14th of September 2019 you cannot authenticate transactions requiring signature/approval with CIB Easy Token 
password generator device  

 

CIB mobilToken 

 

The CIB mobilToken is a PIN code-protected password generating application, which creates a single-use 
password. The password serves as a security code for logging in to the CIB   Internet-based Electronic Services 
(CIB Internet Bank and eBroker) To log in, you must enter your User ID and the password generated by the CIB 
mobilToken, which the Bank’s system verifies on the basis of the mobilToken’s data. Different code must be used 
each time to log in.  The service is available on the most widely used mobile operating systems. From 14th of 
September 2019 you cannot authenticate transactions requiring signature/approval with CIB mobilToken 
password generator device  
 
Supported mobile operating systems*: 
 

 Android operating system, version 1.6 or higher (telephone, tablet) 

 iOS operating system, version 4.3.0 or higher (iPhone, iPad) 

 Windows Phone operating system, version 7.0 or higher 

*Available within limits: on the Blackberry and Java2 ME (MIDP 2.0 and CLDC 1.1) operating systems. 

You need an active Internet data connection (mobile Internet/wifi) to use certain functions of the mobilToken. 
Mobile data roaming abroad (“Roaming”) may result in a significant increase in charges and extra costs debited to 
your mobile account, therefore we recommend that you use a local, free wifi network when using it abroad. 

For more information: www.cib.hu/token 

Using the service with Password generator devices 
 
User ID:  

 In the case of identification by CIB Hard Token, #withKEY Token  and Token, Easy Token, mobilToken  
an 8-digit series of characters which identifies the User at login.  

 
Password 
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 In case of CIB Hard Token, #withKEY Token and Token, mobilToken password the token generator is 

used, it is the one time password that is generated by the Token. It is 6 characters long, numerical code 
and is valid for about half a minute. 

 In case of Easys token authentication the single used token generated by the Easy token is a 6 digit long, 
numeric, one time password and the password for log in is a minimum 6 maximum 14 digit long 
password mandatory containing at least one letter and one number.  

 
 
 
Login to the Internet Bank system 
 
In the case of identification with CIB Hard Token 
 
Log in to the Internet Bank system is done with a numeric User ID made available at the time of the contract and 
the unique password generated by CIB Hard Token. 
 

1) After the start of the Internet bank, enter on the log in screen the 8-digit User ID, which is contained in 
the “User Annex” document attached to the contract. 

2) Switch on the CIB Hard Token by clicking on “OK”, then enter the previously set 4-digit PIN and press 
“OK” again. 

3) If you have successfully entered the PIN and you see SELECT on the screen, press button 1 (Login) to 
generate a 6-character unique code. 

4) Enter the code in the “Token generated password” field on the CIB Internet Bank log in screen.  
5) Push the “Login” button!  

 
 
In the case of identification with #withKEY token 
 
Log in to the Internet Bank system is done with a numeric User ID made available at the time of the contract and 
the unique password generated by #withKEY token built into the CIB Bank Mobile App. 
 
Log in to the #withKEY function on the CIB Bank Mobile App opening screen and enter your PIN code. Enter on 
the CIB Internet Bank log in screen the 8 digit User Id and the unique  #withKEY password presented in the CIB 
Bank Mobile App #withKEY function and click on the Internet Bank’s Log in button.  
 
If your mobile device is suitable for biometric authentication, CIB Bank Mobile App allows you to identify 
yourself with biometric (e.g. fingerprint) authentication, otherwise you may use a PIN code to log in. 
 
 
Signature code generation for transaction approval  
 
CIB Hard Token, #withKEY token generator device generated one-time signature code:6 digit, numeric, one-time 
signature code generated by a password generator device.  
 
In case of CIB Hard Token: 
 

1) Via Internet Bank enter transaction data and click on Send to bank button. 
2) Signature code input screen is seen after sending to bank 
3) Click on icon symbolizing the rotating arrow on the signature code input screen  
4) After clicking on the icon an 8 digit long number appears in “Transaction confirmation code” field 
5) Turn on the CIB Hard Token by pressing the "OK" button, then enter the 4-digit PIN code previously set 

and press the "OK" button again. 
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6) If you entered the PIN code successfully and you see the SELECT label on the Hard Token screen, press 
the button 2 (Sign). 

7) Enter the 8-digit "confirmation code" presented in the Internet Bank into CIB Hard Token and press the 
"OK" button again. 

8) Enter the Token generated code in the "Token generated password" field on the CIB Internet Bank. 
9) After registering the signatory code, click OK to send the order to the bank. 

 
In case of #withKEY token:   
 

1) Via Internet Bank enter transaction data and click on Send to bank button. 
2) Signature code input screen is seen after sending to bank 
3) Click on icon symbolizing the rotating arrow on the signature code input screen  
4) After clicking on the icon a pop up screens informs you that the “The signature code needed to execute 

the order has been sent to you in a push message to the CIB Bank Mobile App. Please enter it in order to 
authenticate the transaction!” 

5) Please enter the password generated by the Hard Token or the signature code sent in the push message in 
order to execute the transaction! 

6) After entering the signature code please click on the OK button to send the order to bank 
 
 
Signature code can be seen on your mobile push message and in the Notification menu of the CIB Bank 
Mobilapplication.  
 
Push (pop up) message content:  

• Message title: Signature code 
• Date when push message was sent: yyyy.mm.dd 
• Function name in which signature code is generated e.g. one-time HUF transfer 
• Transaction details: e.g.in case of one-time HUF transfer the amount, currency and beneficiary account 

number 
• Signature code: 8-character code to be entered in the Internet Bank "Push message signature code " field 
• Approval: hh:mm:ss till the signature code is valid 
• Push meassage sender: CIB Bank 

 
 
If the signing code is not received by your mobile phone, or for any other reason, you want to generate a new 
signing code, click again in the Internet Bank signature code input screen the icon that symbolizes the rotating 
arrow. A new push (pop-up) message containing the signature code repeats as described above. 
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Security 
 
The security solution used by CIB Bank has been provided by Encorus Technologies Ltd. (formerly Brokat 
Infosystem AG), a world-leading developer of internet banking technology, which has been awarded EU high-
security accreditation with respect to its category. 
 

What the Bank’s system offers 
 
 Unique solution ensures application-level encryption between the applet running on the customer's computer 
and the bank's server application. The encryption is performed with a single-use secret key, generated by the 
movement of the mouse at every login to the Internet Bank. The privacy of data transmission between your 
computer and the CIB Bank server is ensured by the standard SSL technology that is supported by all popular 
browsers. 
 There are five possible ways of identifying yourself for the purpose of logging in: From 2019. September 14. 
you can choose from  CIB Hard Token, #withKEY Token, Token, Easy Token, or mobileToken-generated 
password for log-in. 
 From 2019. September 14. two possible ways of order confirmation: unique password generated by CIB Hard 
Token or #withKey token.   
 In case of standard static password you must change your password (a string of characters, without accents or 
spaces, between 6 and 14 characters in length, and containing at least one letter and one digit) when you log in for 
the first time. Following this, CIB Bank will ask you to change your password in every 90 days.  
 If you are repeatedly unsuccessful in logging in or verify orders, the system will block access for security 
reasons. If this happens, reinstatement of access can be requested in person at one of our branches, or by calling 
CIB24 on +36 14 2424 242.  (Your T-PIN Code will be required for identification purposes.)  
 If you have a mobile telephone with a Hungarian subscription, you may request to be notified by short text 
message (Security SMS) with regard to every activation of Internet Bank user access, every successful log-in, any 
blocking due to several repeated unsuccessful log-in attempts and each lifting of a blocking 
(authorisation/activation).  
 The Bank offers several different service packages, which have been developed with security in mind. User 
Guide’s Service package appendix contains service types and content  
 In order to avoid unauthorised access, after a few minutes of inactivity the user will be automatically logged 
out (a three-minute countdown is displayed in the right-hand corner of the screen), and the login window will be 
displayed, where you will have to re-enter your user name and password before continuing.  
 CIB Bank's server has been licensed and approved by VeriSign, Hungary’s leading digital issuer of security 
certificates. 
 CIB Bank's server is protected by a firewall.  

What you are requested to do in order to minimize security risks 

 Each time you log in, make sure that your computer is connected to CIB Bank's server, and is in a secure 
zone. Take the following steps to verify this: 
 Webaddress: www.cib.hu/cibinternetbank. Click on one of the icons in the browser's status bar (security 
key/locked padlock) to see the digital certificate issued by VeriSign. The certificate looks like this:  
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Microsoft Internet Explorer: 

 
 
 
Mozilla Firefox: 
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VeriSign certifies that the data is arriving from CIB Bank's secure server. If, when you click on the icon, anything 
other than one of the above certificates appears, please close your connection immediately! 

 In case of identification with CIB Hard Token/Easy toke/Token device protect your user ID and Token PIN 
code! Make sure that no-one watches you while typing your PIN code and under no circumstances disclose them 
to anyone. If you believe that an unauthorised person has found out your PIN code, change it through the Token 
device. 
  If you recognize that the CIB Hard Token/Easy token/Token device has been stolen or lost block immediately 
by visiting one of our branches or by calling CIB24 telephone customer service (+36 14 242 242).  
 At the end of your internet banking session, please click on the "Exit" button or on the X in the top right-hand 
corner of the Applet. 
 When using the Internet Bank you must ensure a safe environment, especially when using public internet 
access. Scan your computer regularly for viruses, especially Trojans. We advise you to refrain from opening other 
browser windows or running other programs during your internet banking session. Please note that the Bank will 
not be held responsible for any loss or damage caused by the running of other programs during an Internet Bank 
session, or by viruses. 

 
Tehcnical requirements of launching the CIB Internet Bank system 
 
Recommended minimum system requirements 
 
 PC with Windows 8/8.1/10 operating system 
 Internet Explorer version above 6.0 or FireFox version above 3.0, with support for Java, Javascript 
applications and SSL  
 Internet access 
 Minimum screen resolution of 1024x768  
 
CIB Internet Bank access  
 

 If minimum JAVA 11 technology runs on your computer, please download CIB Internet Bank Desk 
Application. You may find more information in the next chapter („CIB Internet Bank system 
installation”) 

 Amennyiben számítógépe nem a legfrissebb JAVA technológiát futtatja (JAVA 11) úgy a CIB Internet 
Bankot böngészőn keresztül érheti el a www.cib.hu/cibinternetbank linken. 

 If not the lates JAVA technology (JAVA 11) runs on your computer you may use CIB Internet Bank via 
your browser via the www.cib.hu/cibinternetbank link 
 

 
Before downloading the internet banking program, the Bank may test whether your internet browser running on 
your computer (used for accessing the service) meets the expected technical requirements.  
 
The browser test is extremely important, because if the SSL key, Javascript or Java settings are incorrect, this 
could lead to problems, for example when printing confirmation of Internet Bank transactions. The Java version 
we are recommend intended to ensure optimal usage of the Internet Bank. 
 
Please note that the browser test concerns the computer itself, and is independent of the user name. 
  
Browser parameters Requirements 
SSL key 128 bit 
Javascript Yes 
Java  Yes 
Sun Java version 1.6 
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CIB Internet Bank system installation 
 
The initial download will take a few minutes depending on the speed of your internet connection. You may find 
details on our website at FAQ (a https://net.cib.hu/internetbank/gyakori_kerdesek/index )  
 
However, once installed on your computer it will enable you to manage your banking transactions quickly and 
conveniently via CIB Internet Bank. 
 
CIB Internet Bank installation program can be downloaded from CIB Bank website: 
https://net.cib.hu/internetbank/hirek/webstart_1508… 
 
After the download, you can start CIB Internet Bank from the Start menu’s appropriate folder or on your Desktop 
by double-clicking the CIB shortcut.  
 
CIB Internet Bank system removal 
 
Amennyiben szeretné eltávolítani számítógépéről a CIB Internet Bank telepített verzióját, úgy a következő 
lépéseket kell megtennie:  

1. Keresse meg számítógépén a CIB Internet Bank mappáját (vagy kattintson rá a Start menüben) 
2. Keresse meg a mappában az Uninstall.exe fájlt 
3. Indítsa el a programot, és kövesse az abban írt lépéseket! 

 
If you would like to remove CIB Internet Bank installed version from your computer please follow the 
next steps: 

 
1. Search for CIB Internet Bank folder on your computer (or click on it in Start menu) 
2. Search for Uninstall.exe file in the folder 
3. Start the program and follow the instructions! 

 
 

 
Log in 
 
Log into the Internet Bank system with your user ID and password. On the first occasion, follow the procedure 
described in Registration, using the service. After successful identification – if you are authorised to use the 
service on behalf of several clients – you may select the account-holder whose banking and investment 
transactions you intend to manage.  
 
General information before using the system 
 
Screen: The icon in the top right corner of the screen can be used to resize the program to suit any screen 
resolution. 
 
To activate a menu: Moving the mouse over a menu will cause it to turn green, and the arrow will change colour, 
indicating that the menu is active. When active, the menu will contain further submenus, which will open when 
the mouse is moved over them. 
 
Displaying several functions in the same window (tabs): 
 
Similar to many Windows applications, the Internet Bank allows several functions to be open at once, in “tabs” 
which can be opened without having to exit the previous function. 
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A maximum of three functions may be opened at any one time. The active function is indicated in the same colour 
as that of the “Input screen”, while the inactive windows are darker. The active function can be selected by 
clicking on it with the mouse. 
 
Only one function may be started at a time, and only one function may communicate with the Bank at any given 
time. 
 
If three tabs are already open, opening a further tab will cause the active tab to close before the new function is 
launched. If a transaction is in progress a warning messages will be displayed. Upon the closing of a tab, the first 
tab on the left will become the active tab. 
 

The account information, “Signature folder” and “Mailbox” tabs have a refresh button , which flashes to 
indicate any changes to the account balance. 
 
Mandatory fields: Mandatory fields are marked with an asterisk (*). If you fail to complete these fields, they will 
be highlighted in red if you attempt to move on to the following screen. 
 

“Tooltip” : Clicking on the “Tooltip” icons on the input screens brings up useful information for users or in  
the “Signature folder” brings up the detailed explanations of the error. 

Account number: The number of the account to be debited always appears in its short (4-6-3-digit) form, (where 
the first four characters are the sort code, the next six characters the unique customer identifier, and the last three 
the sub-account number) – also indicating the exchange – and can be supplemented with a user-allocated account 
name (see Account reference and Account name). If you perform transactions using the “transfer” menu, the intra-
bank (8-8-8-digit) GIRO account number will also be displayed for informational purposes. Please note that if you 
are the beneficiary of the transfer, the initiator of the transaction will give the GIRO-format account number. 

Date format: Please enter dates in the correct format, as indicated by the number of full stops (2019.02.27) in the 
Hungarian and (27.02.2019) in the English version. Clicking on the calendar icon next to the date field will bring 
up a calendar, from which you can select the date. 
 
Correcting the date and account number: We recommend using the “backspace” button to correct mistyped 
characters. 
 
Navigation of tables (sorting of data): By clicking on the arrows next to the column headings at the top of the 
tables, it is possible to sort the data as follows: 
 in the case of numbers, in descending or ascending order 
 in the case of text, in alphabetical order 
 in the case of dates, in chronological order 
 
In some cases you will need to use the horizontal or vertical scroll bars to view all the data. The individual 
Columns can be widened or narrowed similarly to those of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. 
 
Using the keyboard 
 
Service menu: Use the cursor keys to highlight the items and the menu, and select the active item by pressing the 
enter key. 
 
Data input fields: Jump to the next field by pressing Tab, or to the previous field by pressing Shift+Tab. 
 
Pull-down menus: Highlighted with a dotted line. Use the cursor keys to highlight items in the menu, and select 
the active item by pressing the enter key. 
 
Check boxes: Indicated with a dotted frame. Can be activated by pressing the Enter or Space key. 
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Links: Links are indicated with a dotted frame, and can be activated by pressing the Enter or Space key. 
 
Handling tables: You can move between the tables using the Tabulator, and within a table by using the up/down 
arrows (provided some kind of operation is associated with the lines). After the links have been selected within a 
table, the link can be activated by pressing Enter. The selection of a given link is indicated with a dotted frame. 
 
Buttons: You can move from button to button using the Tab key. The selected button is a darker colour, and can 
be activated by pressing the Enter key. The default buttons are indicated by a dotted line, and can be activated by 
pressing Enter. 

 
Alerts: Choose from among the available options by repeatedly pressing Tab, and select the one you require by 
pressing Enter. 
 
Communication with bank in progress: The status bar in the bottom left of the screen indicates that your 
computer is communicating with the Bank’s server. 
 
Sign, Book check boxes: the check boxes are active depending on the user’s authorization as regards the given 
account. By default, both are checked, in this case orders when sent to the bank are automatically booked (i.e., 
executed or accepted, depending on the type of order). If a checking is modified in a given function, setting at all 
functions get modified, in general. 
 
Error messages: 
 
If data is entered incorrectly, an error message will be displayed, requesting that the user make the necessary 
corrections. 
 
If, following communication with the Bank, an order has been declined, then a red exclamation mark will be 
displayed at the top of the Confirmation screen. See on that screen or press the Correction button for a detailed 
description of the error. 
 
Print, save: Pressing the “Print” button  the print layout is downloaded as a generated pdf file. This file may be 
saved to the user’s computer or may be viewed by a pdf viewing program (e.g. Acrobat Reader). The generated 
pdf file contains the Bank’s verification. 
 
Termination of operations (Cancel button): The closing of the functions effecting the services usually takes 
place with the Cancel button. An operation running on the active tab may be terminated if a new service gets 
initiated from the menu (if functions have been opened on all the three tabs) or a full screen function (Settings, 
Change status) gets opened (in this case all the functions running on active tabs are closed). Prior to the 
termination of an operation a warning question appears. If the operation gets terminated, the system enables that 
the items be saved in the “Signature folder” (see detailed description in the “Signature folder” menu point) with 
answer Yes given to the question. If you don’t want to save the transactions, the items with a temporary status 
before saving in the “Signature folder” are deleted.   
 
If there is an error after the transaction has been sent to the bank, the question „ Erroneous transactions will be 
closed. Are you sure?” appears after clicking on the „Cancel” button on the „Error screen”. After Yes, the 
transactions are sent only for information query, while after No for further processing to the “Signature folder”.   

Logout: Log out using the “Exit” button or by clicking the “X” in the top right of the screen. 

Communication screen 
 
This is a start-up screen, containing important information such as urgent warnings and notifications of system 
maintenance or downtime. 
 
CIB Internet Bank news 
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Read about the latest improvements to the Internet Bank system. 
 
Our offer 
Keeps you up to date with news of our latest products, special offers and current events. Click on the text link for 
more details. 
 
 
SERVICES 
 

ACCOUNT SUMMARY 
 

Account fee discounts 
 
Aim of the function: to state the current amount of the monthly account management fee discount achieved in 
connection with the CIB Díjkontroll Minimum / Medium / Maximum account packages. The extent of the fee 
discount is determined by the number of the bank card purchase transactions conducted with all the principal and 
additional (credit and debit) cards related to the customer. Cash withdrawal bank card transactions do not qualify 
for the fee discount. 
Account management fee discounts can be queried retroactively for a maximum of six calendar months including 
the current month using the “calendar function”. 
 
Following selection of the month, the function will display (with the current month as default setting): 
 the monthly fee of the account package concerned 
 the number of bank card transactions qualifying for the discount 
 the extent of the discount achieved through the bank card transactions (percentage) 
 also, during promotion periods, the inscription “Promotion discount” indicates an additional discount 
independent from the number of bank card transactions. 
 
This function is only accessible to holders of CIB Díjkontroll account packages. 
 
Account summary 
 
Purpose of the function: To display detailed and up-to-date information regarding your finances, including  
 account data, including current balance, blocked amounts and overdraft limit  
 deposit information, including interest payable and due dates  
 loan information, including payable instalments and payment deadlines  

Reviewing information: The "Account summary screen" displays a summary table of information related to the 
deposits and loans associated with your bank account, and details of your investment accounts. It is also possible 
to access more detailed information from this screen. Data can be sorted by clicking on the column headings.  

Account summary screen 
 
Account information table 
  
Account number: Bank accounts and investment accounts authorised for Internet banking use. 
Available balance: Shows the balance of the selected bank account, increased by the amount of the overdraft 
limit, and reduced by any blockings. 
Blocked amounts: Amounts of booked transactions that have not yet been settled, which reduce the available 
balance (such as payment by bankcard, foreign exchange for more detailed information).  
Overdraft: The amount by which the bank account may be overdrawn, as specified in the bank account 
agreement.  
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Account information details screen 
 
 Account type 
 GIRO account number 
 IBAN account number 
 Date of opening the account 
 Annual deposit interest 
 Due interest amount to be paid: accrued interest amount until the date of query but not yet credited 
 Interest tax applied 
 Health care contribution rate 
 Turning day of settlement of interest 
 Annual overdraft interest: the interest calculated on spendings beyond the available balance of the account or 
on the principal amount of the overdraft in the case of such credit 
 Annual penalty interest: the interest calculated on spendings beyond the balance of the overdraft credit 
 Due interest amount to be charged: accrued interest amount until the date of query, but not yet debited 
 Turning day of settlement of interest 
 
Blocked amount details screen 

 Amount  
 Date (blocking start date) 
 Blocking type  

Deposit information table 
 
Currency: The currency of the fixed-term deposit.  
Deposit amount: The total of the interest-bearing deposit currently held at the Bank. Click on the amount for 
more detailed information.  
Due interest amount to be paid: Amount of interest to be credited by the Bank upon maturity in the case of one-
off deposit, or on the interest payment date in the case of rollover (automatically renewed) deposits.  
Due date: In the case of one-off deposits the maturity date, and for rollover (automatically renewed) deposits, the 
next interest payment date. 
Annual interest: Annual interest rate on fixed-term deposits, as specified in the current List of Interest Rates. 
Among the fixed deposits, security deposits, which are separated from the bank account balance, are also 
displayed (e.g. bank card security deposit).  
 
Please note that on non-banking days the system date is the next banking day. When breaking fixed-term deposits, 
to avoid losing interest, please take into consideration the actual (calendar) expiry or rollover date of the deposit, 
which you can view on the "Deposit details screen". 
  
Deposit details screen 

The following details may be viewed in addition to the deposit information table:  

Deposit reference: Identification number allocated by the system  
Name of deposit 
Term 
Current deposit amount 
Interest tax rate 
Health care contribution rate 
Deposit history table: Detailed information on transactions that have occurred during the deposit term up to the 
date of inquiry plus booked, as well as any pending, future transactions (e.g. interest payment). 
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Loan information table 
 
Currency: Currency of the loan. 
Outstanding loan amount: The current amount of the loan. Click on the amount for more details.  
Instalments due: Interest and/or capital due at the interest payment date and/or upon maturity.  
Due date: Interest payment date and/or maturity date   
Annual interest: Annual interest rate payable on the loan. 
 
Loan details screen 

The following details may be viewed in addition to the loan information table:   
 
Loan reference: Identification number allocated by the system.  
Original loan amount: Amount specified in the contract with the Bank, granted based on a credit appraisal. 
Disbursement date: The date, stipulated in your contract with the Bank, for disbursement of the loan, provided 
all the conditions for disbursement have been met by the client.  
Expiry date: The date of payment of the final instalment. 

Push-buttons 
 
Print: Prints the displayed account summary, or saves it in pdf format.   
Cancel: Returns you to the "Home screen”   
Back: Returns you to the "Account summary screen”  
 

 
Credit card account summary 

Purpose of the function: To provide up-to-date and detailed information regarding the credit card account. 

Reviewing your credit card account: On the "Credit card account summary" screen, summarized information 
regarding the credit card account is displayed in a table format. 

Credit card account information screen 

Account number: Credit card account authorised for Internet Bank use. 

If you only have one credit card, the account information will automatically be displayed. If you have more than 
one credit card, select the credit card account that you would like to review, from a pull-down list. Clicking on the 
"Continue" button will display the data in table format. 

Minimum payment amount: The amount has to be transferred to/paid into the credit card account by 6 p.m. on 
the payment deadline day set by the bank. The information displayed on relates to the period lasting from the roll-
over date until the payment deadline. 
Payment deadline: The day by which the minimum payment amount has to be transferred/paid into the credit 
card account.  
Closing balance of previous month: The closing balance of the credit card account current closing balance on 
the rollover date.  
Debits: Total amount of debits made since the last rollover date.  
Credits: Total amount of credits made since the last rollover date.  
Current balance: Shows the up-to-date credit card account balance.  
Total amount of pending items: These include debit items under processing or booked by the Bank for later 
settlement (e.g. payment by bankcards, third-party ATM cash withdrawals), which decrease the amount of 
available overdraft, or items to be credited to the credit card account (e.g. cash-desk deposit, booked transfers), 
which increase the amount of available overdraft.  
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Available overdraft: The amount of available overdraft (Available overdraft = Current balance – balance of 
Pending items). 
Overdraft: The credit limit, granted by the Bank based on a creditworthiness appraisal. The card holder may 
make purchases or cash withdrawals using the card, up to this limit.   
Next roll-over date: The billing date on which the account statement will be prepared, which falls on the same 
day of each month. The Minimum payment amount must be paid into be on the credit card account within 15 
calendar days from the roll-over date. 
Detailed pending items screen 
 
 Card number 
 Amount 
 Date, time 
 Details 

Push-buttons 
 
Print: Prints the “Credit card account summary” displayed, and/or saves it in pdf format. 
Pending items: Displays detailed information on pending items.  
Cancel: returns to the "Home screen" 
 

Bankcard summary  

Purpose of the function: To provide up-to-date and detailed information regarding the bank cards associated 
with your bank accounts. 
Reviewing the bankcard summary: On the "Bankcard summary" information regarding your bank cards is 
displayed in a table format. Cards are displayed until expiry. Expired cards are not included in the table. Click on 
the column headings to sort the records. 

Bankcard summary screen 
 
Cardholder name: The name of the holder of the given card. 
Card number: The card ID, consisting of 4x 4 characters 
Card type: Indicates thy type of the card and whether the card has been issued to the primary card owner, or 
whether it is a partner card, is also displayed. 
Insurance: Indicates whether AIG travel accident insurance is provided with the bank card. 
Expiry date: Expiry date of the selected card. 
Status: e.g. “active” (the card may be used) or “blocked” (use of the bankcard has been blocked). 
Account number: The account number with which the bankcard is associated. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Cancel: Returns to the "Home screen". 
 

Shopping Card summary 
 
Purpose of the function: To view up-to-date and detailed information on your Shopping Card account 

Procedure for reviewing the Shopping Card account: On the "Shopping Card account summary" screen, 
summarized information regarding your Shopping Card account is displayed in a table format. 

Shoping Card account information screen 

Account number: Shopping Card account authorised for Internet Bank use.  
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If you only have one shopping card, your account information will automatically be displayed. If you have more 
than one Shopping Card, then select a Shopping Card from the pull-down list. Clicking on "Continue" will display 
the data in table format.  

Minimum payment amount: This must be transferred to/paid into the Shopping Card account by 6 p.m. on the 
date of the payment deadline specified by the bank. Data is only displayed for the period lasting from the rollover 
date until the payment deadline.   
Payment deadline: The day by which the Minimum Payment Amount has to be transferred/paid into the 
Shopping Card account.  
Closing balance of previous month: Balance of the Shopping Card account on the rollover date.  
Debits: The total amount of debits made since the last rollover date  
Credits: The total amount of credits made since the last rollover date.  
Current balance: The current balance of the Shopping Card account.  
Total amount of pending items: These include debit items under processing or booked by the Bank for later 
settlement (e.g. payment by bankcards, third-party ATM cash withdrawals), which decrease the amount of 
available overdraft, or items to be credited to the Shopping Card account (e.g. cash-desk deposit, booked 
transfers), which increase the amount of available overdraft  
Available overdraft: The amount of available overdraft (Available overdraft = Current balance – balance of 
Pending items).  
Overdraft: The credit limit, granted by the Bank based on a creditworthiness appraisal. The cardholder may 
make purchases using the card, up to this limit. 
Next rollover date: The billing date on which account statement will be prepared, which falls on the same day of 
each month. The Minimum payment amount must be paid into be on the credit card account within 15 calendar 
days from the roll-over date. 
 
Detailed pending items screen 
 
 Card number 
 Amount 
 Date, time 
 Details 
 Type of pending item 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Print: Prints the “Shopping Card account summary” displayed, and/or saves it in pdf format 
Pending items: Displays detailed information on pending items.  
Cancel: Returns to the "Home screen". 
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Account History 
 
Purpose of the function: To view the transactions made on the selected account over a specified time period. 
Booked, not yet booked or not-fulfilled items can be queried separately. In the case of “Booked” items the 
displayed data may also be exported in a predefined file format. 

Requesting the account history: Select the account number and specify the query type and a time interval on the 
"Query screen”, then set the filtering criteria to recall the history of a given account. The "Results screen" displays 
detailed information of transactions, which may be printed out or saved. 

Exporting the account history: After clicking on the Export button of the Account history “Results screen,” 
select the folder you want the file to be saved.  

The filename will be ex/year/month/hour/second, with the appropriate extension for the file format. 

Query screen 
 
Account number: Select account to display history  
Query type: select the type of the items to be displayed. 
 Booked (checked by default) – Query of the items already booked on the account to be debited. 
 Not yet booked – Retrieval of the due HUF items launched by the customer, not yet booked on the account to 
be debited (one-off external transfer orders receipt-stamped after the cut-off time, value-dated transfers/standing 
orders queued for coverage on the value date/due date) 
 Not-fulfilled – Retrieval of non-executed HUF one-off, value-dated transfers and standing orders initiated by 
the customer on the account to be debited. 
Time interval: Enter the start- and closing date of the time interval of the inquiry in the case of “Booked” and 
“Not-fulfilled” items. In the case of “Not yet booked” items, the currently queued HUF items are displayed 
automatically. Use shortcuts for help. 
Conditions:  
 You may inquire about history data for six months back. 
 
Filtering criteria: 
 
Partner name: If, during previous transfers you saved the details of beneficiaries in the partner database, a list of 
selectable beneficiary names will automatically be displayed in the case of “Booked” items.    
Partner account: Select one of the accounts associated with the selected partner name, or enter the first three or 
eight characters of the account number (to filter by bank/branch), or enter the complete account number in 16 or 
24-character format in the case of “Booked” items.  
Setting the amount limits: Specify a range in order to further narrow your search. 
Direction of transactions: Select credit or debit transactions, or both in the case of “Booked” items. 
 
Results screen 
 
Important 
The Bank does not book, only receipt-stamps the one-off external forint transfer orders that are submitted 
after the Cut-off Time specified in the Banking timetable.  
The amount stated in the receipt-stamped transfer order is not deducted from the available balance of the account 
to be debited (accounts summary menu point) and is not shown in the account history as a “booked item” until 
processing starts on the next business day. Therefore, in the Account History menu, in addition to the present 
“booked items”, you will be able to enquire on the transfer orders receipt-stamped in this way within the “not yet 
booked” items before they are processed. Please pay particular attention to providing the necessary coverage 
for such transfers.   
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Booked items 
Displays the types, amounts, balance and posting, value dates of credit and debit transactions of the selected 
account according to the filtering criteria (value date is also displayed if it is not the same as the posting date). 
The account balance does not include the blocked amount/s and the overdraft limit. By setting more filters than 
the account number and the time-interval (e.g. beneficiaries’ name/ account number) the balance will not be 
shown. To view the details of the one-off, value-dated and standing orders initiated or received in the same-day 
transfer system (IG2), click on the amount link or the “Details” button. 
Click on the column headings to sort the items. 

Not yet booked items 
The main data of the not yet booked orders related to the selected account (date of register, name and account 
number of the beneficiary, amount and status) will be displayed in accordance with the filtering criteria. Click on 
the item to view the detailed data of a given item. Status values: Receipt-stamped or Waiting. The reason for the 
receipt-stamped/waiting and the detailed data of the orders can be viewed by clicking on the “Details” button. 
Click on the column headings to sort the records. 
 
Not fulfilled items 
The main data of the not-fulfilled orders related to the selected account (date of non-fulfilment/cancellation, name 
and account number of the beneficiary, amount and status) will be displayed in accordance with the filtering 
criteria. Click on the item to view the detailed data of a given item. Status values: Not-fulfilled or Cancelled. The 
reason for the non-fulfilment/cancellation and the detailed data of the orders can be viewed by clicking on the 
“Details” button. Click on the column headings to sort the records. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Starts transmission to Bank.  
Details: View the details of the one-off, value-dated and standing orders initiated or received in the new same-day 
transfer system. 
Export: In the case of “Booked items” saves the data displayed on the “Results screen” in a Microsoft Excel 
(.xls) file format.  
Print: Print the displayed account history data, or save it in pdf format. 
Back: Returns you to the “Query screen”. 
Cancel: Returns to the "Home screen". 
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Card History 
 
Purpose of the function: To provide information regarding ongoing and completed transactions made using the 
selected bank card within the specified time period.  

Requesting the card history: Select the card number and specify a time interval (mandatory) on the "Query 
screen”, then set the filtering criteria to recall the history of a given bank card. On the "Results screen" you may 
view, print and save permitted purchase and cash withdrawal items. The history of cards that have expired and not 
been renewed are only displayed for six months after their expiry date. 

Query screen 
 
Cardholder name, type, currency, status: From a pull-down menu, based on the name of the cardholder, the 
card type, and the currency and status of the card account, select the card whose transaction history you would 
like to view. 
Card number: The number of the selected card will automatically appear. 
Time interval: Enter the beginning and end dates for the time period of the inquiry. (Use the keyboard shortcuts.) 
Conditions:  
 You may inquire about history data for six months retrospectively, for a time period of up to 3 months. 
 
Filtering criteria:  
Currency: Select the currency of the card transactions from a pull down list. 
Setting the amount limits: Specify a range in order to further narrow your search. 
Item status: Specify whether only posted items or all items should be displayed. (Keyboard shortcuts may be 
used.)  
 
Results screen 
 
Bank card transactions will be displayed according to the filter criteria: 
Name, card number, type: Name of card holder, number and type of the selected card. 
Transaction date: Date of transaction made using the card 
Posting date: Settlement date of card transaction, if the field is empty the item has not been settled (it is blocked). 
Details: Detailed information regarding the card transactions. 
Amount: Total value of card transactions. 
Currency: The currency of the card transactions. 

Click on the column headings to sort the records. 

Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Starts transmission to the bank. 
Print: Print out the displayed card transaction history data, or save it in pdf format. 
Cancel: Returns you to the "Home screen". 
Back: Returns you to the "Query screen". 
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Account Statement 
 
Purpose of the function: To generate account (bank and investment) statements, with the same content as the 
official statements mailed to you by the Bank. With the button “Statement posting change” can be cancelled the 
posting of the account statement in a printed format. 

Requesting a statement: On the “Query screen”, after selecting the appropriate account number, the last six 
months’ history of monthly (for private individuals and sole traders) or daily (for companies) statements including 
the date, serial number and closing balance, will be displayed in a table. Statements are not made out and 
displayed for companies if there are no transactions due or pending on the given day. After selecting one of the 
statements, it may be viewed, printed out, exported or saved from the “Results screen.”  

Exporting the account statement: Clicking on the Export button in the Account statement “Results screen” 
makes it possible to select the file format for saving data (currently .txt) from a pull-down list. 
 
After selecting the format, click on the “Continue” button, and select a destination folder to save the file in. The 
name of the file is ex/year/month/hour/second, with the appropriate file extension. 
 
Query screen 
 
Account number: Select account  
The statements displayed will relate to the selected account, and will include: 
 Date (posting date)  
 Serial number  
 Closing balance.  
 
Results screen 

Displays debit and credit transactions made on the selected account in the given month/day, including posting 
date, value date, opening and closing balance, reference and/or type of business event. Provides additional 
information regarding the available overdraft and the expected total turnover. 

Push-buttons 
 
Statement posting change: Can be cancelled the posting of the account statement in a printed format. 
Continue: Displays statements stored in the system. 
View: Displays details of the selected statement. 
Export: Saves the data displayed on the “Results screen” in txt file format. 
Print: Prints the displayed statements, or saves them in pdf format. 
Back: Returns you to the “Query screen”. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 
 
 
Post-office file request 
  
Purpose of the function: To view confirmations, by Magyar Posta, of items paid by postal cheque (postal 
remittance) and postal disbursement orders (post-office files) during the specified period.  
 Postal cheque: Detailed electronic data file (analytics) of the postal cheques processed electronically may be 
requested. The detailed electronic data file (analytics) and images of the postal cheques processed manually will 
be also available. 
To inquire about postal cheques processed electronically, complete the form entitled “Process slip for electronic 
cash transfer order” (in the case of 31, 32, 39 output code). Where cash transfer orders with output code 31, 32, 39 
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(processed electronically) are used, the checking and authorisation of the payer identifier by the Post Office is a 
compulsory requirement for processing. 
The payer identifier must be created by the customer, based on the LUHN formula provided by the Post Office. 
If the Post Office’s automatic processing system detects an error that cannot be resolved on the basis of the 
cheque (e.g.: unauthorised Cash transfer order, error in the payer identifier), then the customer will receive a full-
size scanned image of the cheque, indicating the error. In this case, the cheque may not be queried. 
 Postal payment orders (postal disbursement): Orders accepted by the Post Office Clearing Centre can be 
viewed. The postal order identification number under which the item is registered by the Clearing Centre is also 
displayed. Based on this identifier, information may be requested in the case of delivery problems or other 
problems. 
 
Querying Post-Office files: Post-Office files may be queried on the "Query screen.” Select the account number, 
and then specify a time period. You will then be able to view the content of the Post-Office file on the results 
screen, print it in pdf format, or save it in the format in which it was received from the Post Office. 
 
Query screen 
 
Account number: Select account for viewing Post-Office file details 
Post file content: Choose to view items paid into the account (postal cheque) or postal disbursements from the 
account. In case of postal cheque you may choose from three options: inquiry of Electronic data file (analytics) or 
Electronic data file (analytics) and image or only image.  
Time period: Enter the start and end date of the time period of the inquiry (use keyboard shortcuts for further 
assistance). You may choose the time period based on the postal processing date in case of postal cheque and 
based on the date of sending to bank in case of postal disbursement 
Conditions:  
 You may inquire about details for a period up to one month, no more than six months retrospectively. 
 
Results screen 

The Post-Office file details related to the selected account are displayed according to the filtering criteria. 

Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Bank communication starts. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 
Print: Enables you to view the contents of the Post-Office file displayed on the screen, or save them in pdf 
format. 
Save: Allows you to save the Post-Office file, or export it into your own financial system, in the original format 
received from the Post Office. 
Back: Returns you to the “Query screen”. 
 
 
Pending direct debit items  
 
Purpose of the function: To view and/or block pending direct debit items to be collected by public utilities, or to 
permit direct debits that exceed the upper value limit. 

Viewing pending direct debit items: Select the account number on the "Query/Results" screen. Pending direct 
debit items may then be viewed. Depending on their status, you may refuse the payment of items or authorise the 
payment of items that exceed the set value limit. The fulfilment of each transaction may be checked by viewing 
the “Confirmation screen” after the transaction has been performed. Transactions can be simply registered or 
verified (signed) and may be checked in the “Signature folder”. 
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Query / Results screen 

 

USEFUL HINT: 

 Only authorise the payment items that exceed the value limit if you consider them to be justified! If you do not 
authorise them, payment will be rejected. 
 If you do not wish to pay a given utility bill, you may block a pending direct debit item. 

Account number: Select the account for viewing pending direct debit items. 

The table displays the following information: 

 Service provider name  
 Consumer name  
 Consumer identifier  
 Due date  
 Amount (HUF) 
 Status:  
Pending: The direct debit item will be collected unless blocked.  
Order above limit: The pending direct debit item exceeds the specified value limit, and is not authorised for 
collection.  
Permitted above limit: The direct debit item exceeds the value limit, and has been authorised for collection. 
Rejected: Collection has been rejected.  
 Maximum permitted amount of direct debit (HUF).  
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Displays pending direct debit items stored in the system.   
Permit: Displays the “Summary screen”. This button will be active if at least one item is selected, and exceeds 
the specified value limit, or payment has been blocked.  
Refuse: Displays the “Summary screen”. This button will be active whenever an item is selected, and its status is 
not “rejected.”  
Print: You may print or save the pending direct debit items and confirmations displayed on the screen in pdf 
format. 
Close: Returns you to the “Home screen.” 
 
Summary screen 

It displays the following information to verify the transactions: 

 Service provider name  
 Consumer name  
 Consumer identifier  
 Due date  
 Amount (HUF) 
 Limit  

 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transactions to the bank for verification (sign) 
and execution (book). If you mark neither, the transactions are registered in the „Signature folder”. 
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Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify 
the transactions signature code is needed. 
 Cancel: Displays a warning question. If the operation gets terminated, the system enables that the items 
 be saved in the “Signature folder”.  
 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After the order a detailed confirmation of registration/verification/fulfilment is displayed. The detailed 
confirmation is automatically sent to the „Mailbox”, which may be viewed anytime by clicking on the Mailbox 
icon in the upper menu bar. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, then returns you to the “Home screen.” 
Correct If you receive an error message, you may return to modify the order and re-send it to the Bank. By 
clicking on the „Cancel” button on the “Error screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are 
you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the 
items are saved in the “Signature folder” for further processing. 
 Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transactions sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
 
Rejected direct debit items 
 
Purpose of the function: To inquire about direct debit items which the service provider has failed to collect.  

Viewing rejected direct debits: Select the account number on the “Query / Results” screen to view rejected 
direct debit items. 

Query / Results screen 

Account number: Select the account for viewing failed direct debit collections. 

The table will display the following details: 

 Service provider name  
 Consumer name  
 Consumer identifier  
 Due date  
 Amount (HUF) 
 Reason for failure 
 
Push-buttons 

Continue: Displays rejected direct debit items recorded in the system.  
Print: you may print respectively save in pdf format the failed collections of direct debit displayed on the screen. 
Close: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 
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TRANSFER 

 

One-off HUF transfer order 
 
Purpose of the function: To initiate intra-bank or inter-bank (GIRO) HUF transfers and instant payment. 
Displayed data may be exported or imported in a user-selected file format.  
 
Conditions for fulfilment: 
 You must have sufficient funds on the account to be debited to cover the amount of transfer(s) and the related 
banking charges. 
 Partial fulfilment of a given transfer is not possible. 
 Transfer orders that are submitted together will be fulfilled in the order that they were entered. 
 Execution details are in related Business Regulation 
 
Fulfilment date: the Bank’s relevant Banking timetable shall apply, which can be viewed on the www.cib.hu 
website, under the “Contacts/Banking timetable” option.  

Setting up transfers: It is possible to initiate several transfers from the same account simultaneously, with a 
single transmission to the bank and an encrypted signature. Check the details of your order on the "Summary 
screen,” which displays the transfers entered via the "Input screen" are displayed. To check acceptance by the 
Bank, view the “Confirmation screen” after the order has been performed. Transactions can be simply registered 
or verified (signed), these items may be checked in the ”Signature folder”. 

Instant payment initation in bulk is available for Consumers.  

Payment execution can be checked in Account history/statements menu. Instant payment orders can not be 
withdrawn and in case of insufficient funds the instant payment transfers are not queued. The Bank informs you 
on rejected instant payment order via a message sent to your Internet Bank mailbox.  

Exporting the transfer list: 

Transfer orders entered via the “Input screen” are displayed on the “Summary screen.” After clicking on the 
Export button of the “Summary screen,” you may select the file format for saving the data in Microsoft Excel 
(.xls) format. 

After selecting the format, click on the “Continue” push button to specify the destination folder for saving the file.  

The filename will be ex/year/month/hour/second, with the appropriate file extension (.xls). 

Importing a transfer list:  
 
A detailed description of import file formats is contained in the “File Format” appendix to this User Guide. 
 
After entering the debit account on the “Input screen”, click on “Import” in order to select the file format of the 
data for importing in Microsoft Excel (.xls) format. 
After selecting the format, click on the “Continue” button in order to define the name and directory path of the file 
to be imported. 
Import file’s beneficiary identifier coloumn can contain only account number, there is no possibility to enter 
secondary account identifier there.  
 
Only those items that fully comply with all the requirements of form and partner management will be processed. 
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After the data has been imported, a simplified screen will be displayed, showing the number of successful and 
unsuccessful items found in the import file. 
 
If the import file contained any faulty items, the “Error list” button will be active. The error list contains a detailed 
description of the faulty items (original data, reason for rejection).  
 
In case of a successful import, clicking on the “Continue” push button will cause the “Summary screen” to be 
displayed. Here, the process is the same as for manually entered transfers. 
 
Input screen 

USEFUL HINT: Before transmitting your order, enter all the items to be transferred from the same account. 

Account number: Select the account from which to make the transfer. The GIRO account number will be 
displayed along with the selected account number. 

Beneficiary identifier type (mandatory): Select the idenfier type to use for giving the order (Account number, 
Tax ID, Taxation number, Email address, Mobile number).  

Beneficiary name, seat (mandatory, up to 32 characters): If you selected account number in Beneficiary 
idenfier type dropdown field please select or type in the name and address of the beneficiary. The pull-down list 
contains, in alphabetical order, the names of recipients of previous transfers whose names were saved using the 
“Save in the partner database" function. If you wish to transfer money to a new beneficiary, type in the new 
beneficiary details. 

If as beneficiary identifier type Tax ID, Taxation number, Email address or Mobile number is selected the 
Beneficiary name, seat field is inactive.  

Beneficiary account number (mandatory, 16 or 24 characters, HUF account only): When you select a name, 
the related account numbers will be displayed by default. If the beneficiary details have not been previously saved 
using the "Save in the partner database" function, or if you are transferring funds to a new beneficiary, please 
enter the account number manually. When doing this type in the figures of the GIRO account number 
consecutively without spaces or hyphens, and it will be automatically broken down into separate fields. 

Beneficiary taxation number (input field): 8 or 11 numeric, character (e.g. 12345678 or 12345678-1-22) 
 
Beneficiary Tax ID (input field): 10 character, numeric (e.g. 1234567890) 
 
Beneficiary Phone number (input field): EGT country mobile number can be entered.  + sign, country code, - 
sign and the phone number (e.g. +36-301234567) 
 
Beneficiary Email address (input field): at least one character, „@” sign and „.” character must be entered (e.g. 
xy@gmail.com) 

Amount (HUF) (mandatory, up to 13 characters): Enter the amount to be transferred. The currency of the 
amount entered is HUF. Only whole numbers may be entered. Separators will be inserted automatically when you 
move to the next field. 

Remarks (Remittance information) (mandatory, up to 140 characters): When you have selected the name and 
account number of the beneficiary, the remarks from the last transfer made to that beneficiary will be 
automatically displayed. If you have not previously entered the beneficiary’s details using the “Save in the partner 
database” function, or it you are transferring funds to a new beneficiary, please enter the remarks manually. 
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End-to-end identification (optional, 35 characters): An identifier specified by the initiator of the transfer, to 
assist in identifying the transaction and providing a reference for the beneficiary (corresponds to the previous 
‘Reference number’ field). 

Save in the partner database (optional, details will be saved by default, but this feature may be 
deactivated): It is possible to save the beneficiary’s details (name, account number, last remarks) in the system. 
Secondary account identifier (Email address, Tax ID, Taxation number, Mobile number) can not be saved in 
partner database.  

Supplementary data input (optional, not checked by default): If you check it and press ‘Continue’, the 
supplementary data for the transfer indicated below can be recorded on the supplementary data screen. 
 

 Debtor Identification, type: Data identifying the person or organisation making the transfer that may 
help the beneficiary identify the transferor. Before recording the identification number, first select 
whether you wish to identify an organisation or a private individual.  

 Ultimate Debtor name: Not the owner of the account to be debited, but a third party that is making a 
payment to the beneficiary or on whose behalf the owner of the account to be debited is making a 
payment.  

 Ultimate Debtor identification, type: Data identifying the party actually making the payment (person or 
organisation). Before recording the identifier, first select whether you wish to identify an organisation or a 
private individual. 

 Beneficiary Identification, type: Data identifying the beneficiary person or organisation, which may 
help the transferor in identifying the beneficiary. Before recording the identification number, first select 
whether you wish to identify an organisation or a private individual. 

 Ultimate Beneficiary Name: Not the owner of the account to be credited, but a third party that is the 
ultimate recipient of the amount that is being credited to the beneficiary’s account. 

 Ultimate Beneficiary Identification, type: Data identifying the actual beneficiary (person or 
organisation), which helps in identifying the actual beneficiary of the payment transaction. Before 
recording the identifier, first select whether you wish to identify an organisation or a private individual. 

 Purpose code: The type of the transaction may be specified through the use of an official purpose code. 
Payment service providers may prepare statements and statistics about their cash-flow for the account 
holders (transferors and beneficiaries alike). A purpose code selected from the ISO20022 external code 
list. 

 
Push-buttons 
 
Import: Loads data from an external file made by another program, in a specified file format. 
Error list: Displays a detailed list of any items (printing in pdf format) that was not possible to import. 
Continue: Pressing this button will save the entered item, and display the question: “Enter another transfer?” 
Yes: Returns to the "Input screen." New transfers may be entered, but it is not possible to change the number of 
the account to be debited. 
No: Displays the "Summary screen." 

Cancel: if more items get saved, the currently entered item gets deleted and the „Summary screen” appears, if the 
first item gets saved, the question “Your request will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears. 

 Yes: Returns you to the „Home screen”.  

 No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Summary screen 

The account to be debited can be changed using the pull-down list at the top of the screen. This account number 
will apply to all transfer orders entered. 

A list of all the transfers is displayed, to enable you to check the following details: 
 Beneficiary name and Beneficiary account number or 
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 Beneficiary Taxation ID 
 Beneficiary Tax ID 
 Beneficiary Mobile number 
 Beneficiary Email address 
 Amount (HUF) 
 Status  

The Status column shows the current status of the items. Prior to sending to the bank, the status is "prepared for 
data entry", for rejected items the status is "rejected." Click on the item to display the reason for the rejection, 
below the table. 

Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transactions to the bank by one order for 
verification (sign) and execution (book). If you mark neither, the transactions are registered in the „Signature 
folder”. 

 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: active if the account to be debited has been changed in the scroll down list. After this, the button „Send 
to bank” gets activated. 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify 
the transactions (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Modify: Displays the entered details of the item, all of which can be modified, with the exception of the account 
number to be debited. 
Modify: Returns you to the “Summary screen” after modification of data. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Summary screen,” without any modification of data. 
New item: Returns you to the "Input screen," where it is possible to add another transfer from the same account to 
the ones already on the summary list. 
Delete: Displays entered details of the item, but the details may not be modified. 
Delete: After deletion you will be returned to the “Summary screen” if the item deleted was the only item on the 
"Input screen." 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Summary screen” without making any deletions. 
Export: Saves the data displayed on the “Results screen” in a file format specified by the user. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Your request will be interrupted. Are you sure?” 
Yes: Displays the question “Do you want to save the transactions?”. 
Yes: Saves the transactions in the “Signature folder”. 
No: Deletes the transactions in status of "prepared for data entry" from the “Signature folder” and returns you to 
the „Home screen”. 
No: Returns you to the „Summary screen”. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After you have sent the order, a simplified screen will be displayed, showing the items that have been received, 
booked and received, not yet booked (receipt-stamped, registered, signed) or rejected. The detailed confirmation 
of items sent to be booked (booked/ receipt-stamped, rejected) arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which you 
may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Important 
In case of instant payment the items sent to bank are accepted by the Bank and receives a waiting status. If the 
order is rejected the Bank informs you in a message sent to your Internet Bank mailbox.  
 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, then returns you to the “Home screen.”  
Correction: If you receive an error message, you may return to the "Summary screen,” where clicking on the 
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rejected item will display the reason for rejection, below the table. Modify the transfer and re-send it to the Bank. 
By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the “Error screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are 
you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the 
items are saved in the “Signature folder” for further processing. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transactions sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
 

Value-dated HUF transfer order 
 
Purpose of the function: To initiate intra-bank or inter-bank (GIRO) HUF transfers of a specified amount, for a 
specified banking day (the value date). Displayed data may be exported or imported in a user-selected file format.  
 
Conditions for fulfilment: 
 Orders may be placed for the next banking day, at the earliest, or for up to one year in advance. 
 You must have sufficient funds on the account to be debited to cover the amount of transfer(s), and the related 
banking charges, on the value date (day of debiting). 
 Partial fulfilment of a given transfer is not possible. 
 Transfer orders that are submitted together will be fulfilled in the order that they were entered. 
 Value dated transfer order can not be intiated to secondary account identifier (Taxation number, Tax ID, Email 
address, Mobile number).  
 
Fulfilment date: This is the value date specified in the order, and the date on which your balance will be 
checked for availability of funds and your bank account will be debited. If the beneficiary of the transfer also 
banks with us, then your account will be debited and the beneficiary’s account will be credited on the value date. 
If the beneficiary's bank account is held at another bank, then in the case of any HUF value-dated transfer orders 
submitted on the given Bank Working Day by the Cut-off Time the Bank guarantees that the amount of the order 
will be credited on the account of the beneficiary’s payment services provider not later than within four hours 
from the receipt of the transfer order on the day of debiting (acceptance). Your account will be debited on the day 
of execution by the Bank (value date for debiting). You can withdraw the payment order on the Bank Working 
Day preceding the debit date, by the deadline indicated in the Banking Timetable. 

Setting up transfers: It is possible to initiate several transfers from the same account simultaneously, with a 
single transmission to the bank and an encrypted signature. Check the details of your order on the "Summary 
screen,” which displays the transfers entered via the "Input screen" are displayed. To check acceptance by the 
Bank, view the “Confirmation screen” after the order has been performed. Transactions can be simply registered 
or verified (signed), these items may be checked in the “Signature folder”. 

Exporting the transfer list:  

Transfer orders entered via the “Input screen” are displayed on the “Summary screen.” After clicking on the 
Export button of the “Summary screen,” you may select the file format for saving the data in Microsoft Excel 
(.xls) format.  

After selecting the format, click on the “Continue” push button to specify the destination folder for saving the file.  

The filename will be ex/year/month/hour/second, with the appropriate file extension (.xls). 

Importing a transfer list: A detailed description of import file formats is contained in the “File Format” 
appendix to this User Guide. 
 
After entering the debit account on the “Input screen”, click on “Import” in order to select the file format of the 
data for importing in Microsoft Excel (.xls) format 
 
After selecting the format, click on the “Continue” button in order to define the name and directory path of the file 
to be imported. 
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Only those items that fully comply with all the requirements of form and partner management will be processed.  
 
After the data has been imported, a simplified screen will be displayed, showing the number of successful and 
unsuccessful items found in the import file. 
 
If the import file contained any faulty items, the “Error list” button will be active. The error list contains a detailed 
description of the faulty items (original data, reason for rejection).  
 
In case of a successful import, clicking on the “Continue” push button will cause the “Summary screen” to be 
displayed. Here, the process is the same as for manually entered transfers.  
 
Input screen 

USEFUL HINT: Before transmitting your order, enter all the items to be transferred from the same account. 

Account number: Select the account from which to make the transfer. The GIRO account number will be 
displayed along with the selected account number. 

Beneficiary name, seat (mandatory, up to 32 characters): Select or type in the name and address of the 
beneficiary. The pull-down list contains, in alphabetical order, the names of recipients of previous transfers whose 
names were saved using the “Save in the partner database” function. If you wish to transfer money to a new 
beneficiary, type in the new beneficiary details. 

Beneficiary account number (mandatory, 16 or 24 characters, HUF account only): When you select a name, 
the related account numbers will be displayed by default. If the beneficiary details have not been previously saved 
using the "Save in the partner database" function, or if you are transferring funds to a new beneficiary, please 
enter the account number manually. When doing this type in the figures of the GIRO account number 
consecutively without spaces or hyphens, and it will be automatically broken down into separate fields. 

Amount (HUF) (mandatory, up to 13 characters): Enter the amount to be transferred. The exchange of the 
amount entered is HUF. Only whole numbers may be entered. Separators will be inserted automatically when you 
move to the next field. 

Remarks (Remittance information) (mandatory, up to 140 characters): When you have selected the name and 
account number of the beneficiary, the remarks from the last transfer made to that beneficiary will be 
automatically displayed. If you have not previously entered the beneficiary’s details using the “Save in the partner 
database” function, or it you are transferring funds to a new beneficiary, please enter the remarks manually. 

End-to-end identification (optional, 35 characters): An identifier specified by the initiator of the transfer, to 
assist in identifying the transaction and providing a reference for the beneficiary (corresponds to the previous 
‘Reference number’ field). 

Value date (mandatory field): Enter transfer fulfilment date (the day when your account is debited), which is the 
banking day following order entry the earliest. You may specify this date for one year ahead.  

Save in the partner database (optional, details will be saved by default, but this feature may be 
deactivated): It is possible to save the beneficiary’s details (name, account number, last remarks) in the system. 

Supplementary data input (optional, not checked by default): If you check it and press ‘Continue’, the 
supplementary data for the transfer indicated below can be recorded on the supplementary data screen. 

 Debtor Identification, type: Data identifying the person or organisation making the transfer that may 
help the beneficiary identify the transferor. Before recording the identification number, first select 
whether you wish to identify an organisation or a private individual.  
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 Ultimate Debtor name: Not the owner of the account to be debited, but a third party that is making a 
payment to the beneficiary or on whose behalf the owner of the account to be debited is making a 
payment.  

 Ultimate Debtor identification, type: Data identifying the party actually making the payment (person or 
organisation). Before recording the identifier, first select whether you wish to identify an organisation or a 
private individual. 

 Beneficiary Identification, type: Data identifying the beneficiary person or organisation, which may 
help the transferor in identifying the beneficiary. Before recording the identification number, first select 
whether you wish to identify an organisation or a private individual. 

 Ultimate Beneficiary Name: Not the owner of the account to be credited, but a third party that is the 
ultimate recipient of the amount that is being credited to the beneficiary’s account. 

 Ultimate Beneficiary Identification, type: Data identifying the actual beneficiary (person or 
organisation), which helps in identifying the actual beneficiary of the payment transaction. Before 
recording the identifier, first select whether you wish to identify an organisation or a private individual. 

 Purpose code: The type of the transaction may be specified through the use of an official purpose code. 
Payment service providers may prepare statements and statistics about their cash-flow for the account 
holders (transferors and beneficiaries alike). A purpose code selected from the ISO20022 external code 
list. 

 
Push-buttons 
 
Import: Loads data from an external file made by another program, in a specified file format. 
Error list: Displays a detailed list of any items (printing in pdf format) that was not possible to import. 
Continue: Pressing this button will save the entered item, and display the question: “Enter another transfer?” 
Yes: Returns you to the "Input screen." New transfers may be entered, but it is not possible to change the number 
of the account to be debited. 
No: Displays the "Summary screen." 
Cancel: if more items get saved, the currently entered item gets deleted and the „Summary screen” appears, if the 
first item gets saved, the question “Your request will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears. 
 Yes: Returns to the „Home screen”  
 No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Summary screen 

The account to be debited can be changed using the pull-down list at the top of the screen. This account number 
will apply to all transfer orders entered. 

A list of all the transfers is displayed, to enable you to check the following details:: 
 Beneficiary name  
 Beneficiary account number 
 Amount (HUF) 
 Value date  
 Status  

The Status column shows the current status of the items. Prior to sending to the bank, the status is "prepared for 
data entry," for rejected items the status is "rejected." Click on the item to display the reason for the rejection, 
below the table. 

Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transactions to the bank by one order for 
verification (sign) and execution (book). If you mark neither, the transactions are registered in the „Signature 
folder”. 

 
Push-buttons 
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Continue: active if the account to be debited has been changed in the scroll down list. After this, the button „Send 
to bank” gets activated. 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify 
the transactions (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Modify: Displays the entered details of the item, all of which can be modified, with the exception of the account 
number to be debited. 
Modify: Returns you to the “Summary screen” after modification of data. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Summary screen”, without any modification of data. 
New transfer: Returns you to the “Input screen”, where it is possible to add another transfer from the same 
account to the ones already on the summary list. 
Delete: Displays entered details of the item, but the details may not be modified. 
Delete: After deletion you will be returned to the “Summary screen” if the item deleted was the only item on the 
"Input screen." 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Summary screen” without making any deletions. 
Export: Saves the data displayed on the “Results screen” in a file format specified by the user. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Your request will be interrupted. Are you sure?” 
Yes: Displays the question “Do you want to save the transactions?”  
 Yes: Saves the transactions in the “Signature folder”. 
 No: Deletes the transactions in status of "prepared for data entry" from the “Signature folder” and returns you 
to the „Home screen”. 
No: Returns you to the „Summary screen”. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After you have sent the order, a simplified screen will be displayed, showing the items that have been receipt-
stamped, not booked (registered, signed) or rejected. The detailed confirmation of items sent to be booked 
(receipt-stamped and rejected) arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which you may view any time by clicking 
on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, then returns you to the “Home screen.”  
Correction: If you receive an error message, you may return to the "Summary screen,” where clicking on the 
rejected item will display the reason for rejection, below the table. Modify the transfer and re-send it to the Bank. 
By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the “Error screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are 
you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the 
items are saved in the “Signature folder” for further processing. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transactions sent to be booked in pdf format.  
 

 
Disposal for value-dated transfer order 
 
Purpose of the function: To modify and delete value-dated HUF transfer orders from a HUF account.  
 
Conditions of fulfilment:  
 To modify orders you must have sufficient funds on the account to be debited to cover the amount of 
transfer(s), and the related banking charges, on the value date (day of debiting).  
 Partial fulfilment of a given transfer is not possible. 
 Transfer orders that are submitted together will be fulfilled in the order that they were entered.  
 
Fulfilment date: You can withdraw (modify) a payment order on the Bank Working Day preceding the debit 
date, by the deadline indicated in the Banking timetable. Deletions and modifications will be carried out 
immediately, and modified transfer orders will be fulfilled on the specified value date. In the case of modification 
your account is debited on the bank’s value date. If the beneficiary of the transfer also banks with us, then your 
account will be debited and the beneficiary’s account will be credited on the value date. If the beneficiary's bank 
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account is held at another bank, then in the case of any HUF value-dated transfer orders submitted on the given 
Bank Working Day by the Cut-off Time the Bank guarantees that the amount of the order will be credited on the 
account of the beneficiary’s payment services provider not later than within four hours from the receipt of the 
transfer order on the day of debiting (acceptance). Your account will be debited on the day of execution by the 
Bank (value date for debiting).  
 
Instruction: When you have selected the account to be debited, a list of the value-dated HUF transfer orders 
entered earlier will be displayed on the “Instruction screen”. These items may be modified or deleted. To check 
acceptance by the Bank, view the “Confirmation screen” after the transaction has been performed. Transactions 
can be simply registered or verified (signed), these items may be checked in the “Signature folder”. 
 
Instruction screen 

Account number: Select the account for viewing value-dated transfers. The GIRO number will be displayed 
along with the number of the selected account. 

 

The table displays the following details: 
 Beneficiary name, seat 
 Beneficiary account number 
 Amount (HUF) 
 Value date  
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Loads a table with the details of value-dated transfer orders on the selected account. 
Details: Displays the details of selected item. 
 Back: Returns you to the “Instruction screen” 
Modify: Displays the “Modify input screen”, which allows you to modify previously entered items. 
Continue: Displays the “Summary screen” 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Instruction screen”. 
Delete: Displays the “Summary screen”, but details may not be modified. 
Delete: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify the 
transactions (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
 Cancel: Returns you to the “Instruction screen”. 
Print: Enables you to print or save in pdf format all pending value-dated transfers. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transactions to the bank for verification (sign) 
and execution (book) on the “Modification input screen”. If you mark neither, the transactions are registered in 
the „Signature folder”. 
 
Summary screen 
 
Allows you to verify modified details of value-dated HUF transfer orders 
 
Push-buttons 

Back: Returns you to the "Modify input screen,” where you can modify your order.   
Delete or Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or booked. To 
verify the order (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Instruction screen” without any modifications.  
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Confirmation screen 

After you have entered your instruction, a detailed confirmation of registration/verification/fulfilment is 
displayed. The detailed confirmation of instructions sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” 
which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 

Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, then returns you to the “Home screen.”  
Correction: In the case of an error, returns you to the previous screen. Select “Modify input screen” in order to 
make the necessary corrections, then re-send your order to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the 
“Error screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items get 
saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the “Signature folder” for 
further processing. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the instructions sent to be booked in pdf format. 

 
 
 
HUF standing order 
 
Purpose of the function: To set up inter-bank or intra-bank (GIRO) standing orders on a HUF account, for the 
regular transfer of a given amount on a particular banking day at a specified interval, within the time period that 
you specify. 
 
Conditions for fulfilment:  
 The day of the first transfer (fulfilment) may not be earlier than the next banking day. At weekends, orders 
may be placed for the following Tuesday at the earliest. 
 The transfer order will be fulfilled within the specified time period on a given banking day and at a specified 
interval. (e.g. If the date of the first transfer is 05.05.2003 and the set interval is “monthly,” then transfers will be 
made on the 5th of every month). Please note that if the first date of transfer is not a banking day (e.g. if it falls on 
a weekend), then the order will be fulfilled on the following banking day. 
 The bank account to be debited must contain sufficient funds to cover the amount of transfer and the related 
banking charges on the banking day preceding the date of fulfilment. 
 Partial fulfilment is not possible. 
 In the case of insufficient coverage the Bank does not queue the order (please note that all this results in your 

order not being executed in the case of insufficient funds). 
 Value dated transfer order can not be intiated to secondary account identifier (Taxation number, Tax ID, Email 

address, Mobile number).  
 
Fulfilment date: is the Banking Working Day according to the specified frequency, within the specified time 
interval. Your account will be debited on this Banking Working Day specified by you. If the beneficiary of the 
transfer also banks with us the beneficiary’s account will be credited on the same Bank Working Day. If the 
beneficiary's bank account is held at another bank, then in the case of any HUF standing order submitted on the 
given Bank Working Day by the Cut-off Time the Bank guarantees that the amount of the order will be credited 
on the account of the beneficiary’s payment services provider not later than within four hours from the receipt of 
the transfer order on the day of debiting (acceptance). Your account will be debited on the day of execution by the 
Bank (value date for debiting).  
 
Setting up the standing order: One standing order can be set up with a single transmission and a signature code 
to the Bank, The order entered via the “Input screen” will be displayed on the "Summary screen” for verification. 
To check acceptance by the Bank, view the “Confirmation screen” after the transaction has been performed. The 
transaction can be simply registered or verified (signed), this item may be checked in the “Signature folder”. 
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Input screen 

Account number: Select the account to be debited. The GIRO account number will be displayed along with the 
number of the account selected. 

Beneficiary name, seat (mandatory, up to 32 characters): Select or type in the name and address of the 
beneficiary. The pull-down list contains, in alphabetical order, the names of recipients of previous transfers whose 
names were saved using the “Save in the partner database” function. If you wish to transfer money to a new 
beneficiary, type in the new beneficiary details.  

Beneficiary account number (mandatory, 16 or 24 characters, HUF account only): When you select a name, 
the related account numbers will be displayed by default. If the beneficiary details have not been previously saved 
using the “Save in the partner database” function, or if you are transferring funds to a new beneficiary, please 
enter the account number manually. When doing this type in the figures of the GIRO account number 
consecutively without spaces or hyphens, and it will be automatically broken down into separate fields. 

Amount (HUF) (mandatory, up to 13 characters): Enter the amount to be transferred. The currency of the 
amount entered is HUF. Only whole numbers may be entered. Separators will be inserted automatically when you 
move to the next field. 

Remarks (mandatory, up to 52 characters): When you have selected the name and account number of the 
beneficiary, the remarks from the last transfer made to that beneficiary will be automatically displayed. If you 
have not previously entered the beneficiary’s details using the “Save in the partner database” function, or it you 
are transferring funds to a new beneficiary, please enter the remarks manually. If a message longer than 52 
characters is assigned to the selected partner, we will only be able to transfer a part of it (52 characters) to the 
beneficiary party! 

Frequency (mandatory): The interval at which transfers should be performed between the first and last 
fulfilment date. Click on the preferred option (daily, weekly, fortnightly, monthly, quarterly, semi-annual, 
annual). 

First day of transfer (mandatory): The earliest day of the first transfer. This may be the calendar day following 
the day of submission of the order, at the earliest (except at weekends, when it may be no earlier than the 
following Tuesday). 

Last day of transfer (optional): The date of the final transfer. This may not be earlier than the date of the first 
transfer, and does not depend on the last day calculated on the basis of the frequency. This field is optional. If it is 
left blank then the standing order will remain valid until withdrawn. 

Save in the partner database (optional, details will not be saved by default, but this feature may be 
checked): It is possible to save the beneficiary’s details (name, account number, last remarks, beneficiary 
country, last payment code) in the system. If a message longer than 52 characters is assigned to the selected 
partner, the “Save in the partner database” option is inactive! 

Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transaction to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the transaction is registered in the „Signature folder”. 

Based on the entered day of the first transfer, and the frequency, the date on which the order will be settled is 
displayed in the bottom left corner of the Input screed. (e.g. January, April, July, October 2 of every year.) If the 
day of a given transfer is not a banking day (e.g. national holiday), whether or not the transfer is fulfilled on the 
previous day or the following day will depend on the frequency of the standing order. In the case of daily, weekly, 
fortnightly or monthly standing orders, the fulfilment date will be the last banking day before the non-business 
day. In the case of annual, semi-annual, quarterly or monthly (where the accounting day falls at the beginning of 
month) standing orders, the fulfilment date will be the first banking day after the non-business day. 
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Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Displays the “Summary screen.” 
Cancel: Displays “Changes will be lost. Accept?”. 
Yes: Deletes the item entered, then returns you to the "Home screen.” 
No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Summary screen 

Allows you to check the details of previously submitted standing orders. 

Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify 
the transaction (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Back: Return you to the "Input screen” to modify an order. 
Cancel: Displays “The transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?”  
  Yes: Displays the question “Do you want to save the transactions?”.  
   Yes: The transaction gets saved in the “Signature folder”. 
No: Deletes the transaction in status of "prepared for data entry" from the “Signature folder” and returns you 
„Home screen”. 
  No: Returns you to the „Summary screen”. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After the order, displays a detailed confirmation of the registration/verification/receipt-stamp. The detailed 
confirmation of transaction sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which you may view any 
time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, then returns you to the “Home screen.”  
Correction: In the case of an error, returns you to the previous screen. Select “Input screen” to make the 
corrections, then re-send the order to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the “Error screen” the 
question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If Yes the item get saved in the 
“Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the item is saved in the “Signature folder” for further 
processing. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transaction sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 

 
Disposal for HUF standing order 
 
Purpose of the function: To modify and delete HUF standing orders from HUF accounts (withdraw).  
 
Conditions of fulfilment: 
 To modify orders you must have sufficient funds on the account to be debited to cover the amount of 
transfer(s), and the related banking charges, on the value date (day of debiting). 
 Partial fulfilment of a given transfer is not possible. 
 In the case of insufficient coverage the Bank does not queue the order (please note that all this results in your 

order not being executed in the case of insufficient funds). 
 Standing order instructions submitted after 6.00 p.m. will not apply to transfers due on the next banking day.  
 The transfer order will be fulfilled within the specified time period on a given banking day and at a specified 
interval. (e.g. If the date of the first transfer is 05.05.2003 and the set interval is “monthly,” then transfers will be 
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made on the 5th of every month). Please note that if the first date of transfer is not a banking day (e.g. if it falls on 
a weekend), then the order will be fulfilled on the following banking day. 

Fulfilment date: You can withdraw (modify) a payment order on the Bank Working Day preceding the debit 
date, by the deadline indicated in the Banking timetable. Deletions and modifications will be carried out 
immediately, and modified transfer orders will be fulfilled on the specified Bank Working Day corresponding to 
the specified frequency. If the beneficiary of the transfer also banks with us, then your account will be debited and 
the beneficiary’s account will be credited on the due date. If the beneficiary's bank account is held at another 
bank, then in the case of any HUF standing order submitted on the given Bank Working Day by the Cut-off Time 
the Bank guarantees that the amount of the order will be credited on the account of the beneficiary’s payment 
services provider not later than within four hours from the receipt of the transfer order on the day of debiting 
(acceptance). Your account will be debited on the day of execution by the Bank (value date for debiting).  

Instruction: When you have selected the account to be debited, a list of the HUF standing orders entered earlier 
will be displayed on the "Instruction screen”. These items may be modified or deleted. To check acceptance by 
the Bank, view the “Confirmation screen” after the transaction has been performed. Transactions can be simply 
registered or verified (signed), these items may be checked in the “Signature folder”. 

Instruction screen 

Account number: Select the account for viewing standing orders. The GIRO number will be displayed along 
with the number of the selected account. 

The table displays the following details: 
 Beneficiary name, seat 
 Beneficiary account number 
 Amount (HUF) 
 Due date  
 Status 
 Frequency 
 Remarks  

The status of items in this column may be "active" or "suspended." If the item status is “suspended” You can only 
delete it. 

Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Loads a table showing the details of standing orders on the selected account. 
Modify: Displays the “Modify input screen,” which allows you to modify the details of previously entered items. 
“Change period” (optional, set by default): Not as a default. In this case, if you modify the next due date, the 
order will be fulfilled an extra time over and above the regular fulfilment on the day you gave as next due date. If 
you check changing the standing order day, from the next due date the order will be fulfilled at the interval 
recalculated based on the next due date and the frequency. In HUF Standing Order disposal menu it is not 
possible to modify the due date of a given month only. 
 
Continue: Displays the “Summary screen.” 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Instruction screen”.  
Delete: Displays the “Modify input screen”, but the details may not be modified 
 Delete: Displays the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Instruction screen”. 
Details: Displays the details of the selected item.  
Cancel: Returns you to the “Instruction screen”. 
Print: Allows you to print the details of standing orders, or save them in pdf format. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Home screen.”  
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Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transactions to the bank for verification (sign) 
and execution (book). If you mark neither, the transactions are registered in the „Signature folder”. 
 
Summary screen 

You may verify the modification, activation details of the standing HUF transfer. 

Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the transactions either get registered, signed or get booked. To 
verify the transactions (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Instruction screen” without any modifications or deletions. 
Back: Returns you to the "Modify input screen”, where you may modify the order.  
 
Confirmation screen 

After you have entered your instruction, a detailed confirmation of the registration/verification/fulfilment or 
rejection is displayed. The detailed confirmation of transactions sent to be booked arrives automatically in the 
„Mailbox” which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 

Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, then returns you to the “Home screen.”  
Correction: In the case of an error you may return to the previous screen. Select “Modify input screen” in order 
to make the corrections, then re-send the order to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the “Error 
screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items get saved in 
the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the “Signature folder” for further 
processing. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transactions sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
Cancel of HUF orders 
 
Purpose of the function: To view the HUF orders which are not yet booked, displaying the details of these items  
and enable to cancel them.  
 
Fulfillment date: You can cancel your HUF order preceding the debit date, by the deadline indicated in the 
Banking timetable.  
 
Procedure for submitting instructions: After you have selected the account to be debited, all of the not yet 
booked orders will be displayed on the "Instruction screen.” You may cancel any of these items. To check 
acceptance by the Bank, view the “Confirmation screen” after the transaction has been performed. Transactions 
can be simply registered or verified (signed), these items may be checked in the “Signature folder”.  
 
Instruction screen 
 
Account number: Select account to view the main data of the not yet booked orders to the selected account.   
 
The table displays the following details: 
 Date 
 Beneficiary name 
 Beneficiary account number 
 Amount (HUF) 
 
Push buttons 
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Delete: Loads a table showing the details of the not yet booked items for the selected account  
Cancel: Displays the “Summary screen,” which allows you to cancel the previously selected item. 
Print: Allows you to print the details of the not yet booked one-off HUF items, or save them in pdf format. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Home screen.”  
 
Summary screen 
 
You may verify the details of the order to cancel. 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transactions to the bank for verification (sign) 
and execution (book) on the “Summary screen”. If you mark neither, the transactions are registered in the 
„Signature folder”. 
 
Push buttons  
 
Delete: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify the 
transactions (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Back: Returns you to the "Instruction screen,”  
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: Displays the question “Do you want to save the transactions?”. 
Yes: The order gets saved in the “Signature folder”. 
No: Deletes the transaction in status of "prepared for data entry" from the “Signature folder” and  
returns you to the „Home screen”. 
No: Returns you to the „Summary screen”. 
 
Confirmation screen 

After you have entered your instruction, a detailed confirmation of registration/verification/fulfilment is 
displayed. The detailed confirmation of the transactions sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” 
which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 

Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, then returns the “Home screen.”  
Correction: In the case of an error, returns you to the previous screen. Select “Modify input screen” in order to 
make corrections, then resend the instruction to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the “Error 
screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items get saved in 
the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the “Signature folder” for further 
processing. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transactions sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
 

Direct debit authorisation 
 
Purpose of the function: To grant authorisation for direct debits by utility service providers.  
 
Conditions for fulfilment: 
 On the date of collection, the account to be debited must contain sufficient funds to cover the amount of the 
utility bill and the related banking charges. 

Fulfilment date: Direct debits may be authorised for the following banking day at the earliest (or at weekends, 
for the following Tuesday at the earliest). Your authorisation will be registered, and forwarded to the service 
provider through its own bank. The authorisation will become valid upon acceptance by the service provider. 
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Granting direct debit authorisation: Direct debit authorisations may be submitted in a single transmission with 
a signature code to the Bank. Details entered via the "Input screen” will be displayed on the "Summary screen” 
for verification. To check acceptance by the Bank, view the “Confirmation screen” after the transaction has been 
performed. Order can be simply registered or verified (signed), this item may be checked in the “Signature 
folder”. 

Input screen 
 
USEFUL HINT:  
 When completing a direct debit authorisation, use the last bill you received from the given service provider, to 
help you find all the details you need. 
 You may also grant authorisation in respect of another person (consumer), by specifying their name and 
address. 
 It is advisable to set an authorisation value limit, which will be monitored continuously by the Bank, in order 
to avoid erroneous transactions. 

Account number (mandatory): Select the account from which items are to be debited. The GIRO account will 
be displayed along with the account number selected.  

Service provider identifier (mandatory, 9 or 13 characters): Enter the identifier, which is usually the service 
provider’s tax number prefixed with a capital "A." The tax number is 8 or 12 characters in length. Click on the 
“List of service providers” link on the CIB website to bring up an alphabetic list of the approved service providers 
from which our Bank accepts orders. Along with the name, the list also includes the identifier of each service 
provider.   
 
Consumer identifier (mandatory, up to 24 characters): Enter the identifier issued by the service provider. You 
will find this printed on the utility bill or service contract. 

Authorization valid from (mandatory): Enter the start date from which direct debits are authorised. This may 
be the next banking day (if the order is submitted on a weekend, the following Tuesday) at the earliest. 

Authorization end date (optional): The last banking day on which direct debits are authorised. If no date is 
specified, the authorisation will remain valid until withdrawn. 

Maximum amount of direct debit (optional): Enter the highest amount that may be collected. Generally, a 
reasonable value limit is just over the highest expected amount of the given utility bill, allowing for annual price 
increases. 

I agree to the disclosure of the maximum value limit to the service provider (optional): in case you do not 
tick it, the maximum value limit of your assignment shall not be forwarded to the service provider. 

Consumer name (mandatory, up to 35 characters): This field is compulsory if the consumer is someone other 
than the account holder. 

Consumer address (zip code/address) (mandatory, up to 34 characters): Enter your address, or a different 
address if you are not the consumer. 

Remarks (optional, up to 52 characters long): You may enter a remarks addressed to the beneficiary, which 
may be helpful in the localization of errors and reconciliation of accounts with the service provider (e.g. 
electricity charges etc.). 

Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transaction to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the transactions are registered in the „Signature folder”. 
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Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Displays the “Summary screen.” 
Cancel: Displays “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: Deletes the item entered, then returns you to the "Home screen.” 
No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Summary screen 

Allows you to check the details of the direct debit authorisations that you have entered. 

Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify 
the transaction (sign, book) signature code is needed.  
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: Displays the question “Do you want to save the transactions?”. 
Yes: The order gets saved in the “Signature folder”. 
No: Deletes the transaction in status of "prepared for data entry" from the “Signature folder” and  
returns you to the „Home screen”. 
No: Returns you to the „Summary screen”. 
Back: Returns you to the "Input screen,” where you may modify your order.  
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After the order, displays a detailed confirmation of registration/verification/acceptance. The detailed confirmation 
of the transaction sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which you may view any time by 
clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, then returns you to the “Home screen.”  
Correction: In the case of an error, you may return to the "Input screen” to modify your instructions, before 
resending them to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the “Error screen” the question „Erroneous 
transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If Yes the item get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may 
only be inquired, if No the item are saved in the “Signature folder” for further processing. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transaction sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
 
Disposal for Direct debit  
 
Purpose of the function: To modify or terminate direct debit authorisations.  
 
Fulfilment condition: 
 In the event of a modification, the account must contain sufficient funds to cover the amount of the direct debit 
and the related banking charges on the day of the debit. 

Fulfilment date: In the case of termination of a direct debit authorisation, collection requests will be rejected 
from the following banking day, and modifications to direct debit authorisations will also take effect from the 
following banking day. 

Procedure for submitting instructions: After you have selected the account to be debited, a list of previously 
entered authorisations will be displayed on the "Instruction screen.” You may modify or terminate any of these 
authorisations. To check acceptance by the Bank, view the “Confirmation screen” after the transaction has been 
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performed. Transactions can be simply registered or verified (signed), these items may be checked in the 
“Signature folder”. 

Modifications and cancellation of direct debit: If you modify or cancel your order in the period before the 
bank’s daily closing, the changes will enter into effect on the next banking day. If the modification, cancellation 
takes place following the daily closing at the bank, then the changes will take effect on the second banking day 
(T+2) following the modification, cancellation. If you modify an order under which there is an item pending to be 
executed (Account details/ Direct debit/Pending menu item), please take the above into account when performing 
the modification or cancellation of the order. 

Important: If you cancel your direct debit so that it is not fulfilled, please first cancel the current item pending to 
be fulfilled. 

Instruction screen 

When modifying a limit, check under “Accounts / Direct debit / Pending collections” to ensure that there are no 
pending items on the day specified, since a modification could result in rejection of the item. 

Account number: Select account for viewing direct debit authorisations. 

The table displays the following details: 
 Service provider name  
 Consumer name  
 Maximum amount of direct debit (HUF) 
 Authorization end date  
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Loads a table showing the details of direct debit authorisations for the selected account. 
Details: Displays the details of selected item. 
Back: Returns you to the “Instruction screen”. 
Modify: Displays the “Modify input screen,” which enables you to modify the maximum amount of each direct 
debit, or the authorisation end date. Please note that, in case of modifications, the authorisation validity date of 
transfer is the date when modification comes into force. 
Continue: Displays the “Summary screen.”  
Cancel: Returns you to the “Instruction screen”. 
Terminate: Displays the “Summary screen,” but the details may not be modified. 
Continue: Displays the “Summary screen.”  
Cancel: returns you to the “Instruction screen”.  
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the order sent to be booked in pdf format. 
Cancel: returns you to the “Home screen”.  
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transactions to the bank for verification (sign) 
and execution (book) on the “Modification input screen”. If you mark neither, the transactions are registered in 
the „Signature folder”. 
 
Summary screen 

Use this screen to check the details of modification or deletion of direct debit authorisations. 

Push-buttons 
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Back: Returns you to the “Modify input screen,” where it is possible to modify your instructions.  
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify 
the transactions (sign, book) signature code is needed.  
Cancel: Returns you to the “Instruction screen” without modification or deletion. 
 
Confirmation screen 

Use this screen to check acceptance by the Bank of the modification or deletion of direct debit authorisations. 

After you have entered your instruction, a detailed confirmation of registration/verification/fulfilment is 
displayed. The detailed confirmation of the transactions sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” 
which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 

Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, then returns the “Home screen.”  
Correction: In the case of an error, returns you to the previous screen. Select “Modify input screen” in order to 
make corrections, then resend the instruction to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the “Error 
screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items get saved in 
the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the “Signature folder” for further 
processing. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transactions sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 

 
VIBER transfer order 
 
Purpose of the function: To initiate intra-bank (VIBER) HUF transfers. Displayed data may be exported or 
imported in a user-selected file format.  
 
Conditions for fulfilment: 
 You must have sufficient funds on the account to be debited to cover the amount of transfer(s) and the related 
banking charges. 
 Partial fulfilment of a given transfer is not possible. 
 Transfer orders that are submitted together will be fulfilled in the order that they were entered. 
 
Fulfilment date: This date can be viewed on the website www.cib.hu under the “Contacts/Banking timetable” 
Menu item. The account will be debited on the day of fulfilment (between 8am to 3pm) by the Bank (value date 
for debiting). The beneficiary’s account will be credited on the same banking day. Once the assignment is 
executed the transfer becomes irretrievable and unmodifiable via Internet Bank. 

Setting up transfers: It is possible to initiate several transfers from the same account simultaneously, with a 
single transmission to the bank and an encrypted signature. Check the details of your order on the "Summary 
screen,” which displays the transfers entered via the "Input screen" are displayed. To check acceptance by the 
Bank, view the “Confirmation screen” after the order has been performed. Transactions can be simply registered 
or verified (signed), these items may be checked in the ”Signature folder”. 

Exporting the transfer list: 

Transfer orders entered via the “Input screen” are displayed on the “Summary screen.” After clicking on the 
Export button of the “Summary screen,” you may select the file format for saving the data in Microsoft Excel 
(.xls) format.  

After selecting the format, click on the “Continue” push button to specify the destination folder for saving the file.  
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The filename will be ex/year/month/hour/second, with the appropriate file extension (.xls). 

Importing a transfer list:  
 
A detailed description of import file formats is contained in the “File Format” appendix to this User Guide. 
 
After entering the debit account on the “Input screen”, click on “Import” in order to select the file format of the 
data for importing in Microsoft Excel (.xls) format. 
  
After selecting the format, click on the “Continue” button in order to define the name and directory path of the file 
to be imported. 
Only those items that fully comply with all the requirements of form and partner management will be processed. 
 
After the data has been imported, a simplified screen will be displayed, showing the number of successful and 
unsuccessful items found in the import file. 
 
If the import file contained any faulty items, the “Error list” button will be active. The error list contains a detailed 
description of the faulty items (original data, reason for rejection).  
In case of a successful import, clicking on the “Continue” push button will cause the “Summary screen” to be 
displayed. Here, the process is the same as for manually entered transfers. 
 
Input screen 

USEFUL HINT: Before transmitting your order, enter all the items to be transferred from the same account. 

Account number: Select the account from which to make the transfer. The GIRO account number will be 
displayed along with the selected account number. 

Beneficiary name, seat (mandatory, up to 32 characters): Select or type in the name and address of the 
beneficiary. The pull-down list contains, in alphabetical order, the names of recipients of previous transfers whose 
names were saved using the “Save in the partner database" function. If you wish to transfer money to a new 
beneficiary, type in the new beneficiary details. 

Beneficiary account number (mandatory, 16 or 24 characters, HUF account only): When you select a name, 
the related account numbers will be displayed by default. If the beneficiary details have not been previously saved 
using the "Save in the partner database" function, or if you are transferring funds to a new beneficiary, please 
enter the account number manually. When doing this type in the figures of the GIRO account number 
consecutively without spaces or hyphens, and it will be automatically broken down into separate fields. 

Amount (HUF) (mandatory, up to 13 characters): Enter the amount to be transferred. The currency of the 
amount entered is HUF. Only whole numbers may be entered. Separators will be inserted automatically when you 
move to the next field. 

Remarks (mandatory, up to 52 characters): When you have selected the name and account number of the 
beneficiary, the remarks from the last transfer made to that beneficiary will be automatically displayed. If you 
have not previously entered the beneficiary’s details using the “Save in the partner database” function, or it you 
are transferring funds to a new beneficiary, please enter the remarks manually. If a message longer than 52 
characters is assigned to the selected partner, we will only be able to transfer a part of it (52 characters) to the 
beneficiary party! 

Reference number (optional, 6 characters): An identifier specified by the initiator of the transfer, to assist in 
identifying the transaction and providing a reference for the beneficiary. 

Save in the partner database (optional, details will not be saved by default, but this feature may be 
checked): It is possible to save the beneficiary’s details (name, account number, last remarks, beneficiary 
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country, last payment code) in the system. If a message longer than 52 characters is assigned to the selected 
partner, the “Save in the partner database” option is inactive! 

Check box: I’ve read and accept the conditions of the VIBER transfer. (mandatory) 

Push-buttons 
 
Import: Loads data from an external file made by another program, in a specified file format. 
Error list: Displays a detailed list of any items (printing in pdf format) that was not possible to import. 
Continue: Pressing this button will save the entered item, and display the question: “Enter another transfer?” 
Yes: Returns to the "Input screen." New transfers may be entered, but it is not possible to change the number of 
the account to be debited. 
No: Displays the "Summary screen." 

Cancel: if more items get saved, the currently entered item gets deleted and the „Summary screen” appears, if the 
first item gets saved, the question “Your request will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears. 

 Yes: Returns you to the „Home screen”.  

 No: The „Input screen” remains. 

 
Summary screen 

The account to be debited can be changed using the pull-down list at the top of the screen. This account number 
will apply to all transfer orders entered. 

A list of all the transfers is displayed, to enable you to check the following details: 
 Beneficiary name  
 Beneficiary account number 
 Amount (HUF) 
 Status  

The Status column shows the current status of the items. Prior to sending to the bank, the status is "prepared for 
data entry", for rejected items the status is "rejected." Click on the item to display the reason for the rejection, 
below the table. 

Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transactions to the bank by one order for 
verification (sign) and execution (book). If you mark neither, the transactions are registered in the „Signature 
folder”. 

 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: active if the account to be debited has been changed in the scroll down list. After this, the button „Send 
to bank” gets activated. 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify 
the transactions (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Modify: Displays the entered details of the item, all of which can be modified, with the exception of the account 
number to be debited. 
Modify: Returns you to the “Summary screen” after modification of data. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Summary screen,” without any modification of data. 
New item: Returns you to the "Input screen," where it is possible to add another transfer from the same account to 
the ones already on the summary list. 
Delete: Displays entered details of the item, but the details may not be modified. 
Delete: After deletion you will be returned to the “Summary screen” if the item deleted was the only item on the 
"Input screen." 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Summary screen” without making any deletions. 
Export: Saves the data displayed on the “Results screen” in a file format specified by the user. 
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Cancel: Displays the question “Your request will be interrupted. Are you sure?” 
Yes: Displays the question “Do you want to save the transactions?”. 
Yes: Saves the transactions in the “Signature folder”. 
No: Deletes the transactions in status of "prepared for data entry" from the “Signature folder” and returns you to 
the „Home screen”. 
No: Returns you to the „Summary screen”. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After you have sent the order, a simplified screen will be displayed, showing the items that have been accepted, 
booked and accepted, not booked (registered, signed) or rejected. The detailed confirmation of items sent to be 
booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in 
the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, then returns you to the “Home screen.”  
Correction: If you receive an error message, you may return to the "Summary screen,” where clicking on the 
rejected item will display the reason for rejection, below the table. Modify the transfer and re-send it to the Bank. 
By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the “Error screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are 
you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the 
items are saved in the “Signature folder” for further processing. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transactions sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
 

Foreign exchange transfer order 
 
Purpose of function: initiation of foreign exchange transfers (payments) from a forint or foreign currency 
account (including HUF transfers abroad) to a beneficiary partner.  
 
Preconditions for execution: 
 Sufficient funds, equal to the amount to be transferred, must be available, allowing for potential exchange 
rate changes (on the source account, and the funds sufficient to cover the banking fees and costs must be available 
on the selected commission account). 
 Partial execution of the transfer order is not possible.  
 
Date and time of execution:  
 
Within the bank: 

Orders submitted by the acceptance deadline are promptly processed according to the Banking Timetable. 

Outside the bank: 
• In the case of retail and sole trader customers, an order is regarded as accepted (execution starts subject to the 

Bank’s acceptance deadlines, that is, as a first step, the blocking of funds) if and when all necessary data and the 
coverage are available. The value date and the applicable exchange rate are determined at the time of acceptance. 
In the case of items indicated on the confirmation as being of Received status, the Customer must ensure that the 
funds are available on the account to be debited by the time the order is executed (with a separate reminder about 
this appearing on the interface). The actual execution data (value date, exchange rate) can be checked the Account 
history/statement. The Bank notifies the Customer of any rejected items, in writing. 

• In the case of corporate customers, an order is regarded as accepted (execution starts subject to the Bank’s 
acceptance deadlines), when all necessary data and the coverage are available. For further information regarding 
the extent of blocking, see the publication “List of Conditions for Corporate customers”. The value date and the 
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applicable exchange rate are determined upon acceptance. In the case of items indicated on the confirmation as 
being of Received status, the Customer must ensure that the funds are available on the account to be debited by 
the time the order is executed (with a separate reminder about this appearing on the interface). The actual 
execution data (value date, exchange rate) can be checked in the Account history/statement. Orders for which the 
funds are unavailable are assigned Queuing status for 30 days.   

Orders are booked – if the applicable preconditions are met and the applicable exchange rate is known – on the 
day of processing, with the appropriate value date. Execution can be checked under Account history/statement. 
The Bank notifies the Customer of any rejected items in writing. 
 
Orders cannot be cancelled or modified via the Internet Bank after acceptance. For further information regarding 
the cancellation or modification of orders, see the “Contacts /Banking Timetable” menu item at www.cib.hu. 
 
For further details, see the Contacts /Banking Timetable menu item at www.cib.hu.  
 
Steps in generating a transfer: You can initiate a transfer or the issuing of a cheque from the foreign currency 
account through one communication with the bank and with a single-use encrypted signature. The main data of 
the transfer made via the “Input Screen” is displayed on the “Summary Screen”, where you can check them. To 
see whether an order has been executed following confirmation, see the “Confirmation Screen”. It is also possible 
to just enter and if you want, validate (sign), an order, which you can then check in the “Signature Folder”.  
 
Input screen  
 
Account number (mandatory): Select the number of the account from which you will initiate the transfer. 
 
Beneficiary name (mandatory, maximum 50 characters): select or type in the beneficiary’s name. The drop-
down menu contains, in alphabetical order, the names of the beneficiaries of your earlier transfers, saved by the 
“Save into the partner database” function. To make a transfer to a new partner, simply input the data of the new 
beneficiary. 
 
Transfer method: select the desired transfer method from the drop-down menu; available options:  

 CIB intrabank FX transfer 
 Bank to Bank FX transfer 
 SEPA transfer (for companies only) 
 Cheque issuing (not offered by the Bank after 01.11.2013) 

 
Beneficiary address (mandatory, maximum 70 characters): when you select the beneficiary’s name, the 
beneficiary’s address will appear automatically. If you have not yet saved the beneficiary’s data by using the 
“Save to partner database” function, or you are making a payment to a new beneficiary, enter the address. 
 
Contact name and telephone number (mandatory, maximum 35 characters): enter the contact information of 
the administrator that the Bank can contact if required. 
 
Push buttons 
 
Continue: leads to other Input Screens with different field content depending on the method of transfer. 
Cancel: if the item is saved, the question “ Transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears. 
 Yes: returns to the “Home Screen”. 
 No: stays on the “Input Screen”. 
 
 CIB intrabank foreign exchange transfer 
 
Beneficiary account format (mandatory): the default setting is the CIB format (4-6-3). Other available formats: 
GIRO (3*8 characters), IBAN format (7*4 characters, with the first four characters being HU40). 
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Beneficiary account(mandatory): when you select the beneficiary’s name, the beneficiary’s account number 
will appear automatically. If you have not yet saved the beneficiary’s data by using the “Save to partner database” 
function, or you are making a payment to a new beneficiary, enter the account number (in CIB, GIRO, or IBAN 
format). 
 
Amount (mandatory, maximum 13 characters): enter the amount of the transfer order; a decimal must be 
separated by a dot. 
 
Currency of the transfer (mandatory): select the currency in which you would like the transfer to be executed 
(sent).  
 
Execution date (value date): The default value is T. For further information, please click on the Banking 
Timetable link. 
 
Remarks to beneficiary (optional, maximum 140 characters): here you can write your comments for the 
beneficiary.  
 
Push buttons 
 
Continue: you can go to the next “Input Screen”. 
Back: you can return to the previous “Input Screen”. 
Cancel: the question “ Transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears.  

Yes: the saved item is deleted and you are returned to the “Home Screen”.  
No: you are returned to the “Input Screen”. 

 
I agree to bear CIB charges and commissions (checked and inactive, cannot be modified): You can only pass 
on CIB’s commission and costs if the beneficiary is outside the EEA. 
 
Commission account (mandatory): when you select the beneficiary’s name, the commission account number 
automatically appears. If you have not yet saved the beneficiary’s data by using the “Save into the partner 
database” function, or you are making a payment to a new beneficiary, you can select it from the drop-down 
menu. In the case of retail and sole trader customers, the default setting is the initiating account. The amount of 
the order and the funds to cover the related bank charges must be available on the selected commission account.  
 
Payment confirmation (optional): check if you request certification of transfer execution.  
 
Language of payment confirmation (mandatory if payment confirmation is requested): available options: 
Hungarian, English, or German.  
 
Method of notification (mandatory if payment confirmation is requested): available options: fax, mail, email, 
fax and email, mail and email, fax and mail, all three methods. Please check the e-mail address and fax number 
because of the automatic sending of the confirmation! 
 
Fax number (mandatory if confirmation of payment by fax is requested).  
 
Email (mandatory if confirmation of payment by email is requested). 
 
Save into the partner database (selectable; saves by default, but can be disabled): to save the data of the 
beneficiary. 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): orders can be sent to the bank for certification (sign) or for execution 
(book). If you do not check any of the options, the order will be saved in the “Signature Folder”. 
 
Push buttons 
 
Continue:  you can go to the “Summary Screen”. 
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Back: you can return to the previous “Input Screen”. 
Cancel: the question “ Transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears.  
Yes: the question “Do you want to save the transactions?” appears. 

Yes: the transactions are saved in the “Signature Folder”.  
No: you are returned to the “Input Screen“. 

No: returns to the “Home Screen“. 
 
Summary screen  
 
The screen displays the data of the recorded foreign exchange transfer, as follows: 
 Beneficiary name 
 Beneficiary account 
 Amount 
 Currency of the fulfillment 
 Expected foreign exchange rate of the execution 
 Expected execution value date 
 
Depending on the start-up account and the currency to be transferred, the estimated amount to be transferred and 
the estimated amount to be debited will be indicated on the interface. If the currency of the account to be debited 
is the same as the currency of the amount to be transferred, then the estimated amount to be transferred will not be 
displayed again on the interface. The content and meaning of the two fields are as follows: 

- Estimated amount to be debited with commissions: the amount of the transfer in the currency of the   
payment account, increased by fees and commissions, ie the total amount (including fees, commissions) 
that would be debited to the payment account if the transfer is approved / signed. 
- Estimated amount to be transferred: The amount of the transfer in the currency of the transfer. 
 

The indicated foreign exchange rate and value date are informative only! 
 
Push buttons 
 
Send to Bank: Depending on whether Sign or Book is checked, transactions are booked, certified (signed) or 
accepted. In the case of Sign and Book, the signature code must be provided. 
Back: you can return to the “Input Screen”, where you can modify your order. 
Cancel: the question “ Transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears. 
Yes: the question “Do you want to save the transaction?” appears. 
 Yes: the order is saved in the “Signature Folder”. 
 No: returns to the “Home Screen”; the order that has until then been of a prior-to-saving status is deleted.   
No: you are returned to the “Summary Screen”. 
   
Confirmation screen 
 
After the order has been placed, a detailed confirmation appears regarding the receipt/acceptance of the order. The 
confirmation of the order sent for booking is automatically sent to the “Mailbox”, which can be viewed at any 
time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the top menu bar. 
 
Push buttons 
 
OK: after acknowledging the confirmation, you are returned to the “Home Screen”. 
Correction: in the case of an error, you can return to the previous screen, where you can make the changes on the 
“Input Screen”, and then resend the order to the Bank.  
If you click on “Cancel”, the question “Close erroneous transaction?” will appear. If yes, the transaction will be 
saved in the “Signature Folder” only for subsequent information-inquiry purposes, and if no, then it will be saved 
in the “Signature Folder” for further processing. 
Print: you can print and/or save the confirmation in pdf format. 
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SEPA transfer – For corporate customers 
 
SEPA transfer: the essence of the payment system is that within the eurozone, companies and other economic 

participants can perform payment transactions in euro subject to the same basic conditions, rights 
and obligations, regardless of their location – inside or outside the border of the country.  For 
further information, go to www.cib.hu/sepa. Under this menu item, amounts in euro can be 
transferred in a simple, standard way.  

 
Beneficiary country code (mandatory): when you select the beneficiary’s name, the beneficiary country code 
will appear automatically. If you have not yet saved the beneficiary’s data by using the “Save to partner database” 
function, or you are making a payment to a new beneficiary, you can select it. The drop-down menu contains the 
SEPA member states in alphabetical order. 
 
Beneficiary bank country code (mandatory): when you select the beneficiary’s name, the beneficiary bank 
country code will appear automatically. If you have not yet saved the beneficiary data by using the “Save to 
partner database” function, or you are making a payment to a new beneficiary, you can select it. The drop-down 
menu contains the country code of the SEPA member banks in alphabetical order.  
 
SWIFT code (mandatory): when you select the beneficiary’s name, the related SWIFT code will appear 
automatically. If you have not yet saved the beneficiary data by using the “Save to partner database” function, or 
you are making a payment to a new beneficiary, enter the SWIFT code of the beneficiary bank. The value can 
consist of 8 or 11 characters. If it consists of 11 characters, the last 3 digits cannot be xxx; please specify it 
without the last 3 digits. The 5th and 6th character of the SWIFT code must be the same as the first 2 characters of 
the IBAN account number. Please check on the link to the SEPA banks list whether the beneficiary bank is a 
SEPA member. SEPA transfers can only be made to SEPA member banks! 
 
Beneficiary IBAN account number (mandatory): when you select the beneficiary’s name, the related account 
number will appear automatically. If you have not yet saved the beneficiary data by using the “Save to partner 
database” function, or you are making a payment to a new beneficiary, enter the account number. For a detailed 
description of IBAN account number formats and examples, see www.ecbs.org. 
 
Amount (compulsory input entry, maximum 13 characters) + currency (not mandatory): enter the initial 
amount of the transfer order; a decimal must be separated by a dot. 
Select the currency of the account to be debited. Only fill it in if you want to specify the amount to be debited in 
the currency of the account to be debited.  
Example: 
Currency of the account to be debited: HUF 
Amount: 1 000 000 
Execution currency: EUR 
A euro amount equivalent to 1 million forints will be transferred. 
 
Currency of the transfer (predetermined, cannot be changed): The amount will be transferred in EUR.  
 
Execution date (value date) (cannot be changed): the default is T+1 (normal). The amount of an order accepted 
by the Bank is debited to the account on the selected execution date, which can be checked in the account 
statement/history as early as on the date of processing. For further information, please click on the Banking 
Timetable link. 
 
Remarks to beneficiary (optional, maximum 140 characters): enter your remark. 
 
Push buttons 
 
Continue: you can go to the next “Input Screen”. 
Back: you can return to the previous “Input Screen”. 
Cancel: the question “ Transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears.  
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Yes: the saved item is deleted and you are returned to the “Home Screen”.  
No: you are returned to the “Input Screen”. 

 
I agree to bear CIB charges and commissions (checked and inactive, cannot be modified): You can only pass 
on CIB’s commission and costs if the beneficiary is outside the EEA. 
 
I agree to bear foreign bank charges and commissions (unchecked and inactive, cannot be modified): You 
can only agree to pay the foreign bank charges if the beneficiary is outside the EU. 
 
Commission account number (mandatory): when you select the beneficiary’s name, the commission account 
number will appear automatically. If you have not yet saved the beneficiary data by using the “Save to partner 
database” function, or you are making a payment to a new beneficiary, select it from the drop-down menu. In the 
case of retail and sole trader customers, the default setting is the initiating account. The amount of the order and 
the funds to cover the related bank charges must be available on the selected commission account.  
 
SWIFT copy (optional): check if you request a copy of the outgoing SWIFT. The SWIFT copy will be issued in 
English. 
 
Payment confirmation (mandatory): yes, if you request confirmation of transfer execution.  
 
Language of the payment confirmation (mandatory if a payment confirmation is requested): available 
options: Hungarian, English, or German.  
 
Method of notification (mandatory if a payment confirmation or SWIFT copy is requested): available 
options: fax, letter, email, fax and email, letter and email, all three methods. Please check the e-mail address and 
fax number because of the automatic sending of the confirmation! 
 
Fax number (mandatory if a payment confirmation or SWIFT copy by fax is requested) 
 
Email (mandatory if a payment confirmation or SWIFT copy by email is requested) 
 
Save into partner database (selectable; saves by default, but can be disabled): you can save the data of the 
beneficiary. 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): orders can be sent to the bank for certification (sign) or for execution 
(book). If you do not check any of the options, the order will be saved in the “Signature Folder”. 
 
Push buttons 
 
Continue:  you can go to the “Summary Screen”. 
Back: you can return to the previous “Input Screen”. 
Cancel: the question “Transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears.  
Yes: the question “Do you want to save the transactions?” appears. 

Yes: the transactions are saved in the “Signature Folder”.  
No: you are returned to the “Input Screen“. 

No: returns to the “Home Screen“. 
 
Summary screen  
 
The screen displays the data of the saved foreign currency transfer, as follows: 
 Beneficiary name 
 Beneficiary account number 
 Amount (currency) 
 Currency of the fulfillment 
 Expected foreign exchange rate of the execution 
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 Expected execution value date  
 
Depending on the start-up account and the currency to be transferred, the estimated amount to be transferred and 
the estimated amount to be debited will be indicated on the interface. If the currency of the account to be debited 
is the same as the currency of the amount to be transferred, then the estimated amount to be transferred will not be 
displayed again on the interface. The content and meaning of the two fields are as follows: 

- Estimated amount to be debited with commissions: the amount of the transfer in the currency of the   
payment account, increased by fees and commissions, ie the total amount (including fees, commissions) 
that would be debited to the payment account if the transfer is approved / signed. 
- Estimated amount to be transferred: The amount of the transfer in the currency of the transfer. 

 
Push buttons 
 
Send to Bank: Depending on whether Sign or Book is checked, transactions are booked, certified (signed) or 
accepted. In the case of Sign and Book, the signature code must be provided. 
Back: you can return to the “Input Screen” where you can modify your order. 
Cancel: the question “Are you sure you want to cancel the transfer?” appears. 
Yes: the question “Do you save the transaction?” appears. 
 Yes: the order is saved in the “Signature Folder”. 
 No: returns to the “Home Screen”, the order till then having the prior to saving status is deleted.   
No: you are returned to the “Summary Screen“. 
   
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After the order has been placed, a detailed confirmation appears regarding the receipt/acceptance of the order. The 
confirmation of the order sent for booking is automatically sent to the “Mailbox”, which can be viewed at any 
time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the top menu bar. 
 
Push buttons 
 
OK: once you have acknowledged the confirmation, you are returned to the “Home Screen”. 
Correct: in the case of an error, you can return to the previous screen, where you can make the changes on the 
“Input Screen”, and then resend the order to the Bank.  
If you click on “Cancel”, the question “Close erroneous transaction?” will appear. If yes, the transaction will be 
saved in the “Signature Folder” only for subsequent information-inquiry purposes, and if no, then it will be saved 
in the “Signature Folder” for further processing. 
Print: you can print and/or save the confirmation in pdf format. 
 
Bank to Bank foreign exchange transfer  
 
Beneficiary country code (mandatory): select or enter the residency of the beneficiary partner. If the beneficiary 
partner is our bank’s customer, the beneficiary’s residency will be checked following the sending of the order to 
the bank. If the beneficiary country you specified and the country of residency registered at our bank are different, 
the beneficiary partner’s country code will be modified in accordance with the value registered at our bank.  
 
Beneficiary bank name (the beneficiary bank’s name and address or SWIFT code are mandatory values): 
when you select the beneficiary’s name, the beneficiary bank’s name will appear automatically. If you have not 
yet saved the beneficiary data by using the “Save to partner database” function, or you are making a payment to a 
new beneficiary, enter the account managing bank’s name. 
 
Beneficiary bank address (the beneficiary bank’s name and address or SWIFT code are mandatory 
values): when you select the beneficiary’s name, the beneficiary bank’s address will appear automatically. If you 
have not yet saved the beneficiary data by using the “Save to partner database” function, or you are making a 
payment to a new beneficiary, enter the bank’s address. 
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Beneficiary bank country code (mandatory) 
 
SWIFT code (the beneficiary bank’s name and address or SWIFT code are mandatory values): when you 
select the beneficiary’s name, the related SWIFT code will appear automatically. If you have not yet saved the 
beneficiary data by using the “Save to partner database” function, or you are making a payment to a new 
beneficiary, enter the SWIFT code of the beneficiary bank. The value can consist of 8 or 11 characters. If it 
consists of 11 characters, the last 3 digits cannot be xxx; please specify it without the last 3 digits. The 5th and 6th 
character of the SWIFT code must be the same as the first 2 characters of the IBAN account number.  
 
Bank identifier (optional): when you select the beneficiary’s name, the related bank identifier will appear 
automatically. If you have not yet saved the beneficiary data by using the “Save to partner database” function, or 
you are making a payment to a new beneficiary, enter the beneficiary bank’s identifier used in the international 
payment system. 
 
 Beneficiary account format (mandatory): when you select the beneficiary’s name, the related account number 
format will appear automatically. If you have not yet saved the beneficiary data by using the “Save to partner 
database” function, or you are making a payment to a new beneficiary, select the desired format of the beneficiary 
account number. Selectable formats: GIRO format 3x8 characters, IBAN format, or a desired format. For a 
detailed description of IBAN account number formats and examples, see www.ecbs.org. 
 
Beneficiary account (mandatory): when you select the beneficiary’s name, the related account number will 
appear automatically. If you have not yet saved the beneficiary data by using the “Save to partner database” 
function, or you are making a payment to a new beneficiary, enter the account number in the selected format. 
 
Push buttons 
 
Continue: you can go to the next “Input Screen”. 
Back: you can return to the previous “Input Screen”. 
Cancel: the question “ Transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears.  

Yes: the saved item is deleted and you are returned to the “Home Screen”.  
No: you are returned to the “Input Screen“. 

 
Correspondent bank data (optional): when you select the beneficiary’s name, the related correspondent bank 
data will appear automatically. If you have not saved the beneficiary’s data by using the “Save to partner 
database” function, or if you make a transfer to a new beneficiary, you can specify the correspondent bank’s (in 
the currency of the transfer, the beneficiary bank’s account managing bank’s) name, address, SWIFT code, and 
the beneficiary bank’s account number at the correspondent bank (an optional field in the case of companies). 
 
Push buttons 
 
Continue: you can go to the next “Input Screen”. 
Back: you can return to the previous “Input Screen”. 
Cancel: the question “ Transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears.  

Yes: the saved item is deleted and you are returned to the “Home Screen”.  
No: you are returned to the “Input Screen”. 
 

Transfer type (mandatory for corporate customers): available options:  normal transfer, treasury deal transfer,  
accredited, import collection,  warranty payment. 
 
Amount (compulsory input entry, maximum 13 characters) + currency (not mandatory: enter the initial 
amount of the transfer order; a decimal must be separated by a dot. 
Select the currency of the account to be debited. You only need to fill this in if you want to specify the amount to 
be debited in the currency of the account to be debited.  
Example: 
Currency of the account to be debited: HUF 
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Amount: 1 000 000 
 Currency of the fulfillment: EUR 
A euro amount equivalent to 1 million forints will be transferred. 
 
Currency of the transfer (mandatory): select the currency in which you would like the transfer to be executed 
(sent).  
 
Urgent payment (only in the case of private individuals and sole traders, optional, default value: 
unchecked): if checked, your order will be executed on day T up to the acceptance times specified in the Banking 
Timetable. Available only in EUR, USD, CAD, GBP, and HUF currencies! HUF transfers abroad are always 
executed on day T. 
 
Execution date (value date): selectable T+2 (standard),  T+1 or T, but only in the currencies EUR, USD, CAD, 
GBP and HUF! HUF transfers abroad are always executed on day T. In case of the following currencies if the 
beneficiary Bank located within the EEA the standard value date is T+1 BGN, CZK, DKK, PLN, CHF, GBP, 
NOK, RON,SEK and HRK. The amount of an order accepted by the Bank is debited to the account on the 
selected execution date, which can be checked in the account statement/history as early as on the date of 
processing. For further information, please click on the Banking Timetable link. 
 
Remarks to beneficiary (optional, maximum 140 characters): here you can write your comments for the 
beneficiary. 
 
Push buttons 
 
 Continue: you can go to the next “Input Screen”. 
Back: you can return to the previous “Input Screen”. 
Cancel: the question “ Transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears.  

Yes: the saved item is deleted and you are returned to the “Home Screen”.  
No: you are returned to the “Input Screen”. 
 

I agree to bear CIB charges and commissions (default setting: checked, but it can be disabled): to be 
checked, if you undertake to pay the costs and commissions related to currency transfer as charged by CIB and 
published in the latest applicable List of Conditions Note! You can only pass on CIB’s commission and costs if 
the beneficiary is outside the EEA. 
 
I agree to bear foreign bank charges and commissions (optional): indicate whether you undertake to pay the 
foreign bank charges. Note! You can only agree to pay the foreign bank charges if the beneficiary is outside the 
EU. 
 
Commission account (mandatory): The funds sufficient to cover the related bank charges must be available on 
the selected commission account.  
 
SWIFT copy (optional): check if you request a copy of the outgoing SWIFT. The SWIFT copy will be issued in 
English.  
 
Payment confirmation (optional): check if you request confirmation of transfer execution.  
 
Language of payment confirmation (mandatory if a payment confirmation is requested): available options: 
Hungarian, English, or German.  
 
Method of notification (mandatory if a payment confirmation or SWIFT copy is requested): available 
options: fax, mail, email, fax and email, mail and email, fax and mail, all three methods. Please check the e-mail 
address and fax number because of the automatic sending of the confirmation! 
 
Fax number (mandatory if the payment confirmation or the SWIFT copy is requested by fax). 
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Email (mandatory if the payment confirmation or the SWIFT copy is requested by email). 
 
Save into the partner database (selectable; saves by default, but can be disabled): you can save the data of 
the beneficiary. 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): orders can be sent to the bank for certification (sign) or for execution 
(book). If you do not check any of the options, the order will be saved in the “Signature Folder”. 
 
Push buttons 
 
Continue:  you can go to the “Summary Screen”. 
Back: you can return to the previous “Input Screen”. 
Cancel: the question “ Transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears.  
Yes: the question “Do you want to save the transactions?” appears. 

Yes: the transactions are saved in the “Signature Folder”.  
No: you are returned to the “Input Screen”. 

No: returns to the “Home Screen”. 
 
Summary screen  
 
The screen displays the data of the saved foreign currency transfer, as follows: 
 Beneficiary name 
 Beneficiary account 
 Beneficiary bank name 
 Amount (currency)  
 Currency of the fulfillment 
 Expected foreign exchange rate of the execution 
 Expected execution value date 
 
Depending on the start-up account and the currency to be transferred, the estimated amount to be transferred and 
the estimated amount to be debited will be indicated on the interface. If the currency of the account to be debited 
is the same as the currency of the amount to be transferred, then the estimated amount to be transferred will not be 
displayed again on the interface. The content and meaning of the two fields are as follows: 

- Estimated amount to be debited with commissions: the amount of the transfer in the currency of the   
payment account, increased by fees and commissions, ie the total amount (including fees, commissions) 
that would be debited to the payment account if the transfer is approved / signed. 
- Estimated amount to be transferred: The amount of the transfer in the currency of the transfer. 

 
Push buttons 
 
Send to Bank: Depending on whether Sign or Book is checked, transactions are booked, certified (signed) or 
accepted. In the case of Sign and Book, the signature code must be provided. 
Back: you can return to the “Input Screen” where you can modify your order. 
Cancel: the question “ Transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears. 
Yes: the question “Do you want to save the transaction?” appears. 
 Yes: the order is saved in the “Signature Folder”. 
 No: returns to the “Home Screen”, the order till then having the prior to saving status is deleted.   
No: you are returned to the “Summary Screen“. 
   
Confirmation screen 
 
After the order has been placed, a confirmation appears regarding the receipt/acceptance of the order. The 
confirmation of the order sent for booking is automatically sent to the “Mailbox”, which can be viewed at any 
time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the top menu bar. 
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Push buttons 
 
OK: once you have acknowledged the confirmation, you are returned to the “Home Screen”. 
Correction: in the case of an error, you can return to the previous screen, where you can make the changes on the 
“Input Screen”, and then resend the order to the Bank.  
If you click on “Cancel”, the question “Close erroneous transaction?” will appear. If yes, the transaction will be 
saved in the “Signature Folder” only for subsequent information-inquiry purposes, and if no, then it will be saved 
in the “Signature Folder” for further processing. 
Print: you can print and/or save the confirmation in pdf format. 
 
 
Payment to a postal address 
 
Purpose of the function: To enable you to initiate cash (forint) payments to the beneficiary’s postal address 
anywhere in Hungary. 
 
Conditions of fulfilment: 
 You must have sufficient funds on the account to cover the total payable amount and the related banking and 
postal charges. 
 Partial fulfilment of a given payment amount is not possible. 
 If several payment orders are sent at the same time, they are fulfilled in the order in which they have been 
entered. 
 The details of the transfer must be prepared in Hungarian character set 852. If the file is not readable or is 
unsuitable for processing, the Bank will notify the customer of this in an error log, and request that the 
transmission be repeated.  

Date and time of fulfilment: The amount of the voucher and the relevant fee, they are blocked on the bank 
account. Payment vouchers are dispatched to the post office at 11.00 hours on every bank business day when the 
amount to be transferred and the fee are debited and the blocking is released. The Post Office delivers the amount 
to the specified address on the second banking day following receipt. Items that cannot, for whatever reason, be 
delivered (e.g. due to an incorrect address, non-existent recipient, etc.) are returned after ten working days. Your 
account will be debited at the same time as the order is entered. Once the assignment is executed the transfer 
becomes irretrievable and unmodifiable via Internet Bank. The explanation on the specific possibilities of the 
deletion and modification of an assignment can be found on the website www.cib.hu under the “Contacts/Banking 
timetable” Menu item. 

Preparing payments: You can initiate several payments from one account simultaneously through a single 
transmission to the Bank combined with a one-off encrypted signature. Payments entered via the “Input screen” 
are displayed on the “Summary screen”. To check acceptance by the Bank, view the “Confirmation screen” after 
the order has been performed. Transactions can be simply registered or verified (signed), these items may be 
checked in the “Signature folder”. 

Exporting payments: Postal payments entered on the “Input screen” are shown on the “Summary screen”. After 
clicking on the Export option on the “Summary screen”, you can select the format in which you would like to 
save the data from a pull-down menu. Currently Microsoft Excel (.xls) and text (.txt) are available. 

After selecting the format, click on “Continue”. A dialogue window will appears, where you can specify the 
folder in which you would like the file to be saved.  

The filename will be ex/year/month/hour/second, with the appropriate extension for the file format (xls/txt). 

Importing payments:  

A detailed description of the import file formats is contained in the “File Formats” appendix of the User Guide. 
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After entering the account that you want to be debited on the “Input screen”, click on “Import”. The screen that 
allows you to select the import format will now appear, and from here you can select the file format (.xls or .txt) 
in which you would like to save the data. 
 
Click on “Continue”. A dialogue window will appear, in which you can set the name and the directory path of the 
file you want to import. 
 
When the import file is being processed, only items that are flawless in terms of form and acceptable from the 
point of view of counterparty management will be processed.  
 
After the data has been imported, a simplified screen appears which contains the amount and number of all orders 
found in the import file, whether successfully or unsuccessfully read. 
 
If the import file contained faulty items, the “Error list” at the bottom of the screen will be active. The error list 
contains a detailed confirmation as to which line of the import file the rejected order appeared and why it was not 
possible to read it, and also indicates the data that the file contained, per field.  
 
If the import is successful, click on “Continue”. The “Summary screen” will be displayed. From this point on, the 
handling of the orders (modification, deletion, confirmation, etc.) proceeds in the same manner as orders that are 
entered one by one.  
 
Input screen 

Useful tip: Before submitting the payment order, it is worth collecting together all the items that you want to 
transfer from the same account. 

Account number: Select the number of the account that is to be debited, i.e. from which you wish to initiate the 
postal payment. 

Select recipient or specify surname and first name (mandatory): Select or enter the recipient of the amount to 
be delivered by the Post Office. The pull-down menu contains a list, in alphabetical order, of the names of 
recipients who have previously received postal payments from you, and whose names you have saved using the 
“Save in partner database” function. If you are initiating a payment to a new recipient, simply record the details of 
the new recipient by separately entering the surname and first name. 

Recipient ID code (optional, up to 24 characters): When you select the recipient’s name, the ID code that you 
use for the given recipient will automatically appear. If you would like to specify an ID code other than this or 
you have not saved the recipient’s details using the “Save in partner database” function, or you are making a 
transfer to a new recipient, you can enter an ID code.  

Recipient address: When you select the name of the recipient, the address associated with the recipient (postal 
code, town, street, street number) will automatically appear. If you would like to specify an address other than this 
or you have not saved the recipient’s details using the “Save in partner database” function, or you are making a 
transfer to a new recipient, enter the address.  

Amount (HUF) (mandatory, up to 15 characters): Enter the amount of the order. The amount entered will be 
interpreted as being in forint. You can only enter a whole number, which you need to write continuously (without 
commas or spaces). 

Remarks (optional, up to 52 characters): When you select the name of the beneficiary, the last comment that 
you wrote for the beneficiary will automatically appear. If you would like to write a remark other than this or you 
have not saved the recipient’s details using the “Save in partner database” function, or you are making a transfer 
to a new recipient, write in any remarks that you wish to make. 
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Push-buttons 
 
Import: Loading, from an external file, of data prepared by other programs, in a specified file structure. 
Error log: Displays a detailed list of any items (printing in pdf format) that was not possible to import. 
Continue: The entered item is saved and the question “Enter another payment?” is displayed. 
Yes: The “Input screen” is displayed, from where it is possible to enter new payments, although the account to be 
debited can no longer be changed. 
No: The “Summary screen” is displayed. 

Cancel: if more items get saved, the currently entered item gets deleted and the „Summary screen” appears, if the 
first item gets saved, the question “Your request will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears. 

 Yes: Returns you to the „Home screen”.  

 No: The „Input screen” remains. 

 
Summary screen 

In the pull-down menu at the top of the screen you can change the account that you want to be debited, and this 
will apply to all the payment items you have entered.  

All the transfers entered until then will then be displayed in a table on the screen, allowing you to check the 
following details entered: 

 Recipient’s name  
 Postal code  
 Town 
 Street, number 
 Amount (HUF) 
 Status 

The Status column indicates the current status of the items. Before the items are sent to the Bank, the status is 
indicated as “prepared for data entry”, and if the transfer is rejected, the status is indicated as “rejected”. If you 
click on the item, the reason for the rejection will be displayed under the table. 

Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transactions to the bank for verification (sign) 
and execution (book). If you mark neither, the transactions are registered in the „Signature folder”. 
Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked To verify 
the transactions (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Modify: Displays details of the item entered, all of which, except for the account to be debited, can be changed. 
Modify: Returns to the “Summary screen” after the modification has been made. 
Cancel: Returns to the “Summary screen” . 
New item: Returns you to the “Input screen”, where you can add more payments to the summary list, to be 
charged to the same account. 
Delete: Displays the details entered in relation to the item, although the details here can no longer be modified. 
Delete: Deletes an item, and then returns to the “Summary screen”, provided that this was the only item on the 
“Input screen”. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Summary screen” without any deletion being made. 
Export: Saves the data displayed on the “Results screen” into specified file formats. 
Cancel: Displays the question “The payment will be interrupted. Are you sure?” 
Yes: Displays the question “Do you want to save the transactions?”. 
Yes: The transaction gets saved in the “Signature folder”. 
No: Deletes the transaction in status of "prepared for data entry" from the “Signature folder” and        returns you 
to the „Home screen”.  
 No: Returns you to the „Summary screen”. 
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Confirmation screen 
 
After you have sent the order, a simplified screen will be displayed, showing the items that have been accepted, 
booked and accepted, not booked (registered, signed) or rejected. The detailed confirmation of items sent to be 
booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in 
the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, and then returns you to the “Home screen”. 
Correction: If you receive an error notice, you can return to the “Summary screen”, from where you will be able 
to read the cause of the error under the table by clicking on the “rejected” status item. Make the necessary 
corrections, and then resend your transfers to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the “Error screen” 
the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items get saved in the 
“Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the “Signature folder” for further 
processing. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transactions sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 

 
 

BOOK TRANSFER 
 

One-off forint book transfer order 
 
Purpose of the function: To make “book transfers” from your forint account in forint between your own forint or 
foreign exchange accounts held at the Bank. 
 
Conditions of fulfilment: 
 You must have sufficient funds on the account to cover the amount of the book transfer. 
 Partial fulfilment of a given book transfer is not possible. 
 If several book transfer orders are sent at the same time, they are fulfilled in the order in which they have been 
entered.  
 
Date and time of execution: orders submitted by the acceptance deadline are processed according to the Banking 
Timetable.  
 
For further details, see the Contacts/Banking Timetable menu item at www.cib.hu.  
 
Important! In case of instant payment at times other than as announced in the banking timetable, a new exchange 
rate will be applied to HUF conversion orders debiting a HUF account. Before transacting an order, please check 
the exchange rates on our bank’s website.  

 

Preparing book transfers: You can initiate several book transfers from the same account with a single 
transmission and an encrypted signature to the Bank. Book transfers entered via the “Input screen” are displayed 
in the “Summary screen“. To check acceptance by the Bank, view the “Confirmation screen” after the order has 
been performed. Transactions can be simply registered or verified (signed), these items may be checked in the 
“Signature folder”. 

Input screen 
 
Useful tip: Before sending your order, collect all items that you want to transfer from the same account.  
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Account number: Select from among your various bank accounts the account that is to be debited, i.e. the 
account from which you would like to initiate the forint book transfer. 

Beneficiary name, seat: Your name is automatically displayed. 

Beneficiary account number (mandatory, 13 characters in a 4-6-3 format; may only be a forint account): 
Select or type in the account to which you would like to make the book transfer. If your details have not 
previously been saved using the “Save in partner database” function or you are transferring money to a new 
account, enter the account number. In such cases, the six-digit number in the middle (your customer reference 
number) is displayed by default, and so you only need to enter the first four digits (branch code) and the last three 
digits (sub-account). 

Amount (mandatory, up to 13 characters): Enter the amount that you wish to transfer. The amount entered is 
understood as being in forint. You can only enter a whole number, which you need to write continuously (without 
commas or spaces). 

Remarks (optional, up to 52 characters): When you select the account number, the last comment that you wrote 
in relation to that account number will automatically appear. If you would like to write a remark other than this or 
you have not previously saved your details using the “Save in partner database” function, or you are making a 
transfer to a new account, write in any remarks that you wish to make. 

Save in partner database (optional, items are saved by default, although this function may be de-activated): 
You can choose whether you wish to save the details that you specified when making the book transfer (account 
number, latest remarks). 

 

Push-buttons 
 
Continue: The item entered is saved, and then the question “Enter another book transfer?” is displayed. 
Yes: The “Input screen” is displayed, from where it is possible to enter new book transfers, although the account 
to be debited can no longer be changed. 
No: The “Summary screen” is displayed. 

Cancel: if more items get saved, the currently entered item gets deleted and the „Summary screen” appears, if the 
first item gets saved, the question “Your request will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears. 

Yes: Returns you to the „Home screen”.  

No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Summary screen 

In the pull-down menu at the top of the screen you can change the account that you want to be debited, and this 
will apply to all the book transfer items you have entered.  

All the transfers entered until then will then be displayed in a table on the screen, allowing you to check the 
following details entered: 
 Beneficiary name  
 Beneficiary account number  
 Amount (HUF) 
 Status 
 
The Status column indicates status of the items. Before the items are sent to the Bank, the status is indicated as 
“prepared for data entry”, and if the transfer is rejected, the status is indicated as “rejected”. If you click on the 
item, the reason for the rejection will be displayed under the table. 
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Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transactions to the bank by one order for 
verification (sign) and execution (book). If you mark neither, the transactions are registered in the „Signature 
folder”. 
 
 
Push-buttons 
 
 Continue: active if the account number to be debited has been changed in the scroll down list. After  this, the 
button „Send to bank” gets activated. 
 Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked.  
 To verify the transactions (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
 New book transfer: Returns to the “Input screen”. 
 Modify: Displays details of the item entered, all of which, except for the account to be debited, can be 
 changed. 
  Modify: Returns to the “Summary screen” after the modification has been made. 
 Cancel: Returns to the “Summary screen” without any modifications being made. 
 Delete: Displays the details entered in relation to the item, although the details here can no longer be 
 modified. 
Delete: Deletes an item, and then returns to the “Summary screen”, provided that this was the only item on the 
“Input screen”. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Summary screen” without any deletion being made. 
Cancel: Displays the question “The book transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” 
Yes: Displays the question “Do you want to save the transactions?” 
   Yes: The transaction gets saved in the “Signature folder”. 
  No: Deletes the transaction in status of "prepared for data entry" from the “Signature   
  folder” and returns to the „Home screen”.  
No: Returns to the „Summary screen”. 
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Confirmation screen 
 
After you have sent the order, a simplified screen will be displayed, showing the items that have been accepted, 
booked and accepted, not booked (registered, signed) or rejected. The detailed confirmation of the transactions 
sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which you may view any time by clicking on the 
Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, and then returns you to the “Home screen”. 
Correction: If you receive an error notice, you can return to the “Summary screen”, from where you will be able 
to read the cause of the error under the table by clicking on the “rejected” status item. Make the necessary 
corrections, and then resend your transfers to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the “Error screen” 
the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items get saved in the 
“Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the “Signature folder” for further 
processing. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transactions sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
 
Value-date HUF book transfer order 
 
Description of the function: To enable you to set up book transfers for a particular amount, between your own 
forint accounts kept at the Bank, to be executed at a specified future date (the “value date”). 
 
Conditions of fulfilment: 
 You can give an order for the next banking day at the earliest, and for a maximum of one year in advance.  
 You must have sufficient funds on the account to fully cover the amount of the book transfers on the value 
date. 
 Partial fulfilment of the amount of a given book transfer is not possible. 
 If several book transfer orders are sent at the same time, they are fulfilled in the order in which they have been 
entered. 
 
Fulfilment date: The banking value date you have specified in the order. At that time, a balance check will be 
performed to ensure that sufficient funds are available, and if they are, the source account will be debited and the 
beneficiary account credited. 

Preparing book transfers: You can initiate several book transfers from the same account with a single 
transmission and an encrypted signature to the bank. Book transfers entered via the “Input screen” are displayed 
in the “Summary screen”. To check acceptance by the Bank, view the “Confirmation screen” after the order has 
been performed.  Transactions can be simply registered or verified (signed), these items may be checked in the 
“Signature folder”. 

Input screen 
 
Useful tip: Before sending your order, collect all items that you want to transfer from the same account.  

Account number: Select from among your various bank accounts the account that is to be debited, i.e. the 
account from which you would like to initiate the value-date book transfer. 

Beneficiary name, seat: Your name is automatically displayed. 

Beneficiary account number (mandatory, 13 characters in a 4-6-3 format; may only be a forint account): 
Select or type in the account to which you would like to make the book transfer. If your details have not 
previously been saved using the “Save in partner database” function or you are transferring money to a new 
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account, enter the account number. In such cases, the six-digit number in the middle (your customer reference 
number) is displayed by default, and so you only need to enter the first four digits (branch code) and the last three 
digits (sub-account). 

Amount (mandatory, up to 13 characters): Enter the amount that you wish to transfer. The amount entered is 
understood as being in forint. You can only enter a whole number, which you need to write continuously (without 
commas or spaces). 

Remarks (optional, up to 52 characters): When you select the account number, the last comment that you wrote 
in relation to that account number will automatically appear. If you would like to write a remark other than this or 
you have not previously saved your details using the “Save in partner database” function, or you are making a 
transfer to a new account, write in any remarks that you wish to make. 

Value date (dd/mm/yyyy) (mandatory field): Enter transfer fulfilment date (the day when your account is 
debited), which is the banking day following order entry the earliest. You may specify this date for one year 
ahead.Save in partner database (optional, items are saved by default, although this function may be de-
activated): You can choose whether you wish to save the details that you specified when making the book 
transfer (account number, latest remarks). 

Push-buttons 
 
Continue: The item entered is saved, and then the question “Enter another book transfer?” is displayed. 
Yes: An “Input screen” is displayed, from where it is possible to enter new book transfers, although the account to 
be debited can no longer be changed. 
No: A “Summary screen” is displayed. 
Cancel: if more items get saved, the currently entered item gets deleted and the „Summary screen” appears, if the 
first item gets saved, the question “Your request will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears. 
Yes: Returns you to the „Home screen”  
No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Summary screen 

In the pull-down menu at the top of the screen you can change the account that you want to be debited, and this 
will apply to all the book transfer items you have entered.  

All the transfers entered until then will then be displayed in a table on the screen, allowing you to check the 
following details entered: 

 Beneficiary name  
 Beneficiary account number  
 Amount (HUF) 
 Value date 
 Status 
 
The Status column indicates the current status of the items. Before the items are sent to the Bank, the status is 
indicated as “prepared for data entry”, and if the transfer is rejected, the status is indicated as “rejected”. If you 
click on the item, the reason for the rejection will be displayed under the table. 

Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transactions to the bank by one order for 
verification (sign) and execution (book). If you mark neither, the transactions are registered in the „Signature 
folder”. 
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Push-buttons 
 
Continue: active if the account to be debited has been changed in the scroll down list. After this, the button „Send 
to bank” gets activated. 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify 
the transactions (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
New book transfer: Returns to the “Input screen”. 
Modify: Displays details of the item entered, all of which, except for the account to be debited, can be changed. 
Modify: Returns to the “Summary screen” after the modification has been made. 
Cancel: Returns to the “Summary screen” without any modifications being made. 
Delete: Displays the details entered in relation to the item, although the details here can no longer be modified. 
Delete: Deletes an item, and then returns to the “Summary screen”, provided that this was the only item on the 
“Input screen”. 
Cancel: Returns to the “Summary screen” without any deletion being made. 
Cancel: Displays the question “The book transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” 
Yes: Displays the question “Do you want to save the transactions?” 
Yes: The transaction gets saved in the “Signature folder”. 
No: Deletes the transaction in status of "prepared for data entry" from the “Signature folder” and returns to the 
„Home screen”.  
No: Returns to the „Summary screen”. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After you have sent the order, a simplified screen will be displayed, showing the items that have been accepted 
booked and accepted, not booked (registered, signed) or rejected. The detailed confirmation of transactions sent to 
be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon 
in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, and then returns you to the “Home screen”. 
Correction: If you receive an error notice, you can return to the “Summary screen”, from where you will be able 
to read the cause of the error under the table by clicking on the “rejected” status item. Make the necessary 
corrections, and then resend your transfers to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the “Error screen” 
the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items get saved in the 
“Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the “Signature folder” for further 
processing. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transactions sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
 

Disposal for Value-date HUF book transfer 
 
Purpose of the function: To allow you to subsequently modify or delete value-date HUF book transfers. 
 
Conditions of fulfilment:  
 In the case of modification of an order, you must have sufficient funds on the account to cover the amount of 
the modified book transfer on the value date. 
 Partial fulfilment of a given payment amount is not possible. 
 
Fulfilment date: You can withdraw (modify) a payment order on the Bank Working Day preceding the debit 
date, by the deadline indicated in the Banking timetable. If you delete an order, the deletion is effected 
immediately, and if you modify an order, the modifications are recorded with immediate effect and the modified 
book transfer will be executed on the specified value date. 
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Procedure: After you have selected the number of the account to be debited, the value-date HUF book transfers 
that you have set up previously are displayed in a table on the “Instruction screen”, from where you can modify or 
delete them as you wish. To check acceptance by the Bank, view the “Confirmation screen” after the transaction 
has been performed. Transactions can be simply registered or verified (signed), these items may be checked in the 
“Signature folder”. 

Instruction screen 

Account number: Select the number of the account from which the value-date book transfers that you want 
displayed will be initiated. 

Data displayed in the table: 
 Beneficiary account number 
 Amount (HUF) 
 Value date  
 Remarks 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Loads the details of the value-date book transfers that will be initiated from the selected account. 
Details: Displays the details of selected item. 
Back: Returns you to the “Instruction screen”. 
Modify: Displays the “Modification input screen”, from which you can modify the details of an item that has 
been entered earlier. 
Continue: Displays the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Returns to the “Instruction screen”. 
Delete: Displays the “Input screen”, although the details can no longer be modified from here. 
Delete: Deletes an item, and then returns to the “Summary screen”, provided that this was the only item on the 
“Input screen”. 
Cancel: Returns to the “Instruction screen”. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 
Print: Enables you to print or save in pdf format all pending value-dated transfers. 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transactions for verification (sign) and execution 
(book). If you mark neither, the transactions are registered in the „Signature folder”. 
 
Summary screen 

You can use this to check your modifications of value-date HUF book transfers. 

Confirmation screen 
 
Send to Bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify 
the transactions (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Back: Click on this to return to the “Modification input screen” if you want to modify your order. 
Cancel: Returns to the “Instruction screen” without making any modifications. 
 
Confirmation screen 

After you have entered your instruction, a detailed confirmation of registration/verification/fulfilment of 
modification and/or deletions is displayed. The detailed confirmation of the transactions sent to be booked arrives 
automatically in the „Mailbox” which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
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Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, and then returns to the “Home screen”. 
Correction: If you receive an error notice, you can click on this to return to the previous screen. Select the 
“Modification input screen” option in order to make the corrections, and then resend the order to the Bank. By 
clicking on the „Cancel” button on the „Summary screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. 
Are you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the 
items are saved in the “Signature folder” where they can be also modified. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transaction sent to be accounted in pdf format. 
 

 
Standing order HUF book transfer 
 
 
Description of the function: To set up a standing order for the transfer between your accounts held at the Bank, 
which will be performed within the specified time period, on a specified banking day, at the specified frequency 
and with respect to the given amount. 
 
Conditions of fulfilment:  
 The first day of transfer (fulfilment) may not be earlier than the next banking day. At weekends, you can give 
an order for fulfilment on the following Tuesday at the earliest. 
 The timing with regard to the fulfilment of the standing orders is determined based on the first day of transfer 
as well as the specified frequency (e.g. if the first day of transfer is 05.05.2003, and the specified frequency is 
once a month, then the order will thenceforth be fulfilled on the 5th day of every month). Please note that if the 
first date of transfer is not a banking day (but e.g. a weekend), the order will be fulfilled on the next banking day. 
 You must have sufficient funds on the account to cover the amount of the book transfer on the due date. 
 Partial fulfilment of a given book transfer amount is not possible. 
 In the case of insufficient coverage the Bank does not queue the order (please note that all this results in your 

order not being executed in the case of insufficient funds). 

Date of fulfilment: On a Bank Working Day, in accordance with the specified frequency, and falling within the 
specified time period. At this time, a balance check is performed to ensure that sufficient funds are available, and 
then the source account is debited and the beneficiary account credited. 

Preparing book transfers: One book transfer can be set up with a single transmission and a signature code to the 
Bank. The orders entered via the “Input screen” will be displayed on the "Summary screen” for verification. To 
check acceptance by the Bank, view the “Confirmation screen” after the transaction has been performed. The 
transaction can be simply registered or verified (signed), the item may be checked in the “Signature folder”. 

Input screen 

Account number: Select from among your various bank accounts the account that is to be debited, i.e. the 
account from which you would like the standing order to be initiated. 

Beneficiary name, seat: Your name is automatically displayed. 

Beneficiary account number (mandatory, 13 characters in a 4-6-3 format; may only be a forint account): 
Select or type in the account to which you would like to make the book transfer. If your details have not 
previously been saved using the “Save in partner database” function or you are transferring money to a new 
account, enter the account number. In such cases, the six-digit number in the middle (your customer reference 
number) is displayed by default, and so you only need to enter the first four digits (branch code) and the last three 
digits (sub-account). 
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Amount (mandatory, up to 13 characters): Enter the amount that you wish to transfer. The amount entered is 
understood as being in forint. You can only enter a whole number, which you need to write continuously (without 
commas or spaces). 

Remarks (optional, up to 52 characters): When you select the account number, the last comment that you wrote 
in relation to that account number will automatically appear. If you would like to write a remark other than this or 
you have not previously saved your details using the “Save in partner database” function, or you are making a 
transfer to a new account, write in any remarks that you wish to make. 

Frequency (mandatory): Determines the date of the transfers that will be executed between the first and the last 
fulfilment date. Click on the preferred option (daily, weekly, fortnightly, monthly, quarterly, semi-annually or 
annually). 

First book transfer date (mandatory): The first day on which a book transfer will be executed, based on the 
book transfer order. This may be as early as the calendar day following the day on which you set up the standing 
order (except on weekends, when the following Tuesday is the earliest possible day). 
 
Last book transfer date (optional): Last day on which a transfer will be performed based on the book transfer 
order, which may not be earlier than the first day of transfer and is independent of the last day as calculated on the 
basis of the specified frequency. It is not compulsory to complete this field. If you choose to leave this blank, the 
last day of transfer will be the last day based on the frequency of transfer as specified in your order, and this latter 
date will be valid until such time as the book transfer order is modified or cancelled. 
  
In the lower part of the Input screen, you will see the effective (transfer) dates of the order, as calculated based on 
the frequency and the first transfer day that you have indicated (e.g. on 2nd day of January, April, July and October 
of every year). 
 
If the effective day of the order falls on a non-working day (e.g. on a weekend), then whether the Bank executes 
the order on the day preceding the non-working day or on the first banking day following it will depend on the 
specified frequency. 
If the frequency is daily, weekly, fortnightly or monthly, the transfer will be fulfilled on the banking day 
preceding the given non-business day. 
If the frequency is annual, semi-annual, quarterly or monthly (and if the effective date is at the beginning of 
month), the transfer will be fulfilled on the first banking day following the non-business day. 
 
Save in partner database (optional, items are saved by default, although this function may be de-activated): 
You can choose whether you wish to save the details that you specified when making the book transfer (account 
number, latest remarks). 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transaction to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the transaction is registered in the „Signature folder”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Displays the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Displays “Changes will be lost. Accept?”. 
Yes: Deletes the item entered, then returns you to the "Home screen.” 
No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Summary screen 
 
You can use this to check the details that have been entered for the standing book transfer order. 
 
Push-buttons 
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Send to bank: Depending on marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify the order 
(sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Back: You can use this to return to the “Input screen”, from where you can modify your order. 
Cancel: Displays the question “The book transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” 
Yes: The question “Do you want to save the transactions?” appears. 
 Yes: The transaction gets saved in the “Signature folder”. 
 No: The program goes back to the „Home screen”, the item that has been in the status before   saving 
gets deleted from the “Signature folder”. 
No: The program goes back to the „Summary screen”. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After the order, displays a detailed confirmation of registration/verification/acceptance. The detailed confirmation 
of the transaction sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which you may view any time by 
clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, and then returns to the “Home screen”. 
Correction: If you receive an error notice, you can click on this to return to the previous screen. Select the 
“Modification input screen” option in order to make the corrections, and then resend the order to the Bank. By 
clicking on the „Cancel” button on the „Summary screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. 
Are you sure?” appears.  If Yes the item get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the 
item is saved in the “Signature folder” where they can be also modified. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transaction sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
 

Disposal for book transfer standing order 
 
Purpose of the function: To allow you to subsequently modify or delete a standing order. 
 
Conditions of fulfilment:  
 In the case of modification of an order, you must have sufficient funds on the account to cover the amount of 
the modified book transfer on the due date. 
 Partial fulfilment of a given payment amount is not possible. 
 In the case of insufficient coverage the Bank does not queue the order (please note that all this results in your 

order not being executed in the case of insufficient funds). 
 An instruction given with respect to a standing order will not apply to a transfer that is due to be made on the 
next banking day, if it arrives in the evening of the day before (i.e. after around 6 pm). 
 The timing with regard to the fulfilment of the standing orders is determined based on the first day of transfer 
as well as the specified frequency (e.g. if the first day of transfer is 05.05.2003, and the specified frequency is 
once a month, then the order will thenceforth be fulfilled on the 5th day of every month). Please note that if the 
first date of transfer is not a banking day (but e.g. a weekend), the order will be fulfilled on the next banking day. 
 
Fulfilment date: You can withdraw (modify) a payment order on the Bank Working Day preceding the debit 
date, by the deadline indicated in the Banking timetable. If you delete an order, the deletion is effected 
immediately, and if you modify an order, the modifications are recorded with immediate effect and the modified 
book transfer will be executed in the specified frequency, and within the specified period. 

Procedure: After you have selected the number of the account to be debited, the standing HUF book transfer 
orders that you have set up previously are displayed in a table on the “Instruction screen”, from where you can 
modify or delete them as you wish. To check acceptance by the Bank, view the “Confirmation screen” after the 
transaction has been performed. Transactions can be simply registered or verified (signed), these items may be 
checked in the “Signature folder”. 
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Instruction screen 

Account number: Select the number of the account to which the data you wish to see displayed are related. The 
following data related to the items associated with the selected account will be displayed:  

 Beneficiary account number 
 Amount (HUF) 
 Due date 
 Status 
 Frequency 
 Remarks 
 
The Status column indicates the current status of the items, which in this case may be “active” or “suspended”. If 
the item status is “suspended” You can only delete it.  
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Loads the table with the details of the standing book transfer orders that will be initiated from the 
selected account. 
Modify: Displays the “Modification input screen”, from which you can modify the details of an item that has 
been entered earlier. 
“Change standing order day” (optional): Set to yes by default. If you are changing the next transfer due date, 
starting from the next transfer due date the standing order will be fulfilled at a newly calculated schedule based on 
the due date and frequency. If you do not select the “change standing order day” option, then the day of the next 
transfer will be modified to the newly specified date once only, with the following transfer dates then returning to 
the usual schedule. In Book Transfer Standing Order disposal menu it is not possible to modify the due date of a 
given month only. 
Continue: Displays a “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Instruction screen”.  
Delete: Displays the “Modification input screen”, but the details may not be modified 
 Delete: Displays the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Instruction screen”. 
Details: Displays the details of the selected item.  
Cancel: Returns you to the “Instruction screen”. 
Print: Allows you to print the details of standing orders, or save them in pdf format. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Home screen.”  
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your order to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the transactions are registered in the „Signature folder”. 
 
Summary screen 

You can use this to check the details related to the modification or deletion of standing HUF book-transfer orders. 

Push-buttons 
 
Send to Bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify 
the transactions (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Instruction screen” without modification or deletion. 
Back: Click on this to return you to the “Modification input screen”, from where you can modify your order. 
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Confirmation screen 

After you have entered your instruction, a detailed confirmation of registration/verification/fulfilment of 
modification/ deletions is displayed. The detailed confirmation of order sent to be booked arrives automatically in 
the „Mailbox” which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 

Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, and then returns you to the “Home screen”. 
Correct: If you get an error message, you can return to the previous screen. Select the option “Input screen” to 
make the necessary corrections, and then re-send the order to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the 
„Summary screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If  Yes the items 
get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the “Signature folder” 
where they can be also modified. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transactions sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
 

Foreign exchange transfer between sub-accounts 
 
Purpose of function: foreign exchange transfer order between sub-accounts 
 
Preconditions for execution: 
 sufficient funds must be available on the account to be debited on the execution date 
 partial execution of the transfer order is not possible 
 
Date and time of execution: orders submitted by the acceptance deadline are processed according to the Banking 
Timetable.  
 
For further details, see the Contacts/Banking Timetable menu item at www.cib.hu.  
 
Important! In case of instant payment at times other than as announced in the banking timetable, a new exchange 
rate will be applied to HUF conversion orders debiting a HUF account. Before transacting an order, please check 
the exchange rates on our bank’s website.  

 
Main steps in generating a balance transfer: A transfer can be initiated from an account to be debited with a 
communication to the Bank and an encrypted signature. Transfers made via the “Input Screen” are displayed on 
the “Summary Screen” where you can check your order. For information regarding order execution following 
confirmation, see the “Confirmation Screen”. It is also possible to just enter and if you want, validate (sign), a 
transaction, which you can then check in the “Signature Folder”.   
 
Input screen 
 
Account number: of your various accounts select the one to be debited, from which you wish to initiate the 
foreign exchange transfer order. 
 
Beneficiary name: your name will be automatically displayed. 
 
Beneficiary account number (mandatory, 13 characters in 4-6-3 format): select your target account.  
 
Amount (mandatory, maximum 13 characters), currency: enter the amount to be transferred; a decimal must 
be separated by a dot.  In the case of conversion, the amount can be specified in either the currency of the account 
to be debited or in that of the beneficiary account: 
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- Sample 1. : In case you want to convert EUR 1.000,- into HUF by debiting your EUR account, then 
the chosen currency of the amount should be EUR, which is equal to the currency of the account to 
be debited.  

- Sample 2. : In case you want to convert the EUR equivalent of HUF 1.000,- to your HUF account, 
then the chosen currency of the amount should be HUF, which is equal to the currency of the 
account to be credited. 

 
Execution date (value-date, mandatory): Automatically processed on day T. For further information see the 
Banking Timetable link. 
 
Remarks (optional, maximum 160 characters): enter your remarks. 
 
Push buttons 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): transactions can be sent to the bank in a single order for certification 
(sign) or for execution (book). If you do not check any of the options, the transactions will be saved in the 
“Signature Folder”. 
Continue: leads to the Summary Screen. 
Cancel: if the item is saved, the question “Transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears. 
 Yes: returns to the “Home Screen”. 
 No: it stays on the “Input Screen”. 
 
Summary screen 
 
The saved transfer transaction appears on the screen where you can inspect the input data, as follows: 
 
 Account number (number of account to be debited) 
 Beneficiary name  
 Beneficiary account number 
 Amount (currency) 
 Foreign exchange rate 
 Execution value-date 
 Remarks 
 
The exchange rate and the execution value date fields are indicative only! 
 
Push buttons 
 
Send to Bank: Depending on whether Sign or Book is checked, the transactions are certified or accepted. In the 
case of Sign and Book, the signature code must be provided. 
Back: returns to the “Input Screen” without executing the modification. 
Cancel: the question “Transfer will be interrupted. Are you sure?” appears.  
Yes: the question “Do you want to save the transactions?” appears. 
 Yes: the transactions are saved in the “Signature Folder”. 

No: returns to the “Home Screen”; the transaction that has until then been of a prior-to-saving status is 
deleted.  
No: returns to the “Summary Screen”. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After the order has been placed, a detailed confirmation appears regarding the acceptance of the order. The 
confirmation is automatically sent to the “Mailbox”, which can be viewed at any time by clicking on the Mailbox 
icon in the top menu bar. 
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Push buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, and then returns you to the “Home screen”. 
Correct: If you get an error message, you can return to the previous screen. Select the option “Input screen” to 
make the necessary corrections, and then re-send the order to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the 
„Summary screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If  Yes the items 
get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the “Signature folder” 
where they can be also modified. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transactions sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
 

DEPOSIT 

 
Opening a deposit 
 
Description of the function: Allows you to open forint and foreign exchange time deposits in the exchange of 
the initiating account. 
 
Conditions of fulfilment: 
 You must have sufficient funds available to cover the amount you intend to place in the deposit. 
 The amount of the deposit must exceed the minimum amount as stipulated in the Bank’s latest List of Interest 
Rates.  
 Depending on the type of the deposit, at maturity the deposit amount and/or the accrued interest is/are credited 
to the account on which the deposit was opened. 

Fulfilment date: In the case of HUF deposits, as well as foreign exchange deposits opened by private individuals 
and sole traders, if the deposit opening day is a banking day, it is opened on that banking day, and if on weekends 
and bank holidays, then on the next banking day. In the case of foreign exchange deposits opened by non-resident 
private individuals and companies, or by resident companies, the initial day of the deposit is an additional two 
banking days. The deposits earn interest from this day on, up until the day prior to maturity. If the maturity date 
falls on a weekend or a bank holiday, the maturity date is postponed to the next banking day. In the case of 
Classic deposits, if the maturity date falls on a weekend or a bank holiday, and the next banking day is the last day 
of the month, the maturity date is the last banking day of previous month. 

Procedure for opening a deposit: The details of the deposit that you have entered via the “Input screen” are 
displayed on the “Summary screen”, where you can check your time deposit order. To see whether the order has 
arrived at the Bank, check the “Confirmation screen”. Transactions can be simply registered or verified (signed), 
this item may be checked in the “Signature folder”. 

Input screen 

Account number (mandatory): Select the account from which you would like to initiate the opening of the 
deposit.  

Deposit product (mandatory): Select the deposit product in which you would like to place the deposit amount. 

Deposit type (mandatory): Select the type of deposit you would prefer. 
 One-off: after a specified term, the deposit amount plus the interest accrued is credited on the source account.  
 Rollover without interest capitalisation: the deposit is automatically renewed, and the accrued interest is 
credited on to the source account on the interest payment day. 
 Rollover with interest capitalisation: the deposit is automatically renewed together with the accrued interest.  
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Term (mandatory): Select the term from the pull-down menu. Note that the options differ depending on the 
particular deposit product you have chosen. 

Amount (mandatory): Enter the amount of the deposit, while bearing in mind the prevailing minimum amount.  

Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transaction to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the transaction is registered in the „Signature folder”. 

Link (Current account and deposit interest rates): Takes you to the Bank’s latest List of Interest Rates, which 
tells you the minimum amount, the tenors and the interest rates related to the various deposit products, with regard 
to both resident and non-resident customers. 

Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Displays the “Summary Screen”. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
No: The „Input screen” remains. 

 
Summary screen 

Allows you to check the details of the deposit order that you have entered. 

Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the items either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify 
the transaction (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Back: Allows you to return to the “Input screen” to modify your order. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?" 
Yes: Displays the question „Do you want save the transaction?” 
 Yes: The order gets saved in the “Signature folder”. 
 No: Returns you to the „Home screen”, the item that has been in the status before saving gets deleted from the 
“Signature folder”. 
No: Returns you to the „Summary screen”.  
 
Confirmation screen 
 
Once the order has been entered, a detailed confirmation of registration/verification/acceptance is displayed on the 
screen, including the initial date of the deposit. The detailed confirmation of the transaction sent to be booked 
arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the 
upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, and then returns to the “Home screen”. 
Correction: If you get an error message, you can use this to return to the previous screen. Make the necessary 
corrections, and then re-send your order to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the „Summary 
screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items get saved in 
the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the “Signature folder” where they 
can be also modified. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the transaction sent to be booked in pdf format. 
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Deposit disposal 

Purpose of the function: To allow you to subsequently modify or cancel and release a HUF or foreign exchange 
fixed-term deposit.  

Conditions of fulfilment: 
 You must have a fixed-term deposit! 
 It is not possible to cancel and release just part of the amount of a fixed-term deposit – the Bank can only 
accept an instruction that relates to the whole of the deposit.  
 Instructions for changing the type of the deposit and for terminating the deposit on the rollover date can only 
be given with respect to rollover deposits without interest capitalisation and rollover deposits with interest 
capitalisation. 
 An instruction for cancelling and releasing a deposit may also be given with respect to rollover deposits with 
capitalisation and rollover deposits without capitalisation. You will find details regarding the interest rates that are 
paid in the event of the cancellation and release of a deposit in the Bank’s latest List of Interest Rates.  

Fulfilment date: Any change in the type of your deposit will take effect immediately with respect to the affected 
period. Instructions to release a deposit also take effect immediately, with the amount of the deposit and the 
accrued interest being credited to the account on which the deposit was “fixed”. Deposit termination on the 
rollover date takes effect on the rollover day, at which time the amount of the deposit and the accrued interest is 
credited to the source account. 

Procedure: The “Query screen” shows, in the form of a table, the fixed-term deposits that you can modify or 
terminate. Enter your instruction on the “Instruction screen”, and then confirm it on the “Summary screen”. In 
order to see whether your instruction has arrived at the Bank, check the “Confirmation screen”. Transactions can 
be simply registered or verified (signed), these items may be checked in the “Signature folder”. 
 
Query screen 
 
Details displayed in the table: 
 Deposit reference  
 Product name 
 Currency 
 Current deposit amount  
 Original deposit amount  
 Current interest period  
 Deposit Type  
 Term 
 Annual interest 
 
The list of fixed-term deposits includes any amounts that have been separated and blocked from the balance of the 
customer’s account by the Bank as a security deposit (e.g. bankcard security deposit). The customer is not entitled 
to dispose over the amount of any such security deposit.  
 
Push-buttons 
 
Modify: Displays the various instruction options. 
Print: You can use this to print and/or save in pdf format the “Deposit summary screen”. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 
 
Instruction screen 
 
Deposit type change: Allows you to select the type of deposit you want to change to: 
 Change from rollover with capitalisation to rollover without capitalisation 
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 Change from rollover without capitalisation to rollover with capitalisation  
This is not possible if your deposit is a security deposit.  
 
Deposit termination on rollover day: You can terminate your rollover deposit with or without interest 
capitalisation on a rollover day. This is not possible in the case of a security deposit. 
 
Immediate deposit release: You may release your one-off or your rollover deposit with or without interest 
capitalisation with immediate effect. This is not possible in the case of a security deposit.  
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your transactions to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the transactions are registered in the „Signature folder”. 

Note that on non-working days the system shows a status that is identical with that on the next banking day 
following the non-working day. When releasing the deposit, in order to avoid losing interest, you need to take into 
account the actual (calendar) expiry or rollover date of the deposit, which you can check on the 
Accounts/Summary/Account/ “Deposit details screen”. 

Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book marking, the transactions either get registered, signed or get booked. To 
verify the transactions (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Back: Allows you to return to the “Input screen” to modify your order. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?" 
Yes: Displays the question „Do you want save the transaction?” 
  Yes: The order gets saved in the “Signature folder”. 
  No: Returns you to the „Home screen”, the item that has been in the status before saving gets deleted 
from the “Signature folder”. 
No: Returns you to the „Summary screen”. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After you have entered your instruction, a detailed confirmation of registration/verification/fulfilment is 
displayed. The detailed confirmation of the instructions sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” 
which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Acknowledges confirmation, and then returns to the “Home screen”. 
Correction: If you get an error message, you can return to the previous screen. Select the option “Instruction 
screen” to make the necessary corrections, and then resend the order to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” 
button on the „Summary screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If 
Yes the items get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the 
“Signature folder” where they can be also modified. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the instruction sent to be booked in pdf format. 
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CARD 

 
Bankcard application - Retail customers only 
 
Purpose of the function: To enable you to apply for a bankcard. The conditions related to an application for a 
bankcard are determined in the Bank’s latest List of Conditions. 
 
Process of applying for a bankcard: The application form is forwarded to the Bankcard Department of the 
Bank. If the application is accepted, the PIN code and the bankcard can be received in the manner that was 
indicated in your application, i.e. at the branch or by post. Application can be simply registered or verified 
(signed), this application may be checked in the “Signature folder”. 
 
 

Credit Card application - Retail customers only 
 
Purpose of the function: To enable you to apply for a credit card. The conditions related to an application for a 
bankcard are determined in the Bank’s latest List of Conditions. 
 
Process of applying for a credit card: The application you have sent via the internet is forwarded to the CIB24 
hotline service. For further actions CIB24 should call you on your notification telephone number. Note that 
when you are called from CIB24 you will need to give your CIB T-PIN Code for identification. If the staff at 
CIB24 are unable to reach despite several attempts to do so, by leaving a message on your answering phone or if 
you do not have one, then by email to the address you gave when registering, you will be requested by email to 
call the CIB24 service on the phone number specified. Application can be simply registered or verified (signed) 
this application may be checked in the “Signature folder”. 

 
Shopping Card application - Retail customers only 
 
Purpose of the function: To enable you to apply for a Shopping Card. The conditions related to application for a 
Shopping Card can be downloaded from the www.bevasarlokartya.hu website. 
 
Procedure of applying for a Shopping Card: The application you have sent via the internet is forwarded to the 
CIB24 hotline service. For further actions CIB24 should call you on your notification telephone number. Note 
that when you are called from CIB24 you will need to give your CIB T-PIN Code for identification. If the staff at 
CIB24 are unable to reach despite several attempts to do so, by leaving a message on your answering phone or if 
you do not have one, then by email to the address you gave when registering, you will be requested by email to 
call the CIB24 service on the phone number specified. Application can be simply registered or verified (signed) 
this application may be checked in the “Signature folder”. 
 
 
Internet Card application - Retail customers only 
 
Purpose of the function: To allow you to send an application for an Internet Card. 
 
Procedure of applying for an Internet Card: The application form is forwarded to the Bankcard Department of 
the Bank. If the application is approved, the card can either be sent to you by post or you can choose to pick it up 
at a branch. Application can be simply registered or verified (signed), this application may be checked in the 
“Signature folder”. 
 
 

Change limit 
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Purpose of the function: To modify the daily cash withdrawal and purchase limits for bank cards. Bankcards are 
issued with basic daily limits (for cash withdrawals and purchases) specified by the bank. The daily limit for each 
card can be modified individually. The new limits take effect immediately. The latest modification will remain in 
force until you specify a new limit. The daily limits for forint-based cards are set in forint, while the limits for 
foreign exchange-based cards are given in foreign exchange. 
 
Modifying limits: It is possible to change the limits for cards selected from the "Bankcard summary" screen. The 
system will automatically round the entered amount down to the closest limit category. The confirmation of limit 
modification displays the next (higher) limit category that may be set, for your information. If you are unsatisfied 
with the new limit, please follow the above procedure again, to set the desired limit. Modification can be simply 
registered or verified (signed), this item may be checked in the “Signature folder”. 
 
Limit modification screen 
 
Cardholder name: The name of the holder of the selected bank card will automatically be displayed. 
Card number: The ID number of the selected card (4 x 4 characters) will automatically be displayed 
Type: The type of the selected card e.g. VISA Electron, MasterCard Standard, Shopping Card will automatically 
be displayed. 
Current purchase limit: The currently valid purchase limit for the selected bankcard, if there is. 
New purchase limit: Enter desired daily purchase limit. If this field is left blank, the existing purchase limit will 
remain the same. Entering a 15-figure number will remove the purchase limit altogether. 
Current cash withdrawal limit: The currently valid cash withdrawal limit for the selected bankcard, if there is. 
New cash withdrawal limit: Enter desired daily cash withdrawal limit. If you do not fill out the field, the actual 
purchase limit remains valid. To set unlimited cash withdrawal limit you have to enter a 15 digit amount.  
Monthly spending limit: the monthly spending limit associated with the selected Business Credit Card. A 
monthly spending limit may be specified only in the case of Business Credit Card. 
Sum of monthly spend: sum of transactions associated with the selected Business Credit Card. 
New monthly spending limit: enter the amount you would like to set as the monthly spending limit. If you do not 
complete this field, the prevailing spending limit will remain in effect. To set an unlimited spending limit, you 
have to enter a 15-digit amount. A new monthly spending limit may be specified only in case of Business Credit 
Card. 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your modification order to the bank for verification 
(sign) and execution (book). If you mark neither, the order is registered in the „Signature folder”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Displays the “Summary screen”. 
Back: Returns you to the “Bankcards summary screen”. 
 
Summary screen 
 
For checking the setting of the limit(s).  
 
Check box: Hereby I order that the new limit will be set in the system according to the highest limit declared in 
the List of Terms and Conditions. It is obligatory, if the required daily limit value not match value what the sytem 
allow to set up. In this case the system set the daily spending limit down to the nearest value to your required 
amount. 
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Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book check, the order either get registered, signed or booked. To verify the 
order (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Continue: Displays the "Summary screen". 
Back: Returns to the "Limit modification screen," which allows you to modify your instructions if necessary. 
Cancel: Displays “Changes will be lost. Accept?" 
 Yes: Displays the question „Do you want save the transaction?” 
  Yes: The order gets saved in the “Signature folder”. 
  No: Returns you to the „Home screen”, the item that has been in the status before saving gets          
deleted from the “Signature folder”. 
 No: Returns you to the „Summary screen”.  
 
Confirmation screen 
 
Displays a detailed confirmation of registration/verification/fulfilment, showing the data of the selected card, the 
limits set, and the next (higher) available limit categories. The next available limit category is displayed for your 
information, but you may set a different (higher or lower) limit if you wish. The detailed confirmation of the order 
sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which you may view any time by clicking on the 
Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Returns you to the "Home screen". 
Correction: In the case of an error, returns you to the “Limit modification screen,” which enables you to modify 
the limit and send to bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the „Summary screen” the question „Erroneous 
transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items get saved in the “Signature folder”, they 
may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the “Signature folder” where they can be also modified. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the order sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 

 
Bankcard activation 
 
Purpose of the function: To enable activation of electronic and embossed main and supplementary cards linked 
to a bank account authorised with respect to the Internet Bank. Activation can be effected in the case of new or 
renewed cards, and takes place with immediate effect. 
 
Activation screen 
 
Card number: You need to enter the card number of the new bankcard or card you wish to renew (4x4 
characters). 
Expiry date (mm/yy): Enter the expiry date of the new card or the card you wish to renew. 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your order to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the order is registered in the „Signature Folder”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Displays the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
No: The „Input screen” remains. 
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Summary screen 
 
The details related to the activation can be checked here. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book check, the order either get registered, signed or booked. To verify the 
order (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Back: You can return to the “Activation screen”, from where you can modify your instruction. 
Cancel: Displays the prompt “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: The order entered so far is deleted and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
No: Returns you to the “Summary screen”. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
A detailed confirmation of registration/verification/fulfilment will be displayed, consisting of the details related to 
the activated card. The detailed confirmation of the order sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” 
which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 
Correction: In the case of an error, returns you to the “Activation screen,” which enables you to modify the data 
and send to bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the „Summary screen” the question „Erroneous 
transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items get saved in the “Signature folder”, they 
may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the “Signature folder” where they can be also modified. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the order sent to be booked in pdf format. 

 
MOBILE APPLICATION 

 
 Request for CIB Bank mobile application 

 
Accessing the function: available exclusively for the account holder, and only if the user is the sole user of the 
Internet Bank and he/she does not hold any other customer account that has the same user ID.  
 
Purpose of the function: combined request for the CIB Bank mobile application and the WithKEY token, 
plus requesting for re-contracting from the standard identification method to identification using the 
WithKEY token with respect to the entire CIB Bank mobile app channel.In the context of the request, the 
contract relating to the CIB Internet-based Electronic Services and the eBroker service is amended.  
Steps of the request:  
 

 Study the rules of procedure applicable to contract amendment, as well as the terms and conditions of the 
amended contract, and accept them.  

 When making your request, check whether the CIB Bank mobile application is available for your mobile 
device, then download the app to your mobile device.  

 Provide the mobile phone number to which the Bank will send the second part of registration code 
required for registering the CIB Bank mobile application on a mobile device. The first part will appear on 
screen, you can scan the QR code or type the code manually. 

 After this, you will receive the SMS with second part of registration code, which you have to type. Enter 
your CIB Bank mobile application PIN code (a numerical code of minimum 5 and maximum 10 
characters) twice. 

 
“Accept contractual conditions” screen 
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After accepting the rules of procedure and the terms and conditions of the contract amendment, you can continue 
with your Request.  
 
You can access the documents relating to the contract amendment by clicking on the link on the bottom of the 
screen.  
 
Push buttons 
 
Continue: the push button will become active after the Contract Amendment has been accepted. Continue to the 
“Input screen”.  
 
Cancel: The following question pops up: Are you sure you want to interrupt the input? 
 Yes: log out of the function and return to the “Main screen”. 
 No: you will remain on the “Accept contractual conditions” screen. 
 
 
Input screen 
 
Mobile phone number (not mandatory): provide the mobile phone number to which the Bank will send the 
registration code.  
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your modification order to the bank for verification 
(sign) and execution (book). After sending to the bank, the Request is executed in the bank’s systems.  
 
Push buttons 
 
Continue: displays the “Summary screen”. 
Back: this will return you to the “Accept contractual conditions” screen. 
Cancel: The following question pops up: Are you sure you want to interrupt the input? 
 Yes: log out of the function and return to the “Main screen”. 
 No: you will remain on the “Accept contractual conditions” screen. 
 
Summary screen 
 
Check whether the telephone number entered is correct.   
 
Push buttons 
 
Send to Bank: Continue to the screen where you can enter the signature code required for the execution of the 
Request. 
Back: this will return you to the “Input screen”. 
Cancel: The following question pops up: Are you sure you want to interrupt the input? 
 Yes: log out of the function and return to the “Main screen”. 
 No: you will remain on the “Accept contractual conditions” screen. 
 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
A detailed confirmation appears regarding the execution of the order, which contains the details of the request, as 
well as the registration code required for registering the CIB Bank mobile application. The code is displayed on 
the screen both as a sequence of numbers and in the form of a QR code (a 2-dimensional bar code to be read by 
the mobile device). The registration code will remain valid for 48 hours. 
Please note that, after the CIB Bank mobile application has been successfully activated, you will only be 
able to log in to the CIB Internet Bank, eBroker by using your new password generated by the WithKEY 
Token. The earlier used token is blocked and expired. 
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Push buttons 
Save Contract: save the Contract Amendment relating to the Request.  
OK: return to the “Main screen”. 
 
 
Confirmation of the completed contract amendment is automatically sent to your “Mailbox”, where you can view 
it for 6 months by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu.  
 
 
Re-registration of mobile application 
 
Purpose of the function: re-registration of the CIB Bank mobile application and the mobilToken in case, for 
example, you change your mobile phone and you still have your old device with which you can log in to the 
Internet Bank. In all cases, you can only re-register to the application for which you have a contract. You 
can re-register for both mobile apps in the same way in the same function. In all cases the CIB Internet 
Bank gives the registration code for the application that you have contracted for.  
 
 
Steps of re-registration:  
 

 Download the CIB Bank mobile application / mobilToken to your new mobile device.  
 Provide a mobile phone number to which the Bank will send the registration code required for registering 

the mobile application on a new mobile device. (Not mandatory) 
 After confirming the request with your code word generated by the “old” WithKEY Token/mobilToken 

and sending it to the Bank, the first part of registration code will appear on the Confirmation screen and 
the second part will be sent to you in a text message (SMS).  

 After this, register the CIB Bank mobile application / mobilToken application on your mobile device by 
reading the registration code in QR code format or by entering the code manually. The second part needs 
to be entered manually. 

 Type in on your new mobile device your CIB Bank mobile application / mobilToken PIN code (a 
numerical code of minimum 5 and maximum 10 characters), twice. 

 After successful registration After re-registration you will no longer be able to log in to the Internet Bank 
using the WithKEY Token / mobilToken installed on your “old” device, and to sign orders you will also 
have to provide the password generated by the “new” mobilToken.  

 
Input screen 
 
Mobile phone number (Not mandatory input): after accepting the conditions of registration, provide a mobile 
phone number to which the Bank will send the registration code.  
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your modification order to the bank for verification 
(sign) and execution (book). If you mark neither, the order is registered in the „Signature folder”. 
 
Push buttons 
 
Continue: displays the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: The following question pops up: Are you sure you want to interrupt the input? 
 Yes: log out of the function and return to the “Main screen”. 
 No: you will remain on the “Accept contractual conditions” screen. 
 
Summary screen 
 
Check whether the telephone number entered is correct.  
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Send to Bank: Takes you to the screen where the password generated by the mobile app required for confirming 
the re-registration can be entered.  
 
Back: this will return you to the “Input screen”. 
Cancel: The following question pops up: Are you sure you want to interrupt the input? 
 Yes: log out of the function and return to the “Main screen”. 
 No: you will remain on the “Accept contractual conditions” screen. 
 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
A detailed confirmation appears regarding the execution of re-registration, which contains the details of the 
registration, as well as the registration code required for registering the new CIB Bank mobile application/ 
mobilToken. The code is displayed on the screen both as a sequence of numbers and in the form of a QR code (a 
2-dimensional bar code to be read by the mobile device). The CIB Bank mobile application registration code 
will remain valid for 48 hours. The CIB Bank mobile application registration code will remain valid for 24 
hours. 
 
 
Push buttons 
Print: print the confirmation of re-registration.   
OK: return to the “Main screen”. 
 
Confirmation of the completed re-registration is automatically sent to your “Mailbox”, where you can view it at 
any time over the next 6 months by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu.  
 
 

 
LOAN 

 

CIB Personal Loan application  
 
Application procedure: You can complete the Hungarian application form that is available on the CIB website. 
The application you have sent via the internet is forwarded to the CIB24 hotline service. Our staff will contact 
you within 24 hours on the telephone number specified. You will be informed about the results of the pre-scoring 
and about what you need to do next. Note that when you are called from CIB24 you will need to give your CIB T-
PIN Code for identification. If the staff at CIB24 are unable to reach despite several attempts to do so, by leaving 
a message on your answering phone or if you do not have one, then by email to the address you gave when 
registering, you will be requested by email to call the CIB24 service on the phone number specified. 
 
 

CIB Overdraft application 
 
Application procedure: The application you have sent via the internet is forwarded to the CIB24 hotline service. 
For further actions CIB24 should call you on your notification telephone number. Note that when you are called 
from CIB24 you will need to give your CIB T-PIN Code for identification. If the staff at CIB24 are unable to 
reach despite several attempts to do so, by leaving a message on your answering phone or if you do not have one, 
then by email to the address you gave when registering, you will be requested by email to call the CIB24 service 
on the phone number specified. Application can be simply registered or verified (signed) this application may be 
checked in the “Signature folder”. 
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CIB Business Loan application 
 
Key steps of application: Download the application form from the CIB website and fill it in. The application will 
be processed at your main branch, and you will be contacted by phone on the number you have given within 48 
hours. 
 
 
 

INVESTMENT 

 
Portfolio statement 
 
Purpose of the function: To enable you to view a summary of your securities portfolio registered with CIB 
Bank. 
 
Description of the function: Up-to-date financial overview of your securities portfolio, partly according to 
various price evaluation approaches, as well as in a further breakdown according to securities with quoted prices 
(e.g. publicly available prices quoted by CIB Bank, and stock-market closing prices), and securities that do not 
have quoted prices, about which you can request detailed information by clicking on “Details”. 
 
Procedure for exporting a portfolio statement: After clicking on the Export button on the “Results screen” of 
Portfolio inquiry, a screen enabling you to choose the export format appears, from where you can select, from a 
pull-down menu, the format in which you would like to save the data: currently pdf format. 
 
After selecting the format, click on “Continue” and then specify the folder in which you would like to save the 
file.  

The name of the file will be in the order ex/year/month/hour/second, with an extension based on the file format. 

Query screen 
 
Price valuation mode: select the price valuation mode in which you would like to view your securities portfolio. 
  
In HUF: The prices of all the securities will be displayed in HUF that were shown in different currencies in the 
previous inquiry, thus making it easier for you to total up the value of all the securities in your portfolio. When 
displaying the forint amounts of securities recorded in a foreign currency, the conversion takes place using the 
latest known MNB (National Bank of Hungary) exchange rate. If they are sold and a HUF conversion order is 
executed, the conversion will take place at the exchange rate published on the Bank’s website (as per the Bank's 
conversion rule). 
 
According to foreign exchange of issue: The price of the securities will be displayed in the currency in which 
they were issued. 
 
Results screen 

Type of security: You can choose whether to have quoted or unquoted securities displayed according to the 
previously selected price valuation mode. (Quoted securities are otherwise displayed by default.) 

A.) Quoted securities  

Name: Name of the security 
Max. quantity to sell: Quantity of securities that are available to sell.  
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Current rate (prices published by CIB Bank, as well as market rates): 
 In the case of government securities: Gross purchase price valid on the given banking day. (On non-banking 
days, the price of the next banking day.) 
 In the case of investment fund units: Net asset value per investment fund unit on the given banking day. (On 
non-banking days, the known price as of the last banking day.) 
 In the case of corporate bonds: Gross purchase price valid on the given banking day. (On non-banking days, 
the known price as of the last banking day.) 
 Listed shares: Last – known (not older than 30-day) – valid stock-exchange closing price. 
Current value: Max. quantity to sell multiplied by the current price. 
Account type: Securities account used for the registration of securities. 
  
Details (push-button): Apart from the above information, you can also request the following additional details in 
relation to the various securities: 
Name: Name of the security  
Quantity of securities: The quantity of securities held by you (legal stock) 
Coverage quantity: The quantity of an as-yet unexecuted sale order 
Blocked quantity: Quantity of securities blocked on your account (e.g. for a Lombard loan) 
Sequrity deposit quantity: Quantity of securities deposit on your account (e.g. for a Margin) 
Total purchase value: The quantity bought multiplied by the purchase price 
Unrealised profit/loss: Difference between the total purchase value and the current value  

B.) Unquoted securities  

Name: Name of the security 
Max. quantity to sell: Quantity of securities that are available to sell 
Account type: Securities account used for the registration of securities 
 
 
Details (push-button): Apart from the above information, you can also request the following additional details in 
relation to the various securities: 
Name: Name of the security  
Quantity of securities: The quantity of securities held by you (legal stock) 
Coverage quantity: The quantity of an as-yet unexecuted sale order 
Blocked quantity: Quantity of securities blocked on your account (e.g. for a Lombard loan) 
Sequrity deposit quantity: Quantity of securities deposit on your account (e.g. for a Margin) 
Total purchase value: The quantity bought multiplied by the purchase price 
 
Please note that expired government securities and corporate bonds will not be displayed in the portfolio. Please 
give an order at one of the Bank’s branches for the value of the expired government securities and bonds to be 
transferred to your client account or bank account. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Details: To view the data related to the selected securities. 
Print: To print and/or save the portfolio data in pdf format. 
Export: To save the data displayed on the “Results screen” into a specified file format. 
Back: To return to the previous screen. 
Cancel: To return to the “Home screen”. 
 
 
Securities account history 
 
Purpose of the function: To enable you to view the transaction history on your securities accounts held at CIB 
Bank. 
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Description of the function: By selecting the type of account history (simplified or detailed) and after specifying 
a time period on the “Query screen”, the turnover on your investment account(s) will be displayed in tabular form. 
 
Query screen 
 
Type of account history: Select the type of breakdown in which you would like to view your account history. 
Simple: Displays the movements that have taken place on the securities account in a simplified form. 
Detailed: Allows you to trace the movements that have taken place on your securities account in more detail. 
 
Time interval: Specify the start and end date of the period you wish to inquire about. A maximum period of one 
year can be displayed. You can also specify a future date in order to see items that will be settled on a future value 
date. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Displays transaction details stored in the system. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 
 
Results screen 
 
Data contained in the table displayed: 
Description: Description of the securities and the related security account, in a simplified form and in a more 
detailed form (whether the securities account contains freely available securities or is serving as a collateral 
account). 
Date: Date of account movement, and in the case of an opening and closing balance, the start and end date of the 
time period you are inquiring about. 
Quantity: The quantity of the given account movement; depending on the type of registration, either in terms of 
face value (HUF) or number of securities (pcs). 
Balance: Balance at the start of the period you are inquiring about (opening balance) and at the end of that period 
(closing balance), and/or the balance following the account movement. 
Remarks: The identifier of a transaction associated with a given account movement. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Print: You can print and/or save the details of the screen in pdf format. 
Back: Returns you to the “Query screen”. 
Close: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 
 

 
Commission inquiry 
 
Purpose of the function: To enable you to view orders related to your securities account held at CIB Bank. 
 
Description of the function: After selecting the time interval you would like to inquire about on the “Query 
screen”, details of the submitted securities orders will appear in tabular format. 
 
Query screen 
 
Time interval: Specify the start and end date of the period you would like to inquire about. A maximum of one 
year can be specified as the time interval. You can also specify a future date in order to display items that will be 
settled on a future value date. 
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Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Displays transaction details stored in the system. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 
 
Results screen 
 
Details of the table displayed: 
Securities: Name of the securities involved in the given order 
Order value date: Value date of the acceptance of the order in the securities system 
Securities quantity: Quantity of the securities involved in the given order; depending on the type of registration, 
in terms of face value (HUF) or number of securities (pcs) 
Revocable: The contents of the column show you whether the given order can be withdrawn Transaction type: 
Contains a description of the given order 
 
Details (push-button): In addition to the above information, you can request the following data related to the 
orders: 
 
Securities 
Transaction type 
Transaction identification code (ID): item identifier, which also appears on your paper-based account statement 
Transaction state:executed, closed, revoked, and cancelled 
Order validity: in the case of stock-exchange orders, the time interval within which the order may be settled 
Securities quantity: order quantity 
Fulfilled quantity: quantity fulfilled by the specified date 
Price: the unit price associated with the order 
Gross rate value: the quantity of securities multiplied by the unit price  
Calculated Commission: the commission charged for the transaction 
Interest tax: deducted interest tax due to the transaction  
Net rate value: gross rate value reduced by the related charges and interest tax 
Financial settlement date: value date of the debiting or the crediting of the transaction 
Securities settlement date: value date of the crediting or the debiting of the securities (i.e. the date on which the 
securities become your property if are buying, or cease to belong to you if you are selling) 
Push-buttons 
 
Print: You can print or save the portfolio details in pdf format. 
Details: You can click on this to view details of the securities selected. 
Back: To return to the previous screen. 
Close: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 
 

 
Statement 
 
Purpose of the function: To generate security statements, with the same content as the official statements mailed 
to you by the Bank. 
 
Requesting a statement: On the “Result screen” the last six months’ history including the date and serial 
number, will be displayed in a table. After selecting one of the statements, it may be viewed, printed out or saved 
from the “Results screen.”  
 
Results screen 

Displays the details of the selected statement.   
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Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Displays statements stored in the system. 
View: Displays details of the selected statement. 
Print: Prints the displayed statements, or saves them in pdf format. 
Back: Returns you to the “Query screen.” 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Home screen.”  
 
 

Buy investment fund units 
 
Purpose of the function: To enable you to buy units of the investment funds of CIB Investment Fund 
Management.  
 
Conditions of fulfilment: 
 You must have sufficient funds to cover the amount of the purchase order (on your client, bank or current 
account set to be debited with respect to securities transactions). 
 If the details of the purchase order have been entered, but you do not then forward them to the Bank within 15 
minutes, CIB Bank will not guarantee the purchase price or the transaction date specified in the order. This will be 
indicated to you by a time-out message. 
 The Bank does not accept partial fulfilment with respect to a given purchase order. 

Fulfilment date: This can be viewed on the website under “CIB home/Our offer/Banking timetable”. In the case 
of investment funds (e.g. CIB Commodity Fund of Funds) that have a net asset value per unit that is valid with 
respect to the given trading day, and provided the purchase order is received within trading hours, the transaction 
is performed immediately. 
If you submit your purchase order after the close of trading, the transaction will be executed at the following 
trading day’s net asset value per unit, and for the next value date, and from this day, you will be able to see the 
purchased investment fund units in your portfolio statement. In the case of investment funds units traded 
according to T+2 (e.g. CIB European Equities), you need to add two days onto the above. 
 
Description of the function: Order details entered via the “Input screen” are displayed on the “Summary screen”, 
from where you need to confirm and verify with signature code your intention to make a purchase. You can see 
whether the order has arrived at the Bank by checking the “Confirmation screen”. Order can be simply registered 
or verified (signed), this item may be checked in the “Signature folder”. 
  
Input screen 
 
Name of security: select the type of the investment fund unit you would like to buy. 
Amount to be debited: enter the value of the investment fund units you would like to buy (= transaction value). 
Account type: the securities account to which the investment fund units will be transferred when purchased 
appears automatically. 
Net asset value per investment fund unit: Click on this link to access the page showing the current net asset 
value per unit of the various CIB investment funds. 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your order to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the order is registered in the „Signature folder”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Returns you to the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
 Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
  No: The „Input screen” remains. 
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Summary screen 
 
The details of the purchase order that has been given are repeated in the order of entry via the “Input screen”. 

Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book check, the order either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify the 
order (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Back: Return you to the “Input screen”, from where you can modify the details of your order. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
 Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
  No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
This will inform you about the registration/verification/acceptance and/or fulfilment of your order, while 
displaying the value date of the registration and/or fulfilment. In the “Quantity” field, provided the trade price 
specified with respect to the investment fund units is available on the given day, the quantity of the purchased 
investment fund units is also shown, and if it is not available, this field says “not recognised”. This also applies to 
the net asset value per investment fund unit. The detailed confirmation of the order sent to be booked arrives 
automatically in the „Mailbox” which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 
Correction: If you receive an error message, you can return to the previous screen. Select the option “Input 
screen”, make the necessary corrections, and then resend the order to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” 
button on the „Summary screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If 
Yes the item get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the item is saved in the 
“Signature folder” where they can be also modified. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the order sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
 

Sell investment fund units 
 
Purpose of the function: To enable you to sell investment fund units managed by CIB Investment Fund 
Management.  
 
Conditions of fulfilment:  
 You must have a sufficient quantity of investment funds on your securities account in order to fulfil the sell 
order. 
 If the details of the sell order have been entered, but these are not sent to the Bank within 15 minutes, CIB 
Bank will not guarantee the sell rate or the transaction date specified in the order, and this will be indicated to you 
by a time-out message. 
 
Fulfilment date: This can be viewed on the website under “CIB home/Our offer/Banking timetable”. In the case 
of investment funds (e.g. CIB Commodity Fund of Funds) that have a net asset value per unit that is valid with 
respect to the given trading day, and provided the purchase order is received within trading hours, the transaction 
is performed immediately. 
If you submit your sell order after the close of trading, the transaction will be executed at the following trading 
day’s net asset value per unit, and at the next value date, and from this day, you will be able to see the sold 
investment fund units in your portfolio statement. In the case of investment funds units traded according to T+2 
(e.g. CIB Equities), you need to add two days onto the above. 
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Description of the function: Order details entered via the “Input screen” are displayed on the “Summary screen”, 
from where you need to confirm your intention to sell. You can see whether the order has arrived at the Bank by 
checking the “Confirmation screen”. Order can be simply registered or verified (signed), this item may be 
checked in the “Signature folder”. 
 
Input screen 
 
Name of security: Select the investment fund whose units you would like to sell. 
Available quantity (pcs): Number of units of the chosen investment fund that is available for sale on the 
securities account. 
Quantity to be sold (pcs): Enter the number of investment fund units that you wish to sell. 
Net asset value per investment fund unit: Click on this link to access the page showing the current net asset 
values per investment fund unit of the various CIB investment funds. 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your order to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the order is registered in the „Signature folder”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Returns you to the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Summary screen 
 
Repeats the details of your sell instruction in the order entered on the “Input screen”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book check, the order either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify 
the order (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Back: Click on this to return to the “Input screen”, from where you can modify the transaction details. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
This will inform you about the registration/verification/receipt and/or fulfilment of your order, while displaying 
the value date of the registration and/or fulfilment. In the “Market value” field, provided the trade price specified 
with respect to the investment fund units you wish to sell is available on the given day, the net market value of the 
sold investment fund units is also shown, and if it is not available, this field says “not recognized”. This also 
applies to the net asset value per investment fund unit. The detailed confirmation of the order sent to be booked 
arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the 
upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 
Correction: If you receive an error message, you can use this to return to the previous screen. Select the option 
“Input screen” to make the necessary corrections, and then resend the order to the Bank. By clicking on the 
„Cancel” button on the „Summary screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” 
appears.  If Yes the items get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved 
in the “Signature folder” where they can be also modified. 
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Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the order sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
 

Buy government securities 
 
Purpose of the function: To enable you to purchase government securities traded by CIB Bank, at publicly 
quoted prices. 
 
Conditions of fulfilment:  
 You must have sufficient funds on the bank account or client account set for securities transactions in order to 
cover the amount of the buy order. 
 The requested quantity of the given securities must be available. (CIB Bank undertakes an obligation to buy 
with respect to each type of traded government securities only up to a specified quantity. You will receive a 
system message if the quantity you would like to buy is not available for a given transaction.)  
 If you have entered the details of the buy order but do not send the order to the Bank within 15 minutes, CIB 
Bank will not guarantee the buy price or the transaction date specified in the order. This will be indicated to you 
by a time-out message.  
 Partial fulfilment of a given buy order is not possible.  
 
Fulfilment date: You can view the fulfilment date on the website under “CIB home/Our offer/Banking 
timetable”. If the buy order is placed during trading hours, the government securities purchased will be 
immediately credited. 
If you place your order to buy after trading hours, the transaction will take place at the market price prevailing on 
the next trading day, for the next value date, and from this day you will be able to see the purchased securities in 
your portfolio statement. 
 
Description of the function: Order details entered via the “Input screen” are displayed on the “Summary screen”, 
from where you need to confirm your intention to buy. You can see whether the order has arrived at the Bank by 
checking the “Confirmation screen”. Order can be simply registered or verified (signed), this item may be 
checked in the “Signature folder”. 
 
Input screen 
 
Securities name: Select the type of government securities that you would like to buy. 
Gross price: The public purchase price of the government securities as listed at CIB Bank.  
Yield: Annual yield in P/A format. 
Face value: Number of securities x the basic denomination (HUF 10 000). Enter the quantity of government 
securities you would like to buy.  
Amount to be debited: Gross price x the quantity you wish to buy (automatically displayed). 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your order to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the order is registered in the „Signature folder”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Returns to the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Summary screen 
 
Repeats the details of your buy instruction in the order in which you entered the details on the “Input screen”. 
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Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book check, the order either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify the 
order (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Back: you can use this to return to the “Input screen”, where you can modify the details of the transaction. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
This will inform you about the registration/verification/fulfilment of your order, while displaying the fulfilment 
value date. The detailed confirmation of the order sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which 
you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 
Correction: If you receive an error message, you can return to the previous screen. Select the option “Input 
screen” to make the necessary corrections, and then resend the order to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” 
button on the „Summary screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If 
Yes the items get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the 
“Signature folder” where they can be also modified. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the order sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
 

Sell government securities 
 
Purpose of the function: To enable you to sell government securities traded by CIB Bank at public prices. 
 
Conditions of fulfilment:  
 You must have a sufficient quantity of government securities on your securities account in order to fulfil the 
sell order. 
 The quantity of government securities that you have requested be sold must not exceed the specified limit with 
respect to the given security. (CIB Bank undertakes an obligation to sell with respect to each type of traded 
government securities only up to a specified quantity. You will receive a system message if the quantity you wish 
to sell exceeds this limit.)  
 If you have entered the details of the buy order but do not send the order to the Bank within 15 minutes, CIB 
Bank will not guarantee the buy price or the transaction date specified in the order. This will be indicated to you 
by a time-out message.  
 
Fulfilment date: You can view the fulfilment date on the website under “CIB home/Our offer/Banking 
timetable”. If the sell order is given within trading hours, the cash value of the transaction will be credited 
immediately. 
If you submit your order to sell after trading hours, the transaction will take place at the market price prevailing 
on the next trading day, for the next value date, and on that same day the government securities you have sold will 
be removed from your portfolio. 

Descripton of the function: Order details entered via the “Input screen” are displayed on the “Summary screen”, 
where you must confirm your intention to sell. You can check whether the Bank has accepted your request on the 
“Confirmation screen”. Order can be simply registered or verified (signed), this item may be checked in the 
“Signature folder”. 
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Input screen 
 
Securities name: Select government securities type to be sold. 
Gross price: Public price of the government securities as listed at CIB Bank. 
Yield: Annual yield in P/A format. 
Available quantity: Saleable quantity of the given government securities in your possession. 
Face value: Number of securities x the basic denomination (HUF 10 000). Specify the number of securities you 
would like to sell. 
Amount to be credited: Gross price x quantity to be sold (automatically displayed). 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your order to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the order is registered in the „Signature folder”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Returns you to the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Summary screen 
 
Repeats the details of your sell instruction in the order in which you entered the details on the “Input screen”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book check, the order either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify the 
order (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Back: You can use this to return to the “Input screen”, where you can modify the details of the order. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
Displays a detailed confirmation of the registration/verification/fulfillment of the order, indicating the value day 
of fulfillment. The detailed confirmation of the order sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” 
which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 
Correction: If you receive an error message, you can return to the previous screen. Select the option “Input 
screen” in order to make the necessary corrections, and then resend the order to the Bank. By clicking on the 
„Cancel” button on the „Summary screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” 
appears.  If Yes the items get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved 
in the “Signature folder” where they can be also modified. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the order sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
 
 
 
 

Corporate bond - purchase 
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Purpose of the function: To enable you to purchase corporate bonds traded by CIB Bank.  
 
Conditions of fulfilment:  
 You must have a securities account. 
 You must have sufficient funds to cover the amount of the purchase order (on your client, bank or current 
account set to be debited with respect to securities transactions). 
 
Fulfilment date: You can view the fulfilment date on the website under “CIB home/Our offer/Banking 
timetable”. If the purchase order is given within trading hours, the counter-value of the transaction will be 
credited immediately. 
 
If you submit your order to purchase after trading hours, the transaction will take place at the market price 
prevailing on the next trading day, for the next value date, and on that same day (after processing, i.e. at about 9 
am) the corporate bonds that you have bought will be seen in your portfolio. 
 
If the date of arrival and the date of fulfilment (settlement) of an order differ from each other, then the result of 
the given transaction may be viewed on the day of fulfilment in Portfolio, or immediately in Account History or 
Commissions. 
 
Description of the function: The details of the order that have been entered via the “Input screen” are displayed 
on the “Summary screen”, where you need to confirm your intention to purchase. You can check whether the 
Bank has accepted your order on the “Confirmation screen”. Order can be simply registered or verified (signed), 
this item may be checked in the “Signature folder”. 
 
Input screen 
 
Securities name: Select the type of corporate bond that you would like to purchase. 
Gross price: The public purchase price of corporate bond traded by CIB Bank.  
Yield: Annual yield in P/A format. 
Face value: Number of securities * the basic denomination (HUF 10 000). Enter the quantity of corporate bonds 
you would like to purchase.  
Amount to be debited: Gross price * the quantity you wish to purchase (automatically displayed). 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your order to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the order is registered in the „Signature folder”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Returns to the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Summary screen 
 
Repeats the details of your purchase instruction in the order in which you entered the details on the “Input 
screen”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book check, the order either get registered, signed or get booked. To verify the 
order (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Back: you can use this to return to the “Input screen”, where you can modify the details of the transaction. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
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No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
Displays a detailed confirmation of registration/verification/fulfilment of the order, also displaying the amount of 
commission. If the date of arrival and the date of fulfilment (settlement) of an order differ from each other, then 
the result of the given transaction may only be viewed on the day of fulfilment. The detailed confirmation of the 
order sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which you may view any time by clicking on the 
Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Returns you to the “Opening screen”. 
Correction: If you receive an error message, you can return to the previous screen. Select the option “Input 
screen” to make the necessary corrections, and then resend the order to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” 
button on the „Summary screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If 
Yes the items get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the 
“Signature folder” where they can be also modified. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the order sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 

Corporate bond - sell 
 
Purpose of the function: the sale of corporate bonds traded by CIB Bank. 
 
Conditions of fulfilment: 
 You must have a securities account. 
 a sufficient number of corporate bonds must be available on your securities account. 
 
Fulfilment date: You can view the fulfilment date on the website under “CIB home/Our offer/Banking 
timetable”. If the sell order is given within trading hours, the counter-value of the transaction will be credited 
immediately. 
 
If you submit your order to sell after trading hours, the transaction will take place at the market price prevailing 
on the next trading day, for the next value date, and on that same day (after processing, i.e. at about 9 am) the 
corporate bonds that you have sold will be removed from your portfolio. 
 
If the date of arrival and the date of fulfilment (settlement) of an order differ from each other, then the result of 
the given transaction may be viewed on the day of fulfilment in Portfolio, or immediately in Account History or 
Commissions. 
 
Description of the function: the details of the order submitted on the “Input Screen” is displayed on the 
“Summary screen,” which also requests confirmation of the sale order. Before sending to the Bank, you must 
electronically sign the order. Viewing the “Confirmation screen can be checked by the arrival of the order at the 
Bank. Order can be simply registered or verified (signed), this item may be checked in the “Signature folder”. 
 
Input screen 
 
Name of security: select the corporate bond that you wish to sell. 
Gross price: The public sell price of corporate bond traded by CIB Bank.  
Yield: Annual yield in P/A format. 
Face value: Number of securities * the basic denomination (HUF 10 000). Enter the quantity of corporate bonds 
you would like to sell.  
Amount to be credited: Gross price * the quantity you wish to sell (automatically displayed). 
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Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your order to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the order is registered in the „Signature folder”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: continues to the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Summary screen 
 
Displays the details of the submitted sale order, in the order that they were entered via the “Input screen”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book check, the order either get registered, signed or booked. To verify the 
order (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Back: allows you to return to the “Input screen,” where the transaction details can be modified. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
 Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
  No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
Displays a detailed confirmation of registration/verifiction/fulfilment of the order, also displaying the amount of 
commission. If the date of arrival and the date of fulfilment (settlement) of an order differ from each other, then 
the result of the given transaction may only be viewed on the day of fulfilment. The detailed confirmation of the 
order sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which you may view any time by clicking on the 
Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: returns you to the “Opening screen”. 
Correct: in the event of an error, allows you to return to the previous screen, from where you can reach the “Input 
screen,” make the correction and re-send your order to the Bank. By clicking on the „Cancel” button on the 
„Summary screen” the question „Erroneous transactions will be closed. Are you sure?” appears.  If Yes the items 
get saved in the “Signature folder”, they may only be inquired, if No the items are saved in the “Signature folder” 
where they can be also modified. 
Print: Prints or saves the confirmation of the order sent to be booked in pdf format. 
 
 

INSURANCE 
 

Car insurance application  
 
Application procedure: The application form is available in Hungarian on the CIB Alkusz website 
(www.cibalkusz.hu). Application form sent via the internet arrives directly to the CIB Alkusz customer service. 
Within 1 day a reply form will sent to you with further information. In case of no reply or have you any further 
questions regarding you application please contact our customer service CIB24 on +36-40-242-242. 
 

 

LEASING 
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Purpose of the function: gives an overview of the contract and account details related to your transactions with 
any member of the CIB Leasing group. 
 
Process of viewing details: the “Leasing Overview screen” displays a summary of your contract details. Clicking 
on the “Instalments” button brings up past and current account information, while the “Details” button can be 
used to view more detailed information.   
 
Leasing overview screen 
 
Contract number: select the contract, the details of which you wish to view. 
 
The following data will be displayed:  
Transaction type: e.g. loan, leasing, rental, etc. 
Contract status: e.g. active, subject to approval, etc. 
Currency of transaction 
Commencement of contract 
Expiry date 
Original amount of transaction 
Outstanding principal 
Exchange rate at time of contract signing 
Means of payment: e.g. postal cheque, direct debit, cash, etc. 
Description of leased item: e.g. car  
ID code of leased item 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Instalments: The account information (repayment details) of the transaction selected via the “Leasing overview 
screen” is displayed in spreadsheet form. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Opening screen” 
 
Instalments overview screen 
 
The following data is displayed: 
Account number/Summary invoice: the number of the account indicated on the payment notifications. 
Amount payable: amount of the latest invoice 
Payment deadline: deadline for payment of the latest invoice 
Status of instalment: e.g. late, settled, etc. 
Notes 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Details: The detailed data of the selected account can be displayed in spreadsheet form. 
Back: returns you to the “Leasing overview screen”. 
 
Instalments overview screen 
 
The following data are displayed: 
Account number/Summary invoice: the number of the account indicated on the payment notifications. 
Payment deadline: deadline for payment of the latest invoice. 
Amount payable: amount of the latest invoice. 
Amount of principal repayment: amount of principal due for repayment, in original currency*, exchange rate 
valid at the time of invoicing (on the day of invoicing, the closest known exchange rate to the due date for 
payment). 
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Principal exchange rate difference: amount of principal due for repayment* (exchange-rate valid at time of 
contract signing – exchange rate valid at time of invoicing). This field only contains a value in the case of foreign-
currency-based leasing transactions. 
Principal exchange rate correction: amount of principal due for repayment* (exchange rate valid at the time of 
fulfilment – exchange rate valid at the time of invoicing). When establishing the exchange rate difference, as 
indicated in the previous invoice, the actual exchange-rate difference at the time of settlement was not known, and 
therefore a correction is made in the next invoice. This field only contains a value in the case of foreign-exchange-
based transactions. 
Invoice referred to: The invoice from the previous period, to which the correction refers. 
Interest payment: amount of interest due for payment, in original currency*, the exchange rate valid at the time 
of invoicing (on the day of invoicing, the closest known exchange rate to the due date for payment). 
Interest exchange rate correction: amount of interest due for payment, in original currency* (exchange rate 
valid at time of performance – exchange rate valid at the time of invoicing) When establishing the exchange rate 
difference, as indicated in the previous invoice, the actual exchange-rate difference at the time of settlement was 
not known, and therefore a correction is made in the next invoice. This field only contains a value in the case of 
foreign-exchange-based transactions. 
Invoice referred to: The invoice from the previous period, to which the correction refers. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Back: returns you to the “Instalments overview” screen. 
 
 

EXTRA 
 
 
CIB Mobilbank  
 
Description of the function: You can request SMS messages be sent to your mobile phone to inform you about 
account movements, bank card transactions, or you can modify/cancel your already existing mobile banking 
service. The Account Monitoring and Card Monitoring systems provide additional security in relation to your 
accounts.  
 
Settings of the Account Monitoring and Card Monitoring System take effect immediately.  
 
Application procedure: Data entered via the „New application”, „Modification” and „Deletion” screens can be 
sent to the Bank from the „Review screen”. You can check the “Confirmation screen” to see whether the Bank has 
received the details. There is also the possibility to simply register or verify (sign) the contracts; these items can 
be checked in the “Signature folder”. 
 
Review screen 
 
The “Review screen” shows existing mobile banking contracts per mobile phone number. You can use the 
“Review screen” to send a new application, modify or delete an existing service, and you can also view the details 
of contracts grouped according to mobile phone numbers. 
 
Details in the „CIB Mobilbank Service settings” table: 
 Mobile phone number: 
 Account monitoring system: yes/no 
 Card monitoring system: yes/no 
 Contract status Contract state:  
„new application”: if you wish to set up a new contract 
  „valid”: an already existing, valid service set up earlier  
„under modification”: if the existing service will be modified 
 „under deletion”: if the existing service will be cancelled. 
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Push-buttons 
 
Details: allows you to make settings queries concerning the account and/or card monitoring system belonging to 
the selected mobile phone number. 
New application: allows you to register a new mobile banking contract on the „Input screen”. 
Modify: allows you to modify the settings belonging to various mobile phone numbers. 
Delete: allows you to delete settings recorded for the selected mobile phone number. 
Send to bank: allows you to send mobile phone numbers subject to new application, under modification or 
deletion to the bank. Depending on whether Sign/Book is selected, the order either get registered, verified 
(signed) or booked. In case of verification or signature, the signature code is needed. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
  Yes: Displays the question „Would you like to register the transactions?”. 
            Yes: the order is put in the „Signature folder” with „registered” status 
            No: changes are lost and you’re returned to the Internet bank “Home screen” 

 No: The „Review screen” remains. 
 
 
Sign, Book:  optional, or selected by default if the review table contains a new, modified or deleted phone 
number. 
 
 
You can also send your order to the bank for verification (sign only), or for fulfilment too (book). If you only sign 
the order, or don’t select either option, your order is recorded in the „Signature folder”. 
 
Fees and conditions; Contractual conditions link: by clicking on this link, you’re redirected to the CIB website, 
where you can view the terms and conditions of the Mobilbank service, and the Contractual conditions. 
 
New application screen 
 
Cost bearer account: Select the number of the account to be debited with service charges. 
Language of messages: Allows you to choose whether you’d like to receive text messages in Hungarian or 
English. 
Telephone number: Enter the mobile phone number to which you would like the text messages to be sent 
 
Account monitoring system 
Account number: Select the number of the account that you would like to receive messages about. 
On debit items: You can request debit transaction messages, and you can also specify a minimum amount for 
them, below which you would not like to receive messages. The minimum amount is to be understood in the 
currency of the account.  
On credit items: You can request credit transaction messages, and you can also specify a minimum amount for 
them, below which you would not like to receive messages. The minimum amount is to be understood in the 
currency of the account.  
The Bank doesn’t send notification about credits and debits below the value threshold indicated in the List of 
Conditions for Retail Customers and the Mobilbank General Contractual Conditions announced for business 
associations, or the credits/debits of service charges. 
Minimum amount: Use this to receive messages only above the value threshold that you specify. The value 
threshold is to be understood in the currency of the account. 
Balance notification: Select this item if you would like to receive messages on your current balance, following 
any movements on your account. 
 
Card monitoring system 
Set: Select the card number with regard to which you would like to receive messages. 
Minimum amount: Use this to receive messages only above the value threshold that you specify. The value 
threshold is to be understood in the currency of the card. 
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Push-buttons 
 
Set: Returns you to the „Review screen”, which shows the new mobile phone number with „new application” 
status. 
Cancel: Returns you to the „Review screen”, without saving any of the settings entered on the „Input screen”. 
 
 
Modification screen 
 
Allows you to modify mobile phone numbers registered in the system, and the connected settings.  
 
Push-buttons 
 
Modify: Returns you to the „Review screen”, which shows the mobile phone number with „under modification” 
status. 
In case of phone number modification, the „Review screen” shows the modified, old phone number with the 
status „under deletion” and the new phone number with the status „new application”. 
Back: Returns you to the „Review screen”, without saving any of the settings entered on the „Modification 
screen”. 
 
 
Delete screen 
 
Allows you to delete the settings belonging to phone numbers. Contract details cannot be modified anymore on 
the „Delete screen”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Delete: Returns you to the „Review screen”, which shows the mobile phone number with „under cancellation” 
status.  
Back: Returns you to the „Review screen”, which shows the mobile phone number with „valid service” status. 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After the order is entered, a simplified confirmation appears on the screen about the 
registration/verification/fulfilment or rejection. The detailed confirmation of the order sent for fulfilment 
(booking) appears in your „Mailbox” automatically. You can view it at any time by clicking on the Mailbox 
button in the upper menu bar. You can check registered and verified orders in the „Signature folder”. 
 
If the order is rejected, by clicking on the rejected item you can view the reason for the rejection on the bottom of 
the „Confirmation screen”. After correction, the order can be sent to the Bank again for execution.  
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: by acknowledging the confirmation, you’re returned to the Internet bank „Home screen”. 
Print: if the order is successfully received (booked), you can print and/or save the detailed confirmation in PDF 
format by clicking this button. 
 
 

T-Mobile pre-paid card balance top-up 

Purpose of the function: Balance top-up of a mobile-phone prepaid card (product) provided by T-Mobile Zrt. 
(seller).  
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Conditions of fulfilment: 
 The balance available on the HUF account to be debited must be at least equal to the amount of the top-up  
 The phone number specified must be an existing, non-blocked, prepaid-card type number  
 
Fulfilment date: The topping-up of (respectively) the card and the balance takes place immediately after the 
order has been sent to the Bank, and in both cases the account is also debited immediately. The service provider 
sends an SMS message confirming that the transaction has taken place successfully. If the top-up of the prepaid 
card fails due to some technical problem, funds equal in volume to the amount of the top-up may be blocked on 
your account on the next working day until the situation is checked and clarified with the service provider. If, 
during the checking procedure, the top-up goes ahead successfully, the blocked amount will be debited, which can 
then be checked under “Account info/History/Account”. If the top-up is unsuccessful, the block placed on the 
amount will be lifted. 
 
Procedure for topping up mobile prepaid card: The pre-paid card top-up parameters entered via the “Input 
screen” are displayed on the “Summary screen”, from where can check the order. Before you send the order to the 
Bank for fulfilment, the top-up must be verified with your signature code. To check that the Bank has received 
your order, view the “Confirmation screen”. Order can be simply registered or verified (signed), this item may be 
checked in the “Signature folder”. 
 
Input screen 
 
Important: With one transaction, you can only top up one prepaid card associated with one phone number at any 
one time. Please always check the phone number you enter. If you write in the wrong number, but this number 
does actually exist, the top-up will be settled despite the fact that this is not the number you meant to enter, and 
the payment will not be refunded.  
 
Account number: Select the number of the HUF account to be debited, i.e. from which you will be initiating the 
transfer. The GIRO account number is displayed along with the number of the account selected. 
 
Phone number: Enter the 9-digit telephone number. Entered telephone numbers will be saved, which means the 
next time you make a top-up you will only need to select the phone number you want from the list of numbers. 
 
Type of prepaid card: DOMINO 
 
Amount of recharging (HUF): Select an amount from the list specified by the service provider. 
 
Request for VAT: You may request for VAT invoice through T-Mobile hotline service (1777). 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your order to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the order is registered in the „Signature folder”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Takes you to another input screen from where you can fill in the details required for the VAT invoice 
(if requested), or displays the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Summary screen 
 
The details of the top-up are displayed in the order in which they were entered on the “Input screen”. 

Push-buttons 
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Send to bank: Depending on Sign/Book check, the order either get registered, signed or booked. To verify the 
order (sign, book) signature code is needed. 
Back: Returns you to the first or (if a VAT invoice has been requested) to the second screen to enable you to 
modify your instruction if necessary. 
Cancel Displays “Changes will be lost. Accept?" 
 Yes: Displays the question „Do you want save the transaction?” 
 Yes: The order gets saved in the “Signature folder”. 
 No: Returns you to the „Home screen”, the item that has been in the     status before 
saving gets deleted from the “Signature folder”. 
No: Returns you to the „Summary screen”.  
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After the order has been entered, a detailed confirmation appears regarding the registration/verification/fulfilment 
of the order. The detailed confirmation of the order sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” 
which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Click on this to acknowledge receipt of the confirmation/error message, then return to the “Home screen”. 
Print: You can print and/or save the confirmation in pdf format. 

 
 
Telenor pre-paid card balance top-up 
 
Purpose of the function: Balance top-up of a mobile-phone prepaid card (product) provided by Telenor Hungary 
Ltd. (seller) by Conditional Transfer. 
 
Conditions of fulfilment: 
 The balance available on the HUF account to be debited must be at least equal to the amount of the top-up  
 The telephone number specified must be an existing, non-blocked, prepaid-card type number  
 
Please note: Not only can customers that have a pre-paid Telenor card account use this function to top up their 
accounts, but so can customers that have a separated, post-paid account associated with Premium Rate services. 
 
Fulfilment date: Both the topping up of the prepaid card and the debiting of the account take place immediately 
after the transaction is sent. The service provider sends an SMS message confirming that the transaction has taken 
place successfully. If the top-up of the prepaid card fails due to some technical problem, funds equal in volume to 
the amount of the top-up may be blocked on your account on the next working day until the situation is checked 
and clarified with the service provider. If, during the checking procedure, the top-up goes ahead successfully, the 
blocked amount will be debited, which can then be checked under “Account info/History/Account”. If the top-up 
is unsuccessful, the block placed on the amount will be lifted. 
 
Procedure for topping up mobile prepaid cards: The pre-paid card top-up parameters entered via the “Input 
screen” are displayed on the “Summary screen”, from where can check the order. Before you send the order for 
fulfilment to the Bank, the top-up must be verified with your signature code. To check that the Bank has received 
your order, view the “Confirmation screen”. Order can be simply registered or verified (signed), this item may be 
checked in the “Signature folder”. 
 
Input screen 
 
Important: With one transaction, you can only top up a prepaid card associated with one telephone number at 
any one time. Please always check the phone number you enter. If you write in the wrong number, but this 
number does actually exist, the top-up will be settled despite the fact that this is not the number you meant to 
enter, and the payment will not be refunded. 
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Account number: Select the number of the HUF account to be debited, i.e. from which you will be initiating the 
transfer. The GIRO account number is displayed along with the number of the account selected. 

Phone number: Enter the 9-digit telephone number. Entered telephone numbers will be saved, which means the 
next time you make a top-up you will only need to select the phone number you want from the list of numbers. 

Type of prepaid card: Praktikum 

Price for recharging card (HUF): Select from the list of top-up amounts specified by the service provider. 

On the input screen there is general information on discounts included in the price of Telenor recharging cards. 
The scale of discount and terms of use are stipulated in Telenor’s latest Terms and Conditions and the conditions 
of charges related to pre-paid services. 

Request for VAT invoice (optional): Indicate if you would like the service provider to make out a VAT invoice 
and post it on the basis of the details that previous specified at the service provider. (Note that the invoice will 
take about two weeks to reach you.) If you experience any technical problems with requesting a VAT invoice, 
please contact the service provider. 

Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your order to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the order is registered in the „Signature folder”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Displays the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
 Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
 No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Summary screen 
 
The details of the top-up are displayed in the order in which they were entered on the “Input screen”. 

Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Enter signature code to start transmission to the Bank. 
Back: Returns you to the first screen to enable you to modify your instruction if necessary. 
Cancel: Displays “Changes will be lost. Accept?" 
 Yes: Displays the question „Do you want save the transaction?” 
 Yes: The order gets saved in the “Signature folder”. 
 No: Returns you to the „Home screen”, the item that has been in the status before saving gets deleted from the 
“Signature folder”. 
No: Returns you to the „Summary screen”.  
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After the order has been entered, a detailed confirmation appears regarding the registration/verification/fulfilment 
of the order. The detailed confirmation of the order sent to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” 
which you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Click on this to acknowledge receipt of the confirmation/error message, then return to the “Home screen”. 
Print: You can print and/or save the confirmation in pdf format. 
 
 
Vodafone pre-paid card balance top-up 
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Purpose of the function: Balance top-up of a mobile-phone prepaid card (product) provided by Vodafone (seller) 
by Conditional Transfer. 
 
Conditions of fulfilment: 
 The balance available on the HUF account to be debited must be at least equal to the amount of the top-up  
 The telephone number specified must be an existing, non-blocked, prepaid-card type number  
 
Please note: Not only can customers that have a pre-paid Telenor card account use this function to top up their 
accounts, but so can customers that have a separated, post-paid account associated with Premium Rate services. 
 
Fulfilment date: Both the topping up of the prepaid card and the debiting of the account take place immediately 
after the transaction is sent. The service provider sends an SMS message confirming that the transaction has taken 
place successfully. If the top-up of the prepaid card fails due to some technical problem, funds equal in volume to 
the amount of the top-up may be blocked on your account on the next working day until the situation is checked 
and clarified with the service provider. If, during the checking procedure, the top-up goes ahead successfully, the 
blocked amount will be debited, which can then be checked under “Account info/History/Account”. If the top-up 
is unsuccessful, the block placed on the amount will be lifted. 
 
Procedure for topping up mobile prepaid cards: The pre-paid card top-up parameters entered via the “Input 
screen” are displayed on the “Summary screen”, from where can check the order. Before you send the order for 
fulfilment to the Bank, the top-up must be verified with your signature code. To check that the Bank has received 
your order, view the “Confirmation screen”. Order can be simply registered or verified (signed). 
 
Input screen 
 
Important: With one transaction, you can only top up a prepaid card associated with one telephone number at 
any one time. Please always check the phone number you enter. If you write in the wrong number, but this 
number does actually exist, the top-up will be settled despite the fact that this is not the number you meant to 
enter, and the payment will not be refunded. 

Account number: Select the number of the HUF account to be debited, i.e. from which you will be initiating the 
transfer. The GIRO account number is displayed along with the number of the account selected. 

Phone number: Enter the 9-digit telephone number. Entered telephone numbers will be saved, which means the 
next time you make a top-up you will only need to select the phone number you want from the list of numbers. 

Type of prepaid card: VitaMAX 

Price for recharging card (HUF): Select from the list of top-up amounts specified by the service provider. 

On the input screen there is general information on discounts included in the price of Vodafone recharging cards. 
The scale of discount and terms of use are stipulated in Vodafone’s latest Terms and Conditions and the 
conditions of charges related to pre-paid services. 

Request for VAT: You may request for VAT invoice through the vodafone call center (1270) or on the vodafone 
homepage in 48 hours.  

 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your order to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the order is registered in the „Signature Folder”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Displays the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
 Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
 No: The „Input screen” remains. 
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Summary screen 
 
The details of the top-up are displayed in the order in which they were entered on the “Input screen”. 

Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Enter signature code to start transmission to the Bank. 
Back: Returns you to the first screen to enable you to modify your instruction if necessary. 
Cancel: Displays “Changes will be lost. Accept?" 
 Yes: Displays the question „Do you want save the transaction?” 
  Yes: The order gets saved in the “Signature folder”. 
  No: Returns you to the „Home screen”, the item that has been in the status before saving gets deleted 
from the “Signature folder”. 
 No: Returns you to the „Summary screen”.  
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After the order has been entered, a detailed confirmation appears regarding the registration/verification/fulfilment 
of the order. The detailed confirmation of the order to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which 
you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Click on this to acknowledge receipt of the confirmation/error message, then return to the “Home screen”. 
Print: You can print and/or save the confirmation in pdf format. 

 
 
Contact details 
 
Purpose of the function: To query, modify and delete the notification and contact details including  the 
telephone number, fax number, e-mail address and - if the method of notification is by post - contact name and 
address.  

 
Conditions for modification of the contact address: In this function only the postal address is allowed to be 
modified. If you want to change the permanent address (company headquarters) or the method of notification (for 
example the notification is requested by post or not requested at all) please contact one of our branches. 
  
Input screen 
 
Contact name (only in case of corporate customers, mandatory field): enter the name of the person  
authorized to contact the bank and represent the company. 
 
Mobile phone/Company mobile (at least one of them mandatory): enter your phone number in the form: 
country code-area code-local phone number.. 
 
Phone number/Company phone number (at least one of them mandatory): enter your phone number in the  
form: country code-area code-local phone number. 
 
Fax number/Company fax number (mandatory if the method of notification is by fax): enter your fax 
number in the form: country code-area code-local number.  
 
E-mail address: enter your or company e-mail address. 
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Contact details (Only in case  when the method of notification is by post. The method of notification can not 
be modified here.) 
 
Contact name (private individuals, mandatory if the method of notification is by post): enter the contact 
name  appears in the mail. 
 
Country (mandatory if the method of notification by post): select your country. 
 
Post code, place (mandatory if the method of notification by post): enter the post code, place. 
 
Street, house number (mandatory if the method of notification by post): enter the street and house number. 
 
Sign, Book (optional, checked by default): you may send your order to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). If you mark neither, the order is registered in the „Signature Folder”. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: Displays the “Summary screen”. 
Cancel: Displays the question “Changes will be lost. Accept?” 
 Yes: The order entered is deleted, and then you are returned to the “Home screen”. 
 No: The „Input screen” remains. 
 
Summary screen 
 
The contact details are displayed in the order in which they were entered on the “Input screen”. 

Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Enter signature code to start transmission to the Bank. 
Back: Returns you to the first screen to enable you to modify your instruction if necessary. 
Cancel: Displays “Changes will be lost. Accept?" 
 Yes: Displays the question „Do you want save the transaction?” 
  Yes: The order gets saved in the “Signature folder”. 
  No: Returns you to the „Home screen”, the item that has been in the status before saving gets deleted 
from the “Signature folder”. 
 No: Returns you to the „Summary screen”.  
 
Confirmation screen 
 
After the order has been entered, a detailed confirmation appears regarding the registration/verification/fulfilment 
of the order. The detailed confirmation of the order to be booked arrives automatically in the „Mailbox” which 
you may view any time by clicking on the Mailbox icon in the upper menu. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
OK: Click on this to acknowledge receipt of the confirmation/error message, then return to the “Home screen”. 
Print: You can print and/or save the confirmation in pdf format. 
 
Declaration 
 
Accessing the function: it is exclusively available to private customers who are the owners of the account.  
 
Purpose of the function: to make a declaration which payment account waiving of fees for free cash 
withdrawals. The previously given declarations are also available at this function and can be deleted by the 
owners of the account as well. 
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The following Privacy Statements can be accepted or rejected.  
 
• Do you agree to contact you in non-postal way (e.g. mobile phone, e-mail)? 
• Do you agree to send you marketing messages, especially by e-mail? 
• Do you agree on recording any telephone conversations between you and the bank? 
• Do you agree to contact you for receivables-collection purposes in non-postal way? 
 
You can always change your answers. 
 
CLUB 
 
Purpose of the function: with the CIB Internet Bank Club you can shop at discounted prices in numerous 
internet stores.  
 
Process of the shopping at discounted prices: select the “Club” menu item and from the list of internet stores, 
click on you would like to shop at. During any visit to a store, the discount is valid for one hour from log-in. 
 
On the home page of the selected web store you will have to register before you can start making purchases. 
Please use a different user name and password to the one you use with CIB Internet Bank. We recommend that 
you exit the CIB Internet Bank as soon as you have done this. 
 
If you are already a registered user of the internet store, then simply log on using your existing user name and 
password. Select the goods or services that you wish to purchase. When you click on the “Pay” button, the 
amount of the CIB Bank Internet Club discount, and the reduced price, will be displayed. In other words, you will 
be entitled to purchase (or have shipped) the products or services at the discounted price. The exact amount of the 
discount will be displayed at the time of payment, on the home page of the internet store. Payment is managed by 
the internet store. There is no connection between the systems of CIB Bank and the web store, except at the time 
of clicking through. Please address any complaints regarding your purchase to the internet store. We strongly 
advise you to retain any email confirmations of your purchases, for use in the event of a complaint. 
 
You will be entitled to the discount on all subsequent purchases, regardless of how many times you shop at a 
given store. It is important to always enter the web store by clicking on the “Club” menu item within the CIB 
Internet Bank, because only then will you be eligible for the discount. 
 
 
SIGNATURE FOLDER 
 
The aim of the function: The function serves the temporary storage of transactions saved in the system 
(maximum 30 days). Transactions are saved in the signature folder in the following cases: 
 Only registering has taken place, 
 Only verified (signed) by one or more users, 
 Temporary system error during processing, 
 Failed transfer order after sending to bank (e.g. lack of balance available). 
 
Details about items in the Signature folder may be inquired, and they can be modified or deleted. With the 
transactions – depending on authorizations – the following banking operations can be performed: 
 Modification and deletion of registered or signed transactions 
 Verification (signing) and accounting of registered transactions. 
 Accounting of signed transactions. 
 
Important!  
If there are items to be processed in the Signature folder, the system shall send a notice at login. 
 
The Signature folder is particularly important in the case of joint signature, or if a customer's transaction have to 
be confirmed with more then one authorized person with signing in internet bank. In such a case, the transaction 
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can not be sent for booking without the proper number of signatures, so the item has to wait in Signature folder. 
The first signatories may not send the item for booking, but only sign and then the next /other signatories has to 
enter into Internet Bank, found the right item in Signature folder, sign it and the order becomes bookable. Thus 
can be sent for booking. 
 
Transfer-type transactions / All transactions: the user may choose which type of transaction should appear on 
the Answer screen. At „Transfer-type” the beneficiary’s name, account number, amount and currency appear in 
the chart, while in the case of „All transactions” a short description of the transaction appears. 
Account number: the starting account or the transactions not linkable to an account number can be selected. If it 
is left blank, all transactions that can or cannot be connected to the accounts get displayed. 
Name of service: the type of transaction to be displayed can be chosen. If it is left blank, all the transactions 
appear. 
Time interval: the time interval of query can be specified. Transactions can be inquired back to  maximum 30 
days after registering in the Signature folder.  
Limit: transactions within a limit can be specified for query.  
Status: transactions of a specified status can be selected for display. If neither status is specified, all transactions 
in the Signature folder get displayed (with the exception of transfer orders with modified, wrongly closed, 
successfully booked status). 
Wrongly closed: the transaction failed (e.g. there was no balance available after being sent to the bank) and it was 
closed by the user at exit from the function after the acknowledgement. These items can neither be modified nor 
deleted. 
Booking error: transaction sent for accounting that has been rejected (e.g. beneficiary account with CDV error). 
These transfer orders may be modified, deleted. 
Waiting for booking answer: transfer order sent to the bank is waiting for response from the system of    
the bank. 
Bookable: the transaction has the necessary signatures, it is accountable. 
Modified: if an item with „signed” status in the Signature folder gets modified, two items are generated out of it. 
There is a transfer order of „modified” status – which cannot be further modified – and another one of 
„registered” status, which can be signed again. 
Partly signed: it is bearing a signature, but further signatures are necessary before accounting. 
Prepared for data entry: those transactions receive this status that have not yet been sent to be registered or where 
entry of the transfer order failed. 
Registered: transaction registered but not signed. 
Successfully booked: accounting is completed, these items may not be modified again.  
Deleted: transactions previously deleted from the Signature folder.  
 
Push-buttons 
 
Continue: transactions matching the selection criteria get selected, and the „Answer screen” appears. 
Cancel: the system goes back to the „Home screen”. 
 
Results screen 
 
Icons on the „Signature folder” tag: 

 chart structure is reset top basic status  

 indicates with flashing if the user after login has made an operation in the Internet Bank that changes the 
content of the Signature folder.  
 
Transactions matching the criteria set on the „Selection screen” get displayed in a chart on the screen.  
 
The columns of the chart can be rearranged by clicking on the arrows on the column headings. The chart can be 
rearranged according to more than one column, in this case the arrangement will be done according to the order 
set by the user. 
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The columns are connected with head lines where (if defined) the sum total of the transactions in the group 
appears. With the head line check boxes all the transactions in the group can be marked. Beyond this, group 
members can be hidden with the small + icon. 

The starting condition can be reset with the  icon. 
 
By clicking on a line of the chart the features of the transaction chosen appear in the „messages” part at the 
bottom of the page: the name of the registerer of the transaction, the time of registering, the date of last 
modification, the time and type of modification, the number of signatures and the signers. 
 
The data appearing in the chart in case of „transfer-type transactions”: 
o Name of beneficiary,   
o Account number of beneficiary,  
o Amount,  
o Currency,  
 
In case of all transactions query a short description of the transaction appears in the first column, which may 
contain different information according to the transaction type. 
 
Irrespective of the selection criteria, the following columns appear in each case in the chart:  

o Status: transaction status. Icon  beside the status of the transaction indicates an error, by clicking on it 
information appears about the error (e.g. rejected transaction, due to lack of balance available) 
o Sign: can be chosen only if the user is authorized to sign and has not signed the transaction yet. 
o Revoke signature: signing of the already „signed” transaction can be withdrawn. In this case the transaction 
is put to registered status. 
o Book: if the transaction is already signed or the “sign” option has been chosen and the user is authorized to do 
so, the transaction can be booked, if simultaneously no signature is attempted to be withdrawn. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Reorder: Enforces the grouping criteria set for the columns of the chart. By clicking on the arrangement arrows 
beside the name of the columns, number 1 and 2 appear. The order of the rearrangement will be done according to 
these numbers. If there is no arrangement criteria set, all arrangement and grouping criteria get deleted by pushing 
the button. 
Modify: The chosen transaction can be modified if this is possible (status, authorization and certain orders, e.g. 
value date transfer order may not be modified). In this case data of the transaction that is to be modified appear on 
a new tag.  
Check: Detailed data of the selected transaction can be seen.. 
Delete: The selected transaction can be deleted. 
Send to bank: The program goes to the „Summary chart” that corresponds to the transaction selected on the 
”Result screen”.  
Back: Goes back to the „Query screen”. 
Cancel: The question “Changes will be lost. Are you sure?” appears. 
 Yes: All data entered so far get deleted, and the system goes back to the „Home screen”. 
 No: The system goes back to the "Result screen ". 
 
Summary screen 
 
This screen displays transactions to which an operation (sign, revoke signature, book) has been chosen. It is also 
possible in the Summary screen to rearrange the order of processing the transactions. It can be important when 
there is no balance available for all transactions. In that case those standing at the back of the row are not 
performed. 
 
Push-buttons 
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Forward: the selected transfer order is put forward among other transfer orders of the same type. 
Backwards: the selected transfer order is put backwards among other transfer orders of the same type. 
To the beginning: the selected transfer order is put to be the first of the list, which means that it gets accounted 
first of other transfers of the same type. 
To the end: the selected transfer order is put to the end of the list, which means that it gets accounted last of other 
transfers of the same type. 
Send to bank: if at least on of the transfer orders is sent for signing or revoke signing to the bank, the signature 
screen appears. Banking communication starts after the password (fix or generated by the Token) is entered. After 
confirmation or if only signed transfer orders are sent for accounting the „Confirmation screen” appears. 
Cancel: The question “Changes will be lost. Are you sure?” appears. 
 Yes: All data entered so far get deleted, and the system goes back to the „Home screen”. 
 No: The system goes back to the "Summary screen ". 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
Information summarized in a chart is provided on the completed operations. If there has been a faulty operation, 
the user may go back with the Correct button to an answer screen where only the faulty operations are displayed.  
The detailed acknowledgement of the items sent for accounting can be viewed in the mailbox. 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Print:  Acknowledgement can be printed out in a pdf format  
Correct: Goes back to the „Result screen” where the faulty item can be modified. 
OK: Acceptance of acknowledgement, goes back to the „Home screen”. 
 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICES 
 
SETTINGS  

 
Account name 
 
Purpose of the function: For displaying the account number, together with the related exchange automatically, as 
a default setting, in the case of the various system functions. As an additional supplement, allows you to add your 
own mnemonic or other memory-prompt.  

Procedure for giving a name to an account: Click on the “Settings/Account name” menu in the top menu bar to 
display the “Modify screen”. Select the account number and then specify a name (up to 8 characters).  

Push-buttons 
 
Modify: Saves the modified account name. 
Cancel: Returns to the “Home screen”. 

 
Partners 
 
Purpose of the function: Lets you view a list of your HUF, foreign exchange transfer, and postal payment 
beneficiary partners, as well as a list of entered mobile phone numbers, and details related to customers, entered 
when requesting VAT invoices in the course of making mobile phone top-ups. You can enter new transfer 
partners, modify data or delete an item from the database, and you can also delete any mobile phone numbers, or 
details related to customers, entered when requesting a VAT invoice in the course of making mobile phone top-
ups.  
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On the screen you can select which partners you would like to be displayed on the “Summary screen”, according 
to the following data: 

 HUF transfer partners: Partner’s name and seat (if applicable), partner account number,  
You can download details of your HUF transfer partners according to channel, by selecting from the accounts 
authorised with respect to the Internet Bank Postal payment partners: Partner’s name, partner’s address. 
 Foreign exchange partners: Partner’s name, account number, partner’s address, name of bank. 
 Mobil partners: Phone number, customer’s name, post code, town, street, house number. 
 
Transfer partner maintenance: 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Modify: The selected partner data can be modified. 
Delete: Once you have answered the confirmation question, the selected partner’s details are deleted from the 
database. 
Export: Saving the data displayed on the “Results screen” into a specified file format. 
Import: Loading of external files produced by other programs in a predefined file structure. 
Cancel: Returns to the “Home screen”. 
Back: Returns to the previous page. 
 
Procedure for exporting partner data: After clicking on the Export push-button on the partner data “Summary 
screen”, you can select from a pull-down menu the file format in which you would like to save the data. Currently 
Microsoft Excel (.xls) format is available. 
 
If you click on the “Continue” push-button, a dialogue window appears, and now you can define the folder in 
which you would like to save the file.  
 
The name of the file is ex/year/month/hour/second, with an extension that reflects the file format (.xls). 
 
Procedure for importing partner data: After clicking on the Import push-button on the partner data “Summary 
screen”, you can select from a pull-down menu the file format in which you would like to save the data. Currently 
Microsoft Excel (.xls) is available.  
 
If you click on the “Continue” push-button, a dialogue window appears, in which you can set the name and the 
path of the file to be imported.  
 
Only those items will be processed that are error-free in terms of form. Items that are incorrectly entered will not 
be saved in the partner database. 
 
If the import process is successful, click on the Continue button to display the “Summary screen”. 
 
You can find a detailed description of import file formats in the “File formats” appendix of the User Guide.  

Important: In the case of a one-off HUF transfer, the data of only one partner may belong to any one beneficiary 
account number. There is no possibility to save partner with secondary account identifier (Email address, Mobile 
number, Taxation number and Tax ID). 

 
Password 
 
We kindly inform you that from 14th of September 2019 you cannot perform transactions requiring 
signature/approval with Easy token password generator device authentication method.  Only log in and enquiry 
functions will be available with these devices.  
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The bank will cancel the password-authentication method from 14th of September 2019, log in and enquiry will 
not be available anymore.  
 
 
Purpose of the function: To change the password you use at log-in. At the first log-in, the password is identical 
to the user reference number. You must change this reference number to an easy-to-remember password. This is 
an alphanumerical string of at least 6 and up to 14 characters, which much include at least one letter and at least 
one digit. The letter(s) may not be accentuated. For security reasons you must change the password at least once 
in every 90 days. The new password can not be the same as the previous password. In the case of repeated 
attempts to log-in with an incorrect password, access to the system may be disabled. You can request a re-
enabling of access by calling CIB24 on 06 40 242 242 and identifying yourself by your CIB T-PIN, or by visiting 
a branch office.  

Procedure for modifying a password: Click on “Settings/Password” from the top menu bar. On the “Update 
password” screen you can change the password by entering your existing password, and then entering the new 
password twice. Click on the “Modify” push-button to register the new password in the system. At the next log-in 
you must use the new password.  

Password modification screen 

 Current password: Enter the password to be changed. Make sure that the correct password is entered. If the 
password entered does not match the one stored in the system, you will receive an error message.  
 New password: Enter the new password, and then repeat the entry. Make sure that the correct password is 
entered twice. If the two passwords entered do not match, you will be sent an error message. The new password 
can not be the same as the previous password. 
 
 

Token reminder question 
 
We kindly inform you that from 14th of September 2019 you cannot perform transactions requiring 
signature/approval with CIB MobilToken / Easy token / Token password generator device authentication method.  
Only log in and enquiry functions will be available with these devices.  
 
 
Entering a registering user 
 
We kindly inform you that he bank will cancel the password-authentication method from 14th of September 2019, 
log in and enquiry will not be available anymore. Entering a registering user function is not be available anymore.  
 
Enquiry user  
 
We kindly inform you that he bank will cancel the password-authentication method from 14th of September 2019, 
log in and enquiry will not be available anymore. Entering an enquiry user function is not be available anymore.  
 
MAILBOX 
 
Mailbox management 
 
Purpose of the function: This is a communication sent to you by the Bank, which you can use to subsequently 
view confirmations of your internet banking and investment (securities) transactions. You can also delete the 
confirmations. Mailbox messages may be accessed retrospectively for up to half year, in which time they may be 
viewed, deleted, or printed in pdf format and/or saved.  
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Procedure for viewing messages: On the “Summary screen”, messages will be displayed indicating date, 
subject, status and channel. Click on the “Read” button to view the contents of the selected message, which can 
also be deleted from here – using push-buttons familiar to you from Windows, you can select individual messages 
or several messages at the same time and delete them – or you can print them and/or save them in pdf format. The 
maximum number of messages is 500. 

Messages 
Following transactions performed in the Internet Bank, the confirmations automatically sent to the Mailbox can 
be viewed immediately.  

 
 

HELP 

 
Under this menu item you can find help related to the individual functions, as well as general advice on using the 
system. For each function, there is a detailed description arranged in the same manner as in the User Guide, which 
explains the purpose of the function, indicates the range of customers that can use the function, and the procedure 
for using the function, and contains a detailed explanation of the fields and the push-button functions. If the Help 
menu does not solve your problem, you can write to us in the “Contact menu”. 

 
 
CONTACT 

 
Contact us 
 
Purpose of the function: You can use this to tell us about any problems you experience with the CIB Internet 
Bank. Our staff will reply to you via e-mail.  

Procedure for accessing the customer service facility: Open the “Contact us” menu in the top menu bar. The 
“Input screen” is displayed, and from here you can type in your question or your problem. Your request is then 
sent to the CIB24 hotline service. Our customer service staff will contact you on the specified e-mail address.  

Input screen 
 
Name: Your name is displayed automatically. 
Name of service concerned (mandatory): Select the appropriate service from the available options. 
Problem type (mandatory): Choose from among the banking and/or technical problem categories.  
Message (mandatory): Enter your message to the Bank. 
E-mail (mandatory): Enter the e-mail address on which the staff of CIB24 can reach you.  
 
 
Push-buttons 
 
Send to bank: Bank communication starts, and you receive a confirmation of acceptance of the request. Push the 
OK button to return to the “Home screen”. 
Cancel: Returns you to the “Home screen”. 

 
 

CHANGE STATUS 

 
Select customer status 
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Purpose of the function: Allows you to log-on as a new user without exiting the CIB Internet Bank. If you use 
the CIB internet banking service as both a private individual and as a business entity, you can go to select 
customer status screen used at log-in.  
 
Procedure for changing customer status: Open the “Change status” menu in the top menu bar. Click on the 
“Select” push-button to select the new customer type, in whose name you can then transact business or view 
information. 
 

PASSWORD IDENTIFICATION WITH REDUCED FUNCTIONALITY 
 
To ensure that you can continue to manage your finances fully via CIB Internet Bank or the mobilCIB 
application, you will need to switch from your current method of identification to identification by a 
password-generating device (Token, Easy Token or CIB mobilToken). 
 
If the Contract is not modified by the deadline 31th March 2014. you will only be able to use CIB Internet Bank 
and the mobilCIB application with your current method of password identification with reduced functionality, that 
is, only for the transactions listed here: 
 

 Account history  
 Account summary 
 Bankcard/Shopping card/Credit card summary  
 Bankcard summary 
 Statement 
 Post file 
 Leasing summary 
 Pending direct debit items 
 Rejected direct debits 
 Instruction for value dated transfer 
 Instruction for standing order 
 Portfolio statement 
 Securities account history 
 Account name 
 Password 
 Contact us 
 Club 
 Change status 
 Creating recording user 
 Enquiry user  
 CIB Mobilbank 
 Requesting a mobilToken 
 MobilToken activation 

 
 

CIBBO APPLICATION 
 
CIB internet bank agreement 

 
Accessing the function: Only available to business owners who are current CIB Internet Bank users and has not 
been contracted to use the new CIB Business Online yet. 
 
Purpose of the function: Requesting availability to the new CIB Business Online application as well as applying 
for the new Hard or ViCA tokens. As part of this application, the contract for the internet-based electronic 
services of CIB Bank will be modified accordingly. 
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Steps of the request:  
 

 Study the rules of procedure applicable to contract amendment, as well as the terms and conditions of the 
amended contract, and accept them.  

 Specify the type of new password generator device – CIB Hard or ViCA token – for particular users. 
 Confirmation of the above-mentioned transactions via a generated code of a currently used token.  
 Upon successful identification, a general information tab appears as part of the confirmation process. 
 At the first log-in, the new token registration can be executed by clicking the Registration button in the 

pop-up window. In case of skipping the registration, activation is available to the users at any later period. 
 
 
“Accept contractual conditions” screen 
 
After accepting the rules of procedure and the terms and conditions of the contract amendment, you can continue 
with your Request. Description of contract amendment is displayed in the middle of the screen.  
 
Push buttons 
 
Continue: the push button will become active after the Contract Amendment has been accepted. Continue to the 
“Agreement screen”. 
 
Cancel: The following question pops up: Are you sure you want to interrupt the input? 
 Yes: log out of the function and return to the “Main screen”. 
 No: you will remain on the “Accept contractual conditions” screen. 
 
 
Agreement screen 
 
The agreement must be accepted to be able to use the CIB Business Online service. 
 
Sign, Book (optional, changeable): you may send your modification order to the bank for verification (sign) and 
execution (book). After sending to the bank, the Request is executed in the bank’s systems. Although, without 
accepting any, the modification order cannot be sent for verification. 
 
Push buttons 
 
Continue: displays the “Authentication tool selection” screen. 
Back: this will return you to the “Accept contractual conditions” screen. 
Condition and fees: Loads the exact conditions and fees on the official CIB Bank webpage. 
Cancel: The following question pops up: Are you sure you want to interrupt the input? 
 Yes: log out of the function and return to the “Main screen”. 
 No: you will remain on the “Agreement” screen. 
 
 
Authentication tool selection screen 
 
Token Picker: Tick the type of token that the users need for authentication according to its user id or name. 
Those, who are not assigned to any of type of tokens are going to be cancelled from the transfer agreement 
process. 
 
Push buttons 
 
Continue: displays the “Summary” screen. 
Back: this will return you to the “Agreement” screen. 
Condition and fees: Loads the exact conditions and fees on the official CIB Bank webpage. 
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Cancel: The following question pops up: Are you sure you want to interrupt the input? 
 Yes: log out of the function and return to the “Main screen”. 
 No: you will remain on the “Authentication of tool selection” screen. 
 
 
 
Summary screen 
 
Checking whether the type of assigned tokens is correct or not. 
 
Sign, Book (optional, not changeable): you may send your modification order to the bank for verification (sign) 
and execution (book). After sending to the bank, the Request is executed in the bank’s systems. Although, without 
accepting any, the modification order cannot be sent for verification. 
 
Push buttons 
 
Send to Bank: Continue to the screen where you can enter the signature code required for the execution of the 
Request. 
Back: this will return you to the “Authentication tool selection”. 
Cancel: The following question pops up: Are you sure you want to interrupt the input? 
 Yes: log out of the function and return to the “Main screen”. 
 No: you will remain on the “Summary” screen. 
 
 
Signing screen 
 
Sign the contract using the generated password by the currently used token. 
 
Push buttons 
 
OK: Displays the “Confirmation” page. 
Back: Return to the “Summary” page. 
 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
Detailed confirmation appears regarding the execution of the order, which contains the details of the receipt of the 
transfer request. Please note that, the CIB Business Online application only available using Hard or ViCA 
tokens. 
 
Push buttons 
 
Print: print confirmation. 
OK: return to the “Main screen”. 
 
 

Token registration 
 
Purpose of the function: The newly registered CIB Business Online application Hard or ViCA token activation. 
 
Steps of the request:  
 

 Selecting the type and serial number of the registered token. 
 Getting familiar with the user manuals 
 Confirmation of the above-mentioned transactions via a generated code of a currently used token.  
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 After successful identification of the token, the general information appears as confirmation. 
 
 
Token registration screen 
 
Specifying the type and serial number of the token wished to be activated. 
 
Sign, Book (optional, not changeable): you may send your modification order to the bank for verification (sign) 
and execution (book). After sending to the bank, the Request is executed in the bank’s systems. Although, without 
accepting any, the modification order cannot be sent for verification. 
 
Push buttons 
 
Continue: displays the “User appendix” screen. 
Cancel: The following question pops up: Are you sure you want to interrupt the input? 
 Yes: log out of the function and return to the “Main screen”. 
 No: you will remain on the “Token registration” screen. 
 
 
User appendix screen 
 
After accepting the rules of procedure and the terms and conditions of the contract amendment, you can continue 
with your Request. Description of contract amendment is displayed in the middle of the screen. 
 
Push buttons 
Continue to registration: the push button will become active after the Contract Amendment has been accepted. 
Continue to the “Agreement screen”. 
Cancel: The following question pops up: Are you sure you want to interrupt the input? 
 Yes: log out of the function and return to the “Main screen”. 
 No: you will remain on the “Accept contractual conditions” screen. 
 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
Checking the data of selected token.  
 
Sign, Book (optional, not changeable): you may send your modification order to the bank for verification (sign) 
and execution (book). After sending to the bank, the Request is executed in the bank’s systems. Although, without 
accepting any, the modification order cannot be sent for verification. 
 
Push buttons 
 
Send to Bank: Continue to the screen where you can enter the signature code required for the execution of the 
Request. 
Back: this will return you to the “User appendix”. 
Cancel: The following question pops up: Are you sure you want to interrupt the input? 
 Yes: log out of the function and return to the “Main screen”. 
 No: you will remain on the “Confirmation” screen. 
 
 
Signing screen 
 
Signing the registration of the token using the generated password of the current token. 
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Push buttons 
 
OK: Displays the “Confirmation” page. 
Back: Return to the “Summary” page. 
 
 
Confirmation screen 
 
Detailed confirmation appears regarding the execution of the order, which contains the details of the process. 
 
Push buttons 
 
Download documents: Verification documents download.  
Condition and fees: Loads the exact conditions and fees on the official CIB Bank webpage. 
Exit: Return to “Main screen”. 
 


